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1 
Awards
 
Presented
 
To
 
ROTC
 
Cadets
 
It' 
JIM 
AIMANEst.:  
Dail,' 
Siatt  Mriter 
Despite 
a 
SUSI whieh 
forced
 three 
cadets
 to take to 
cover, 
the 
ROTC's annual 
President's Review
 
came 
off without 
a hitch, on 
tile 
Women's 
P.E.  field 
yesterday.  
Eighteen
 awards were 
presented  to 
members of 
the  SJS luttallion, 
includ-
ing a special silver 
star
 award to Kent 
IL 
Hillhouse,  a Vietnam 
veteran and 
SJS graduate. 
On hand to add 
color  to the ROTC's 
biggest 
awards  ceremony of 
the year 
was the 
famed Fort old 
Army
 Band. 
Pres. Robert 
D.
 
Clark  
accompanied
 
ROTC
 head Col. Edgar
 
CoIladay
 on an 
inspection
 of the assembled 
batallion.  
The Fort
 Oid 
band 
played its rendi-
tion of the Nal itnial 
Anthem after the 
inspect
 ion.
 
( LARK ADDRESS 
Pres. Clark. prior to his address in 
which he supported ROTC on campus, 
made the first of the awards with the 
presentation
 of the Superior
 
Cadet  
Ribbon to senior John L. Maltbie, jun-
ior
 Donald O. DeMers, sophomore 
Sheldon L. Jahn and freshman Karl 
E. Reimers. 
Other award winners included Rich-
ard M. King, the Assoeiation of the 
United States Army medal; I.awrence 
D. Sabo, John P. Doran, and Kenneth 
L. Dorr Jr., the Reserve Officers Asso-
ciation medal;  Grady T. Triplett, the 
Zane medal, 
presented  by the Veterans 
of Foreign
 Wars. 
Calvin T. Nalcanishi won the Daugh-
tem of 
the Ameriean
 
iteN  
olut
 ion
 medal; 
1 
Jthhe II and 
Sander H. Heiler,
 
the Atte,' .ot Legion
 ROTC General 
Military
 I 
saellence
 Award;  John
 I.. 
Maltble aii,1 Dennis G. Seiba, the 
American  Legion Scholastic Excellence 
Award; David W. Woolsey, the Mili-
taty 
Order 
of the World Wars 
award; 
and Terrance J. Kerr, the Sons of the 
American Revolution ROTC medal. 
DISTINGuistiEn sTuDENT 
senior students. Kenneth R. 
Romines and Alfred
 Hernandez were 
presented vvith the 
Distinguished  Mili-
tary Student
 Award plus a 
special
 
letter 
of commendation 
from Gov. 
Ronald
 Reagan. 
Prior to the 
end  of the 
tevieve
 
Pres.  Clark 
addressed  the 
cadets and 
praised  them 
for their 
"advancement
 
and 
completion."
 
"The 
substance 
of strength,"
 he 
added,  "is 
not  in arms 
only, but 
in
 the 
rightness 
of
 cause." 
Dr.
 Clark 
pointed
 out that
 the na-
tion's 
"Rightness
 of cause"
 is being
 
"called  into 
question" 
and that
 the 
ROTC 
program 
itself 
was "being
 
called 
into 
question."  
"I 
believe in 
the program,"
 he con-
fided. 
"I think 
we should 
have it." 
Semester
 
Grades  
Grades 
for  the 
1969
 spring
 semester
 
will  be 
mailed  to 
students  
on June 
23. 
Grades  
will
 be sent
 to the 
address
 in-
dicated  
at
 
registration.
 
Changes
 of ad-
dress 
should
 
be
 
reported
 to the
 
Regis-
trar's  
Offic(,  
AD111102
 by 
June 
13.  
Finals 
Schedule
 
Group I classes meet 
Daily, 
MWF,
 M, 
W,
 F, 
MTW,  
MWTh,  
MTWF,  
MWThF, MW,
 MF, WF. 
Group 
II classes meet TTh, 
T, Th, TWTh, 
MTTh,  
TThF,  
MTThF,
 
MTWTh,
 
TWThF. 
CLASS 
TIME  GROUP 
TEST
 DATE
 
7:30 
a.m.  I 
Tuesday,
 June 10 
7:30 a.m. II 
Tuesday,  
June 10 
8:30 
a.m.  I 
Wednesday,
 June 
II
 
8:30  a.m. 
II 
Wednesday,  
June
 11 
9:30 a.m.
 I 
Thursday,
 June 12 
9:30 a.m. 
II 
Thursday,
 June 12 
10:30 
a.m. 
1 
Friday,
 June 6 
10:30
 a.m.
 
II Friday,
 June 6 
11:30 
a.m. 
1 
Monday, 
June 9 
11:30  
a.m.  
II 
Monday, June
 
9 
12:30 p.m. 
I 
Monday,
 June 
9 
12:30 p.m. 
II 
Monday,
 June 
9 
1:30 
p.m.  
I 
Friday, 
June 6 
1:30
 
p.m.
 
II 
Friday,
 June
 6 
2:30 p.m. 
1 
Wednesday,  
June  II 
2:30
 
p.m.  
II 
Wednesday,
 June 
II 
3:30 p.m. 
1 
Tuesday,
 
June  
10
 
3:30 p.m. 
II 
Tuesday,
 June
 10 
4:30 p.m. 
I 
Friday,
 June
 6 
4:30 
m 
II 
Thursday,  
June  5 
Foreign
 
Language
 
Dept.
 
Thursday,
 June
 5 
TEST 
HOURS
 
7:30-9:45
 
a.m.
 
10-12:15
 a.m.
 
10-12:15  
a.m. 
7:30-9:45
 
a.m.
 
7:30-9:45
 
a.m.
 
10-12:15
 a.m.
 
10-12:15
 a.m.
 
7:30-9:45
 
a.m.
 
10-12:15
 
a.m.  
7:30-9:45
 
a.m.  
3:30-9:45
 
p.m.
 
1-3:15  
p.m. 
1-3:15
 
p.m. 
3:30-5:45  
p.m.
 
3:30-5:45
 
p.m.
 
1-3:15 p.m. 
1-3:15 
p.m. 
3:30-5:45
 p.m. 
7-9:15 p.m. 
3:30-5:45
 
p.m." 
3:30-5:45
 
p.m 
 
Experimental
 History
 
I7A 
classes
 
meet
 on 
Thursday,
 
June 
5 from 
1-3:15 p.m. 
 Night 
classes'
 finals are 
from  
7-9:15
 
p.m. 
Thursday
 night
 classes 
 
Thursday,
 
June  5 
Monday
 night
 
classes   
Monday,
 
June
 9 
Tuesday  night 
classes
  
Tuesday,
 
June
 10 
Wednesday
 night
 
classes  
 
Wednesday,
 June
 II 
 5 and
 5:30 p.m. 
classes
 will 
have
 
their  
finals 
at the last
 
regular
 
class  
meeting.
 
 Examinations for daily 
and four -day 
classes,
 
may 
at the
 option 
of the 
instructor,
 extend 
over
 the 
two 
examination
 
periods
 which
 they 
control.  
 Classes
 meeting on the hour 
will take 
exams
 
with
 
classes  
meeting
 the 
previous
 
half-hour,  i.e.,  a 9 
a.m. Group 
II 
class
 
meets  
on
 Thursday, 
June 12 with the 8:30 Group II classes. 
**If 
desired.  the time of this examination 
period
 
may
 
be
 changed
 to 
4:30-6:45
 p.m. 
 1 
Reg
 
Payments
 
Frith'',  
June 
6, 
is
 
the  
last 
full 
registration
 
fees
 
nio 
be 
puid. It is an 
open
 
registration
 
day tur 
oil  111.440-
 
%%Ito  
lia%e
 
not  
paid 
as 
)41.  
Toda),,
 
those
 
%those 
last 
names 
begin
 
nith
 
11-V11i 
are  
scheduled
 
to 
pa)  
Tomor-
row, 
selteduled
 
are 
1i -%%/s
 
V 
and  Z, 
Unless
 
a 
deferral "'-
postponement
 
is 
approned,
 
tee
 
pores
 
he
 
charged
 
an
 
tdditlonal
 
S2.00.  
PARTAN
 
DA I LY 
Vol.
 
56 
43210.
 
'"
 
SAN 
JOSE
 STATE 
COLLEGE
 
SAN JOSE, 
CALIFORNIA  95114, WEDNESDAY,
 JUNE 4, 1969 
Weather 
11) 1,1 a Is 
e 
I 4) 
W 
situ . . . Viijortunalr14,, Mr. 
Johns.ss
 S1,1/N Uliabit
 to I.  - 
WO, sentenoe 
prior  
to tic:twine. 
itottcter.  tie ote 
boned this toreeast 
11,1111
 
his 
pres ecretar%: ( 
old blusters% 
mother's% 
%%Mils oith light 
slim%
 
and  
Mooing
 s  
 today
 
through Evi-
dent's% the credibilit% gap is 
larger than ne all thought.' 
No. 131 
GOOD GUYS
  
SLATE
 ACQUITTED
 
Spolter Letter 
Results  
In 
Decision  
Reversal
 
PI 
STATE CONTROLLER Houston I. 
Flournoy
 marks the dedication
 of 
Carl D. 
Duncan  Hall 
Thursday  by 
noting the 
seriousness
 of the 
decay  
in our 
environment  
quality.  He ex-
pressed the 
belief that 
facilities like
 
Duncan 
Hall  represent
 efforts 
to 
reverse  fhis
 trend. 
Chicanos
 
Freed
 
From
 
Custody
 
Following
 
Melee
 
Approximately
 
20 
Amet-
jeans 
were 
released  
from 
custody  of 
the 
San  Jose 
Police 
Department
 
Mon-
day
 after 
their 
arrest 
Sunday
 on 
charges
 
stemming
 from a 
mass
 boy-
cott 
and  
clemon.stration
 
against
 Fiesta
 
de las 
Rosas. 
Arrested  
during  
the 
downtown  
pa-
rade 
on 
various  
charges  
of 
assault
 on 
a police
 
officer.
 
assault  
with  a 
deadly 
weapon,
 
disturbing  
the 
peace  
and  re-
sisting
 arrest
 were,
 among
 
others:
 Juan
 
Antu, 
newly
-elected  
SJS 
Academic
 
Council
 
representative:
 
narrY  
Delga-
dillo,  
Student  
Council  
representative,
 
and 
Alfred 
Sanchez,
 MASC 
chairman
 
Conflicting  
reports
 on 
the 
incident  
were 
received
 from 
San 
Jose 
Police 
and 
Chicano  
spokesmen.  
Police  
said a 
barrage
 of 
rocks  
and  
bottles  
was  
launched
 
at
 parade 
march-
ers by 
the 
demonstrators,
 
leading 
to 
the 
vvild  melee.
 while 
Jorge 
Acevedo  
of tile 
Chicano Cold', 
deration  of Sant 
Clara 
County.
 saiil they
 (the 
Chicano.  
were
 
peacefully  
demonstrating
 when
 
Itoliee
 
11.10.,i"
 
ith,,ut 
warning.
 
Several 
!nos,  
Chieanas,  
and 
three pollee 
,Theeis
 
were
 
injured, all 
apparent ly 
)111. 111
 f 
i..er 
required
 
six nein.
 his eye.
 
Mere
 
arrests 
followed the
 
parade
 when 
Chicanos  Tutoring is the secret 
to the 
sit,
 e; 
continued
 to 
protest
 
the carnival at of the
 Black Educational
 
Oppotinnay
 
Park 
and Vine 
ax males.
 
lEOPI. revealed Tim 
Arraignment
 
of
 those 
arrested 
is set
 
1<now:es. 
P:OP  
dirertor.
 
ftrr 
June  
Chiemos
 
have
 
obtained  
lineales
 
yesterday  issued 
a thank -
legal 
aid, 
and  
ais.ortline
 to 
Jean
 Antu, you
 to 
the paid and v"lutilary  tutors 
"we  are 
teder.0
 
investiga-  eseil 
la:  the 
lOP 
this 4.e.tr, along with 
lion" 
of
 
the
 incident.
 
an
 invitation to 
student.:  to apply
 for 
SDS 
To 
Appear in 
Court 
For 
Police 
Week
 
Charges
 
The 
Students 
for a 
Democratic  So-
ciety 
(SDSI 
chapter 
on 
campus
 has 
been 
subpoenaed
 to 
appear 
before 
the 
Student
 
Judicial),  
tomorrow  
:it 2:30
 
p.m.
 
in the 
roliegt)  
Union
 to 
answer 
cintrg,cs
 
issued
 
by
 the 
Attorney
 
Gen-
eral's
 office 
that
 the) laded
 
Title  5 
of the 
Administratke
 
Code  
The 
alleged  
violation
 stems
 from 
the 
counter
 
display  
and 
protest  
activity
 by 
SDS 
during
 
Police  
Science
 
Week,  
May  
13 and 14. 
Linest
 
Quinton,
 
campus
 security 
chief, submitted a report 
to
 Stanley 
Benz, dean of students,
 that Title 5 
had been violated 
by the radicals at 
the Police
 Vt'eek display 
area  between 
the Education Building and
 MacQuar-
rie Hall. 
John Herlihy, 
assistant attorney 
general,
 will present the ease for the 
Judiciary  at the 
hearing,  while 
SDS  
member 
Ron  Harbeck 
will
 represent 
the 
radical
 side. 
SDS 
has  called for a 
rally today 
at 
noon 
on Seventh 
Street  to 
urge
 stu-
dents 
to come to 
the 
hearing 
tomorrow.
 
lty 
CANI)Y BELL 
nail) 
1.0iitietti vrit.-r 
k Fier sitting 
through  tss,o all-niglit marathon hearings and a surprise re
-opening of their trial Iasi 
ednesday night. the 
controsershd
 (t.tiotid ll;ilys %son their appeal early Thursday morning. II three 
candidates 
%%ere acipiiited tlic College 
Judicial 1ppeals Board. 
The Asppeals Hoard decided in a 5-'3 
%ole II) :11.1111it treasurer candidate 1301) 1elle of 
charge,.  lie 
inisreprewnled Isv 
claiming he hail been chairman of the 
College  I Ilion Prneram lioard it:l Pill. 
acqiiitial uas a result of a letter presented
  ednesday, night hy acting A.S. Anon's,' General Phil 
Slone. The letter %%as from ,Ierr 
Spoiter.  %dm %%as Associated Students I.k.S.)
 president at the time Isalloy 
claimed Iii had 
sened  as CI l'13 chairman. Spolter said that ism 
leiter;  supposeills ssritteti bs him liad 
been introduced as esidenee 
during 
the hearings
 %sere
 %,alid
 and that 
il %%as
 
possible  that
 
wrseil 
a, I:1 I'll 
chairman  for a brief 
period. 
* * * 
* * * 
Appeals
 
Dissenter
 
Says 
Kelley
 
Guilty  
Thomas
 Butts was one of 
three mem- man as 
part of his qualifications
 and 
hers of the 
College Judicial 
Appeals  that it is 
clear them is a 
difference 
Board  who dissented
 in the decision 
between *acting'
 and/or 'co-chairman.'
 
to 
acquit  Robert Kelley 
of Election 
"There is no doubt
 Kelley wa.s co -
Code 
violations.
 Here, in 
part, is his 
chairman  of a 
CUPS
 sub -committee.
 
dissenting 
opinion. 
but this is surely 
not  the chairmanship 
" ... 
The Spotter letter 
gave  me no of the 
whole CUPB. 
warrant  to change
 my original 
guilty  
"Concerning
 the 
charge
 that the 
vote.
 The letter was
 connadictory, 
Good Guys 
accepted  off-camptts 
aid by 
ambiguous,
 inconclusive 
. . . and was 
using the 
postage
 meter, I 
dissented  
a masterpiece
 of equivocation,
 seem- from 
the majority 
that  found the de-
ingly designed
 to please 
everyone
 and fendants
 not guilty. 
The  evidence, I 
yet 
no one. 
feel, demonstrated
 that Mr. 
McMasters 
" . . 
. there is no 
confusion  in my 
did accept 
aid,  did defer 
payment  of 
mind as to the weight of 
evidence
 
the postage meter 
costs, without any 
against Mr. 
Kelley.  My dissenting
 vote re
-payment
 contract, 
and did violate 
was not
 entirely 
contingent 
upon  
the 
the 
elections code. 
two 
March  7 letters, 
vvhich are con-
 "On the 
charge  against 
Mr.  Foss for 
flicting
 . .. The 
combined
 evidence of 
failing to register
 his T -CUP party,
 I 
the 
CUPB  and Student 
Council min- voted
 with the majority
 in finding him 
utes,
 the several testimonies presented  
not 
guilty  bemuse 
the 
elections
 
c(xle 
by 
the acting 
attorney
 general, 
includ-
 did not 
come
 into effect 
until  after the 
ing the testimony 
of the secretaries, 
T -CUP wa.s 
purportedly
 defunct. In 
and 
Kelley's own 
admission
 in the mid- 
addition, the attorney
 general did not
 
rile of the 
hearing that he 
was not challenge
 Mr. Foss' contention
 that the 
chairman of the
 CUPB, but 
rather  T -CUP 
disbanded
 before the 
code be -
'acting
 anttair co-chaimian'
 a title 
came effective. 
With this in 
mind,  as 
which  Kelley was at a 
loss to explain, 
well
 as many incidents 
nf what I be-
have convinced me of Mr. Kelley's 
lieve to be tactieal 
etrors  on the 
part 
guilt. I could 
not fail to find 
Kelley  of the prosecution,
 I was bound to 
find
 
did advertise himself 
as CUPB chair- Mr Foss 
not guilty." 
Black EOP Head 
Cites 
Tutoring  
As 
Program's
 
Success
 
Secret
 
tutoring 
positions  
for 
next  fall. 
"This year
 74.5 per
 cent
 (it' our
 
...in-
dents 
retssived
 over 
a 2.0 GPA. 
IATith 
the help of 
tutors. vve 
hope to 
increase  
it to 
80-85  per 
cent
 by next
 spring," 
Knowles
 said. 
Both 
oluntary
 and paid  
tutors are 
needed  for
 next 
fall.  Paid 
students 
re-
ceive  
$2-2.50
 under 
the 
Work
-Study 
Pmgram.
 
Knowles  
urged  all 
upper 
division  and
 
graduate  
students  
interested
 in either
 
paid or 
voluntary 
work  to apply 110W 
in the 
Black 
EOP  office,
 Building
 1,', 
Ninth and
 San 
Carlos  streets.
 
"It 
is
 only
 v 
ith 
a strong 
intoring
 
program
 with 
persons 
who  have 
min-
mitted 
themselves
 to 
their  subject
 area 
that 
the  
EOP 
program
 
ran  be 
success-
ful," 
said
 Knowles.
 
Students
 with 
any 
major  can 
be 
utilized  by 
the 
program
 although
 math
 
and 
science
 majors
 are 
especially 
needed. 
"We 
hope
 to have over 
400 
students  
apply 
for 
the  45 
available 
tutoring
 
positions,"
 
Knowles
 said. 
EOP,
 now
 in 
its  
second
 
year,  
cur-
rently
 
enrolls
 
approximately
 
2on  stu-
dents,
 and 
tin III.71'eaSV 
I/1 
1.111'1,11Ment
 
is anticipated
 for tall,
 
Spolter's 
letter
 came just hours be-
fore a final
 decision from the Appeals 
Board was to be announced. That 
recommendation, which was
 never 
public,  acquitted presidential 
candidate Jim
 McMasters and vice 
presidential
 aspirant Rob Foss, 
but  dis-
qualified
 Kelley by an 9-0-0 
vote. When 
Stone requested that the trial
 be ie-
opened to admit 
the  Spolter letter as 
evidence, the 
board met in four hours
 
of 
deliberation
 and acquitted
 Kelley. 
The Good Guys traveled a hard 
road 
before the final 
decision which allows 
them to 
compete  in a runoff 
election 
next 
fall with Dave 
Aikman's  A.R.M. 
ticket. Aikman, 
Mike Rutz, and John
 
Murphy came
 in second in 
the April 
29-30 general election 
with 1,277 votes 
behind 
the Good Guys'
 2,565. 
It all began 
May 9 when 
the trio 
appeared
 
before  the 
A.S. 
Judiciary
 to 
answer 
four election 
cmie
 violation 
charges 
and one charge of 
violation of 
the SJS Statement on 
Student Rights 
and 
Responsibilities.
 The 
ticket
 was 
charged with 
receiving financial
 aid 
and  support 
from
 an off
-campus
 source. 
the stock 
firm of 
Alerrill,  Lynch. 
Pierce,
 Fenner, and
 Smith. Foss 
was 
charged  with soliciting
 funds from non -
student
 sources 
and using
 them for
 
campaign  
purposes. 
He ve a 
s also 
charged 
with 
illegally
 being a 
member 
of 
two campus
 political 
parties  anti 
falsely
 advertising
 he had
 been 
presi-
dent  of 
Glendale  
College.  
Kelley  1A:as
 
charged
 with 
falsely
 
advertising
 he 
had  
been
 CITPB 
chairman.  
After
 an 
eleven
 hour 
hearing 
and 
six hours 
of closed 
deliberations.
 Ju-
diciary
 voted 
May  10 to 
clisquailfy 
the 
ticket
 from 
the  
election.
 The 
vote  vi as 
6-0-1.  The 
ticket 
was  found 
guilty of 
accepting 
aid from 
the stock
 firm 
and  
Kelley
 was 
found  guilty
 of falsely
 
claiming  to 
be CTUPB 
chairman. 
The 
Good
 
Guys
 appealed 
tile  
de-
cision on 
procedural
 grounds,
 claiming
 
there 
was not a 
quorum 
present
 during 
the 
closed 
Judiciary 
deliberations.
 
Philip  
Wander,
 
associate  
justice,  
was  
present  for 
the 
hearing
 but 
then
 left 
the 
deliberations  
casting an 
abstention 
for 
every  
vote
 during
 the 
delibera-
tions.
 lie 
said a 
personal  
conflict 
in 
the
 case 
would  not 
allow 
him  to 
make  
a fair 
judgment.
 
A 
five 
faculty,  
four
 student
 College
 
Judicial  
Appeals 
Board 
was  
appointed
 
by Dean 
of 
Students  
Stanley  
Benz,  to 
hear  the 
appeal. 
On May 
22, the 
board 
heard 
the case
 and 
on May
 25, 
it 
voted
 to 
disqualify  
Kelley 
and 
allow  
the  other 
two 
candidates  to 
run. 
That 
deeision
 was 
never  
made  
pub-
lic,
 hmvever,
 for 
before  
the
 verdiet
 
could be 
finally
 reviewed
 
by 
PreS.  
Robert 
D. Clark
 and 
publicly
 an-
notineed,
 
Attorney  
General 
Stone 
rit-
ettied
 the 
Spotter 
letter  
which  later 
resulted
 in 
the 
overturned  
decision 
President
 
Hopefuls
 
Academie
 
Council's  
Comilla 
Selection of 
the  New 
President
 
e lt,.11 
hits 
already 
recommended
 an interim
 
SJS
 president.
 is now 
considering
 can-
didates for 
a 
new  
president
 
Faculty  
and
 student
 
suggestions  
for 
president
 
candidates
 
should
 be 
sub-
mitted  to 
the chairman
 of 
the  com-
mittee  
in 
13/1321.  
las   
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When the 
press is free, it may be 
good or bad  but 
certainly  without 
freedom it can never be anything but bad. 
Albert Canna 
Bill 
HurliellInann    
Editor 
Roger  Chapman   
Advertising 
Mgr. 
Editor's 
Notes  
Daily 
in 
Retrospect  
The scoliesita is 
finally
 mer. As a 
matter
 of fart. for me four  years are 
- 
iier. 
inehttling 
three 
semesters  
on the 
Spartan  staff. 
My 
tenure.
 
ttti 
the  
Daily 
has been 
vtry 
rewarding.  
Tile  staffs 
I Itat 
%missal
 with %%tre excellent. 
although  
there
 ha\ e been ups and 
downs.  
st.tioester's 
newspaptr has been 
criticized
 loy some. But I believe 
this
 
stanester- Ititily has 
represented  a 
change from the traditional  
journalism  
of the past. 'file gtoal tlois 
semester  has 
been
 to not only inform tht reader but 
to entertain 
Ilion as 
well. 
Most
 of 
the  
criticism
 
ha- 
bten  
based
 4111 
1111, 
enter-
tainment goal. which 
many 
Itioe 
ttrmtal st.nsittionalison. 
Stnsationalisin  is the 
trend in 
mod-
ern 
journalism.  aid  gh 
tine must
 al-
ways 
rtatitaither  that it is 
not  the only 
trtnd Or the only 
tibititit of 
any 
newspaper. lit.aders
 will not read a 
newspaper that Inorts them. If you 
don't  
appeal  to the 
readt.rs.
 you will 
tplickly  lose them and 
%itlititit 
readers.
 
it 
doesn't make a loit 
of difference 
%bat 
kind tof newspaper you hint%
 
The Itaily has made its 
=1.1itre
 
of  mis-
takes
 this ear. a, any 
newspaper will. 
I 
don't  Imliee our mistakes 
Itae
 
been 
particularly  
disastrous.  although many 
persons.
 
both
 faculty
 and student-. 
may disagree. 
Any newspaptr that always
 pleases 
everybody 
doesn't
 do 
much
 of 
a job
 
as a newspaper. newspaper must be 
the
 watchdog 
in society. 
On
 this 
rani -
pus. that means %atching the adminis-
tration. the faculty
 and sttulttit gos 
eminent.  
I Itae reeeised complain!,
 of one 
sort or 
another  from 
eery
 
,egment
 of 
the SJS 
campus.  This please, me. 
for 
I can 
beliee the l/aily has not catered 
and thus pleased any faction. 
Stuthnt
 government.
 for
 example. 
has been 
unhappy
 vith the I)aily on a 
number
 of 
occasion-.  
The 
rtitson  is 
simple: 
they 
hate 
criticism.
 
almost
 to 
the exttnt  that they 
can't bear to it 
in print. This
 is unfortunate. -ince 
much 
tof  what they do deserNes criti-
cism.
 
Students next 
stintster  can 
look 
for-
ward 
to
 an eXeellent 111%% 4/0111.r.
 .1.1111 
11111y Will 11:1N e 
experieneed  staff. 
one 
that
 I 
kiiii%
 
is 
capable
 
of produc-
ing it 
fine
 
nettspaper.
 
If 
4111e 
11/111,.  at 
label' news-
papers
 throughout the etituttry. he N% ill 
see 
that  the Spartan l/aily ranks near 
the top in 
imerall
 
extellence.
 
I was lomat!
 
to lie the eilitiot of 
this 
newspaper. 
I think S.IS can be 
proud 
of
 the Spartan Daily.
 
11.11.  
Staff 
Comment
 
Peoples'  
Park 
Parody 
13% NI "{) 
Dom  
does .1 proplr's 
park of 
our  nun 
grab .111-1 thought IA 
throw
 111.11 
op
 ihr ail aiel -re what 
4.:1111e 410%11.1 
111 
1111-  ...rorr.
 
litancellor
 Glenn 
Iltinikr. 
backed  
Gov. Itonald Rea-
gan and 
3.11011  
of calitornia's
 
finest ... 
Elmentli  and ("( illiants. 
did you say, 
Danny? 
Saturday mit    g? 
Right  on! 
Atteietion! 
1,11 right you 
nom.  look 
al.), have  a 
rii  lllll r the 
hippies
 
at I.. 
 -lair AI, 
1:0111.,1  
loo 111,1111
 flow 
ers. 11.1- hoe going to beat 
'mit
 
141 
it: 
right.
 men? 
V1e'll  
break
 a few 
heads
 
before the% C.111 111111 the first
 
Thali 
should di...mirage 
. 
. . 11i1- 
11oV,  
Ue.ro
  
a 410 
Iwo -
our 
ei,..1,.- 
and 
seeds and 
..11,1  
me
 
go and 
plant .4.111. 1 
.%) 01 1111W. 
Larry.  
the 
brirk-  and 
orange-  r  
 
later.
 I 
Hop. 
isso.
 Iliree.
 floor! 
. . . All right. 
1111c11- 
)tir
 orders are 
tO
 sur. 
room' Mr- lot 
awl protect it from 
those
 
heard. 
mod 
'Mar
 I 
hisser-.
 
Ilan't
 let
 them
 
get 
a 'lime'. ill 
. 
and 
olio 1.1e. 111111 1,4,ril,S and 
1-W11111, 
and grass 
mid  petunias 
and apple 
trees . 
. and gra-- . . . 
Thk 
Ilvirli.y.
 speaking,  to 
you  
from the
 
Mit) 
Iliorlevbird.
 liVe're flying 
tiser 
the 
treetop-  of beautiful
 Sao Jose Ito 
hriml  
silo 
.1 fir-1.11;mil
 report of the 
emit
 roma'
 ion 
between
 the 
hippie.;  and 
'''11,4 !.111 ami
 
3.01KI
 
national
 
guard-mem
 
There"- the guard 
now! They're march-
ing thossit
 Flesenth 
Street. eight 
abreast.
 
with loamiets at really! 
Noss
 Ne can eve llie 
People.,  routing 
up 
William.  fr   
the
 Lii,t! Thes'n. 
vot ll i ll g 
rimer! I think theyre going
 to do battle 
with 
Om 
guard! 
. and 
then.
 go lite 
hippies
 
on
 
iloNti
 
illiallie.  ile
 die 
gliaril 
Eleventh.  
Ca11.1 
explain 
it.
 
folk-:
 
those
 
himiieu
 walked  right 
ilirmigh
 
the
 
gtial.1.
 
tanks'
 
Just
 .1 
Illi 
le 
i.1,1 
lit 
lie  
NI 
%LES
 
rhange in the guardsmen! Each  
 has a 
flower
 in his hair and it silly grin 
on
 bi-
face!
 
1 N  
ler  
who's 
going.  esplam "Ili- 10 
their lllll slander . . . awl Goseroor Rea-
gan . . .  
and !mit-and-a-half mill'  
! 
Commencement at 
Berkeley  
Gu est 
Rooms  
SDS 
Charges;
 Fiesta Arrests 
Display 
Defended
 
A 
liw  a:Lo
 the chapter 
of 1),': 
ssa. sollopotoicol to appear before the 
-tie 
deist  court
 to 
atismrr tliargts
 
stemouing  
from the counter ilisplas during Police 
SI)S 
i- being 
rharged
 -I)isorderly.
 
unethical. y 'trim's. or immoral condom:-
-Deliberately  di -coming or oh-tructing 
iiiiv 
serY
 mil -1Iarass
 
in. 
,,r ili.torhance a 
permits.
-
s-1/. 
.11,1.1is 
was  set up to 
expose
 the 
oppre--ive limeti.in 
ihe 
police
 in our
 
stiiiety. (111 Toes.lay. \lay 1:).
 the imp- -et 
tip 'their display 
hom  
the)
 
art  
Ito present crime 
awl
 
lims tiles 
and  aid the 
people.  Hies 
lortioglit 
-cloud 
children 
lio 
them.  
Rot 
the\
 
loll a l'es, 
out.
 
',It, derided to prioside
 a few 
more 
lael- awl 
ilillerioot outlook 
to 
dm
 
role plaseol lis vim. in our
 -owlets. We: 
poot tool teal lei- 
.111.1  ,e1 1111 411-1.I.1% 
.-11.1%%
  
%11.'1 "I.' d". "I' mir 
IlienlaV nee,' lit their- that ellillente 
eve both to;lether.
 
11111 
the cone. the 
admini-trat  . and 
I 
Nparillient
 1111111.1 
%%Mil
 
elioleol-  lit -er 
eerlirit
 
lo that we 
Nonlil 
11.1e
 
I., . e 
were told 
Ne Were in 
vio1.111.,ii 01 
1 
ill. - ilw !WU' repre-siYe 
legislaiimi .1. to intimidate 
students 
and keep 
them
 i  
placent  
and 
if me 
13
 FACT 
FINDER
 
'111111111fir
 
FERDINAND
 
FIOFORI.
 
AI school. io'st Ineto reminded
 
111111. 
:11141 :114,1111 111,11 e,
 
ation  is 11111
 
Ille  
true
 
tist of k  ledge. and that there's really 
more to a 
lrile  
11.-1  of k  
ledge.
 
NMI 1111011 lilke 1111,4 V) 
1111
 a 11r:1111 411 
*all. 11111 not mull you are graduated fr   
college 
and go out Mi.) the
 
in 111 !,4111 
111111 OM 
Ille 
%Aldo! % 
).111411111-ly  
allage.
 
At 
gr:11111:111.11.
 4111 aro tempted
 to look 
at 
the good eillee thing.
 Ito
  t 
homework. 
/10 lllll re terill 
paper..  mill 110 
lllll re 
of that magging 
1011g,11. Of the 
lab-
oratory 
profe..or.  
All these might 
teittporaril
 
make
 
Ninny.
 11111 if you
 look hey  
I. thire 
the frightening 
uncertainty
 of what 
the 
fimire holds 
for yin!. 
Don't
 be 
discouraged.
 buddy  Although
 
conversation  might
 
changi fr  
%towns
 
or 
the fraternity 
home
 to the factory 
awl
 
altl  
gli fares 
might  change 
fr   die 
classroom to 
the Pour' room. 011e thing 
that 
will  
be 
set-% heartening 10 
1, 
1111:11  
10.11111e are Ille ,31111`. 
Bill  %Mir 
Irile  li.-1 of 
knowlrilge
 
riaittly  
4   whom you rim 
into 
a 'much 
of nutty kidx   
If  
votive 
just 
vour  
teaching
 ere. 
dential
 anil 
are pine' 
tench
 at its 
t.lementary 
school. 
then 
itluart
 be 
pre. 
pared :1- Ile rec. 
ooll  
II 
. 
..1..,111111
 
111 .11111. 
H.  :I 
I IC. 
\\ 1.1111.1
 'IA I I` 
itukmard 
question-.
 yololl 114.4,1 ,1 
-1/.11114
 1111111 411 gen-
ral k  ledge to up 
14 1111 111111. 
A 
child's  rain 
of ime-tions often 
drop 
from North to 
"Muth.  fess of Ihe tolthst 
are: 
-\\ i- -k. 
or "Dow 
can 
a fly 
walk itp-id....lomor
 
or
 
'All
 hy 
I lair..11 mlien I 
tickle myself?" 
It is 
itolred
 strange  W111111
 V1 1. 11Ve 111. 
:Ilia 1.1 cr 
child  11:1., :I right to he eliri llll 
ANHUI 
il. The 
'111111 
looke 
4)11 !.11111
 .1104 OW 
111 1.4111e1o 141 satisfy. his curiosity. 
Ito
 
au-sseriieJ,
 the
 tIiihrs
 "blue sky". 
question. you tell him that the sky is every 
color
 
of 
the raitthow.  but only
 the 
blue  
 throligh 14) ille 111111111n eye. And 
s find wit the 
(hilt' 
therm.'
   
 
%slis  
1-o.. ihr ro 
more interesting 
1ii 
111,1,1 
So
 lie Islay ask 
sou Re: "V hat are illy eye-
brow.  for?-  sir NI 
Imre
 clo toy teeth 
come
 
from ? 
"Thar- a terv 
childi-li  11,11 
11111111 
he
 
lellintiiil  
tip 
iliellnee 
the
 
child'', 
barrow
 of ime-tions.
 But you'll 
mire, 
Mal 
te.t 
komil 
edge.
 
didn't leme. they woold
 relocate us awl 
arrest
 us if tirre-ary.  
()it 
\N mho
-dm. seyeral
 hundred stu-
dents  
attended
 
a rall :11141 
marched mer 
to set tip the 
displit.  and picket 
line.  C'e 
men. grttteni 
hy a line ot 
campus
 security. 
student cops. and eity  cop,.
 mho 
prevented
 
us from 
settiug tip our display. Ne
 con -
ti llll ed to picket. 
but mere threatened 
with
 
arrest. 
The 
administration
 %tato!, to kick 
SI)S
 
"fi fur Ike Police Svi"1"
 
dispkiy. Th,. 
are  holding a 
hearing
 for 
us precisely 
at a time mlien few 
students 
would  know about  
it or be 
able 
to
 attend. 
haye scheduled 
the hearing
 
during  
final-. \\ i   
wits they are 
this and me must 
il inilee 
action. EserVolle 
mho participated 
in 
Police 
Science  N. rd. should 
attend  the 
hearing. itnesses 
will  he needed. %maid: 
Thursday. 2:30.
 in the College
 
1 Mon. 
1:0111lie
 
Kim/.
 
;ell" 
En(1
 Peace 
student- of 
sIS  and 10-4.
 t:it 
lege.
 mid stippiortim: 
organiza-
tions led 
a peaceful 
thmiiiiistrar
  oppos-
ing 
La Fiesta ite lat. 
Rosa.  
last
 
wtik.  
milli  the San Joey, pollee  
and riot squads
 
rallied 
against  the students and spectators. 
The
 violence was touched 
off whets a 
woman spertatitr. 
holding  her child. was 
hit by an offieer on a motoresele. Like 
many 
oilier-
 
throughout
 the 
day, he 
reveil his engine, threatening ruts  
people  lour. 
ran to assiial the Fallen
 w   
oti: 
homrter.
 members
 of the 
Sim 
Jose Poliee 
I 
tepartment.
 
including
 
ph   lothesmen
 
dressed 
as hippies and students. also rim 
to assist. The 
police  "assistance"' 
mas  
characterized by 
the iise of 
smieiging
 billy -
club: and group  .er.
 
carrying 
signs.  
%%hilt.  other stu-
dent- pleaded with 
offivers
 to stop 
heating
 
half-cmoriotis
 
victims.
 
One  police officer
 
responded  141 
a student 
erving.  "Wk.!' 
by
 saying. 
"You'll  find 
11111 why 
if you 
don't 
get off the 
street!**  Ili. 
drim  his chili 
er 111S 11e1111. 
ansmering
 again the only 
way he 
knew 
how.
 This mas just (me of-
ficer 
mit of 
a 
hundred
 or more who 
 ght SiOlellee
 Was the 
way Ito 
slop
 a 
ciceroni:4110ton
 
a  
-s 'silent 
protest
 
to 
hali 
exploitation
 of the Chicano vom-
it 
lllll  ity. 
Police  
arrested
 
'Imre than 
20 
persons.
 
including
 two 
W0111111.  4111 
a nunilwr 
()I' 
rhargeli. 
ranging
 from 
assault
 with 
a 
"deadly"  0'2 
Isy I 
wooden  
wire-fenee  
stinliort
 I iveanoll 
lliellirhing the 
peace 
Nith 
protest 
eriee.  
A drive 
to  
the neve...are'
 hail funds 
currentlY 
hring held.
 Those 
wishing  to 
Make
 h 
llll toms olio so 
through
 
the 
(gni., 
177 
Smith  DIth  St.. 
131.1g.
 
A. Checks
 
made  payable 141 './.1 
Ile 
gralel
 
A 
supporting  rally
 will 
lir 11,1.1  on 
Seyenth
 Street
 today
 at 1 pan. 
Carranfa,  
A6,189  
IFSS
 
EY
 
ken 
Jordan
 
T000ld, 1 %1 
111 111:11 
V4111111111
 
for  
the  
That fay! I 
str towels 'hook
 
Fume
 
toi 
you 10 tears. 
Certainly
 
no one 
here in ilie journalism 
department
 
is 
la-
menting it. It 
doesn't
 even make 
W:1111  
10 cry.
 
But it is a 
good excuse 
for 
tring
 
sum
 
tip s   
final  
thoughts.
 'Hoe 
mil\  
trouble 
with  that is 1111 
figure  yitti^yi. 
got  
so much 
bottled  tip inside
 waiting to be 
let mit 
hut %viten
 you do 
pop 
the 
cork. 
iss 
am Imre. sou
 find there 
wasn't  
that 11111111 
141 say after 
all.
 
Nlostly, 
I 
am 
sad  and 
confused.
 
I 
look  
around
 me at a 
world  which. if 
we are to 
believe our scientists. is now capable of 
making 
a good 
life for every 
one  
on 
it. 
Anil at the 
same
 time I look 
around
 me 
at a world which, if we are to believe the 
same scienti,ts. has some 10 years to start 
making  
those
 
good lives 
or peri,11 by 
any of 
a number of grisly 
means.
 
I don't know 
how. it should be dime. 
Any mats 
who sois ha. the 
i- a 
charlatan.
 The most that
 any of ti, 4.,111 
know are 
the human %aloes 
such  a, -har-
ing 
and  sacrificing
 that 
must be 
for 
11  i.,. hi 
he
 a 
lll
 
world. and 
the 
horror- 
imist be 
ended for
 it not 
to 
obliterate itself in 
its 
greed and in-
souriance. 
If 
we
 
continue  
to 
press for those 
%allies.  
I 
firmly 
believe  
that
 out of 
it :III 
will  
emerge 
the -plan-
 for a 
world 
that
 is 
beneficial  to all. 
e:
 t 
wait
 for 
the  plan 
to he 
handtal
 us. 
We
 are 
living.
 in a 
revolutimi.
 
and 
all we 
can  
do
 is 
try 
to 
dir((t 
wItert
 
i t 
gOes.  
Nly 
only 
regret  
with  
the
 Daily
 i, 
that
 
I could
 do 
nothing
 to 
make  
it a 
more
 
relesant
 
force  
in this 
agonized
 %lurid
 
teetering
 on 
the  
brink
 of 
its own 
de,tritc.
 
tion. A 
year 
has  
not 
changed
 it from
 a 
-.111.1liox
 
paper. rim los 
illh 
il/111 
aloof
 
from
 
their  
students
 ill 
Call 
them 
los 
their  
first 
HI  -. 
11111 
worried  
:1111111i 
1111011.1-
 
the
 
paper looks
 
:44001  141 
ponder why
 it 
says
 
nothing.
 
Th...  
it 
beneath
 
recognition.
 
even
 
for 
reproaehment.
 
%itli  
the
 
paper. 
oer.  
:mil 
so. 
to 
itlailiarite
 
1.11 
. 
hid 
farewell.
 
And  
not 
give
 a 
damn.
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IT IS QUESTIONABLE
 
whether  Terry 
Wilson,
 
shown 
here
 being-". 
abandoned in 
the Goodwill 
box  on 
Seventh 
Street,  
is a 
usable 
item.  But 
at least 
SJS  coeds 
Mary Marks
 (left) 
and  Claudia 
Dick 
(right),  have the proper
 spirit. 
Studems
 
are  
asked  to do-
nate any 
usable 
items  to 
Goodwill  
before  making
 the last-
minute move 
back  home. 
Got
 Packing
 
Problems?
 
Goodwill
 
Needs
 Help 
n' 
'11Y 
students
 
e 
tut 
erratum:, ' ,t 
finals,
 drow,-y
 
tan 
lack 
ot
  , anti 
ao, 
harried o 
-minute 
packing 
hassles.
 
of 
their be-
longings wiil
 abandoned 
zit 
their living
 quarters. 
But if you 
have a Ilea! per-
haps you can 
change
 
dial rou-
tine this semester. Or at least, 
the 
packint:
 
part  of 
it. 
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CHARTER 
FLIGHTS
 
TO EUROPE
 
OAKLAND -LONDON -OAKLAND
 
June 15 to July 5 
$269 
June 18 to Sept. 14 
$295  
L.A.-LONDON-L.A. 
July 2 to Sept. 9 $295 
Ray 
Area  
Club  
555 
Road
 
Snit..  
It
 ' 
(1 
\ 
Mem, 
donate
 extra 
clothes  or 
household
 
articles  to 
Goodwill  
Industries.  
Each 
year 
Goodwill  
directly 
henefits  hundreds
 of 
handicapped  
per,:iins
 in the 
S.in Jose 
commu-
nity. 
You  can support
 them this 
year 
with  a 
donation  at 
one of 
tile's-
 
boxes  
itteated
 
on 
Seventh  
Stretot,
 thr 
dorms,  or 
any 
of
 the 
fratrinity  or 
sorority
 hou.ses 
Any iiiiestions
 
regarding
 Good-
will  may lie 
directed to 
their 
headquarters,  46 Rico
 St., San 
lose,  
or by 
calling 287-1400,
 ext. 
19 or 20. 
Pres. Clark 
Gets 
Award
 
For 
Service
 
I t, 
D. Clark is the re-
ettpiroi
 of Alpha
 Phi Omega's 
, A 
Ph i0 
Dist
 
blemished
 
Service
 
ISey for
 his contributions
 to SJS 
and 
his  qualities 
as
 a leader. a 
friend 
and as 
a service
-minded  
individual. 
This 
award  is 
rarely  
given,  by 
any
 chapter in the
 service fra-
ternity.
 It is the 
highest award 
that can 
be
 given by any
 one 
chapter 
to a member of 
APhi0. 
Dennis 
Wong, 
president
 c:f 
(11111111a  Bela 
chapter at. 
SJS,  Said 
of Dr. 
Clark.
 "lie has 
been an 
example  of the
 best in 
college
 
administration. Dr. 
Clark 
has  al-
ways 
had All "PPG 
door for 
us 
students: 
he
 
recognized
 our prob 
lems and needs and always 
at-
tempted 
to establish 
program.% 
which would 
aid  the student. 
For 
this
 
and  
many
 more
 rPHSGI1S We 
thank
 Dr. 
Robert
 
D.
 (lark. cum-
.:calla:tie
 
him 
eto 
his 
new 
Post
 
it 
the Univer...,
 of 
Oregon,
 
and 
tt 
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tit,  1,, d 
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SHARE  
Renews  Enthusiazi
 
By 'LENTOS JORDAN 
Daily 
Aosbittuts  Editor 
Heading into its sixth 
semester 
at SJS, Operation: 
SHARE,
 the 
one-to-one 
tutoring
 program. 
will 
again 
be offering one unit
 of up-
per 
division credit 
for  tutors next 
fall.
 
The unit of credit, 
acceptable 
as an 
elective  in any major, 
comes
 under the title of Educa-
tion 196. Persons
 wishing to  be-
come tutors :ender the 
program
 
should sign up this semester
 and 
include it on their worksheets 
along v.-ith their
 other classes, 
according to Mrs. 
Pat Fluehring, 
coordinator
 
of 
the 
SJS office of 
SHARE.
 
The 
five semesters since 
SHARE %vas 
initiated
 at SJS by 
Gil Solano, then a 
community  
development
 specialist with the 
Santa Clara
 County Economic 
Opportunity  
Comimission,
 have 
seen 
it
 gram' 
prodigiously.
 
The 
program had just 
35
 tu-
tors at the 
outset;  today more 
than 1,500 students are 
tutoring  
from 
SJS and seven other 
San-
ta Clara
 County mirages. 
MONEY
 PROBLEMS 
Plagued vvith 
money  problems 
at first, SHARE now 
is operating 
under a 
$249.000 federal
 grant. 
Within the year, Solano 
says he 
Langan 
Told 
To 
Resign 
The 
immediate  resignation
 of 
Associated  
Students (A.S.)
 Vice 
President
 Bill 
Langan  was
 de-
manded 
by
 A.S. 
Council  last 
week.  
Langan,
 vvho is 
also 
council
 
chairman,  
was  
charged
 by 
a 
10-6-1 vote 
with 
"repeatedly
 un-
dermining
 the 
efforts 
of
 this 
body  . . . 
by 
disregarding
 
pio-
cerium] 
regulation.s."  
This 
action
 took 
place at 
the 
third  
meeting
 of 
the newly
 
elected
 council
 
representatives.  
Noreen  
Futter,
 
graduate
 repre-
sentative,  
who 
sat  on 
the old 
council
 for 
part of 
the 
year,  au-
thored 
the critical 
resolution.
 
Langan  indicated
 he  had 
prior 
knowledge
 of the resolution
 and 
stated 
he 
"was
 not  
going
 to 
re-
sign, so why
 don't 
you  
tem:wilt
 
go ahead
 and
 pass 
the
 resolution
 
so we can 
get on to 
business." 
Books Due 
All 
library
 bexiks 
must  
he
 re-
turned 
and all 
fines 
paid  by 
Tuesday.
 June 
10.  Failure
 to 
meet this 
deadline 
or
 earlier 
de-
linquent
 
dates  may 
result 
in 
charges  being
 sent 
to
 the Cash-
ier's 
office  and 
a collection
 fee 
of $2 
adder!
 to the
 original
 fine, 
or to the 
cost of a 
lost
 book. 
If library 
records 
are not 
cleared 
hy the 
end  
of the 
semes-
ter, 
grades 
and transcripts 
will  
be 
withheld  hy the 
Registrar. 
Students  needing 
heioks  
for 
term
 papers 
or final 
examina-
tions  
beyond the June 
10
 dead-
line
 m:ty 
request  an 
extended 
loan 
at the 
Circulation
 Desk 
in
 
Libraty
 
Centre!  
on thet 
first 
flew. 
No
 hooks will 
be 
ref:teat-IT
 
charged
 
beyond  
June 
10 
expects the program to be 
state-
wide with a grant "in 
the  mil-
lions." 
George
 
Ruehring.
 
principal  of 
Iverness Elementary 
School, says, 
"The schools don't 
meet
 the 
needs  
of ntany 
students.  The set-up
 of 
the educational 
structure doesn't 
let us get down to 
the 
nee:is 
of 
the individual." 
"The 
tutors  try to develop 
the 
child's self 
concept  through a 
brother -type relationship,
 while 
also giving
 hirn help in 
academic 
areas." 
"You 
need a balance between
 
academic and 
human  relation-
ships." 
he continued. "The
 teach-
er is concerned
 vtith the 
academ-
ic 
aspect.
 This brings
 out a e0T1. 
flict 
of
 values 
that
 be 
seen 
in society
 and in 
society's  child-
ren. 
CLOSER 
FAMILIES 
SHARE 
spokesmen  also 
claim 
in -the -home
 tutoring 
helps  bring 
the family 
closer  to the 
school.  
James 
Robertson, 
each of whose
 
four school
 children have
 SHARE 
tutors  from 
SJS, appears 
to 
agree.  "Th 
program is 
great," 
he enthused, "It's 
good
 conuoun-
ication 
for  parstnts and
 kids; be-
tween 
parents
 and college
 stu-
dents,
 child and
 student.
 and 
family 
and  school.
 
"The tutor
 can often 
reach my 
kids where I 
can't. I may 
come 
in 
tired  ancl 
not 
have
 the 
patience
 
or time
 to help 
them. I 
learn 
quite  It bit 
from the
 tutors 
my-
self."  
In most
 ways,
 23 -year
-old jun-
ior 
psychology  major
 Bill Har-
rison  is a 
typical 
example
 of a 
SIIARE tutor.
 
He 
is
 young, 
intelligent  
and 
concerned 
enough 
about  society 
to give hours 
of
 free
 time a week 
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P.M.
 
so his 
tutee eall better learn tu 
handle that society. 
He is nut entirely typical. how-
ever. Five years ago, 
t. 
Ail-
ing for the Olympic bie 
 
he ValLS struck by a car 11,, does 
his tutoring from a wit. 
Bill's 
tutee, 
14-year-od.
 
Moreno, is typical 
in 
way. Of Mexican-Am....1c tt,  
scent,
 he is like 80 port cent 
r.i 
the SHARE tutees 
from a low-
er class minority home. 
Called in 
Ity r 11 
1!I I 
tor 
High School
 L. 
Bill. who's White. , 
problem, like
 those of other 
nority
 children, is inherent
 in ilit 
sYsfem.LOST
 IN'TEREsT 
"Beezitise 
he 
et 
f tin
 :. 
lower class 
home t 
it
 
different 
backi.Tround 4sf 
he 
gets
 
in school has nu 
meaning  
or importance.
 So, like man> 
11,1e,cictin-American 
he 
loses 
interest in lilxtral 
educa-
tion. When I 
first met him, he
 
said he couldn'i wait 
until 
he, 
was 
16 so he could 
go
 on wel-
far"e5.1y  goal
 v :. I.
 cod 1' 
thy, not to 
fort,  1,..ti to 
a 
system wh.., 
think
 is bad." 
Despite
 
the  
efforts
 
..! 
like 
Bill Harrison, 
SHARE  has had a 
prohlem 
ever  since it 
1,, 
not enough tutors. For o t  
tutee-tutor relatietnraii,
 
there 
am
 tvvo 
mor,
 
tutees on the
 Wail I; 
The 
oneunit
 
cr.,,I.1
 
an atternpt to intert-t . 
dents becoming t s, ilCe. 
_ing 
to Mrs.
 Iltichrto  
leesday,  
June
 1 
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and  10:30 p.m.. Morris Dailey. 
"\A'ho's Afraid
 of Virginia VVoulf," 
starring 
Elizabeth  Taylor and 
Richard 
Burton.  50 
cents 
ad-
mission
 
. . 
. Inc 
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San  
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 alarm 
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 lireemerl
 instructors. 
Students  in the 
Drama
 mail TV 
courses
 will be 
plared  in 
our own productions 
for pay and 
experience.
 
Many Drama 
courses
 will be critiqued
 by 
ssell.knossn
 prefensionel WWI'S. 
Take your 
inters 
iew. 
Masfair  flow 
intersiessing
 MEN W 
..... en 
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5 Daily except Sun. 
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you  open tile 
door  
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Alameda  
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1999
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Shovel,  1.99; G 
I.
 Matas, 
1.99,  - 
Water 
Buckets
 99c: Enap Sacks, 99C; Gold 
Pans,  
1.29:
 G I 
Mess 
Kit, 99e; Camp Stools, 
99C; Tent 
Stakes,
 15c; 
Marhettes,  1.99; Ammo 
Boxes,
 99e, Ponchos, 1.99:
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99e- 
Huntin
 
Knives - 
Ro
 e - All 
Cam 
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JOHN 
re, 199
 
6 95 & 
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 MS 
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Soak it 
in 'esti 
Asfor's Coin -Op 
Aide 
Wash 
SJS Trackmen Eye 
First  
NCAA
 
Title
 
. 
Its too\ 
Hy
 \-4 
Did% 
%%iiirr
 
V.,111 ILILIC next 
he Sp.irtan traels 
NO 
CAA  
,N01147E  . 
HoRTENsE, 
F4 
If 
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BROKE
 
Down/  
YESTERDAy.
 
FRED 
FENSTER
 
FIXES
 
LOVE
 
BUGS. 
Qum  KLY. 
ECONOM
 
CA
 LLY.
 
Ha's
 
A 
MASTER
 
MEcl-IANIC._,
 
SEE tilfri 
7DDAY  AND Ili 
DATE  
YoU
 
TOMoRgokst
 
cbcs, 
CITY 
FOREIGN  CAR 
SERVICE  CENTER 
98 E. San 
Salvador at 3rd, San 
Jose
  294-2421 
team will filei its tiiughest test 
on June 19-21 Knoxville.
 Tenn. 
at the NCAA hampionships. 
Nobody on the team, not even 
is predicting a vie -
bay
 in the big 
meet  for
 all the 
tiles. But you
 won't find 
many.
 track experts in the coun-
Fry: who
 are counting them out. 
Boasting great ovcrall depth 
.Fncl the fastest group of sprinters 
...1.
 assembled 
at 
one school. the 
will go into the meet 
ivarites  to 
bring
 SJS
 its 
anal TINIII1 Champion-
, major 
sport
 along with 
lansas and US(' teams 
last 
year  with 
Ft F 'S("s 544 
points. 
F 
lie nationally 
ABC. 
are  
capable 
of 
in
 
this 
meet 
aid 
eertzlinly
 win 
it." 
assistant
 mach Ernie Bul-
" 
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FRIDAY, JUNE 6, 1969 
50c  5:30, 8:00, & 10:30 
With ,uls:r miler Jim Ryon of 
Kansas ailing from a swollen 
knee and pole %Faulting king 130b 
Seagran
 of 
("SC suffering from
 
pulled St0111.1ell MLISCICA. the ta-
bles could turn in favor of SJS. 
Carbx; and 
the "unbeatable" 
Lee Evans stand out as sure point 
getters for the 
Spartans.
 
Big John 
says
 that he plans 
to win the 100, 2'20. and anchor 
the 440 relay team to a victory, 
giswl 
enough for 
30 
points,  while 
Evans  
has to he 
favored
 in 
the 
440 for another 10 points. 
Evans 
will be 
out to give
 his 
big Lally James 
of Villa -
nova a thrashing in the 440 race. 
The Villanovan barely defeated 
him in the 400 metevs at the 
NCAA Indoor Championships in 
Alareh. 
Lee ran a valiant 45.4 anchor 
hip in the mile relay
 at last Sat-
Imlay's Kennedy' Games in Ber-
keley, but the  rest of the team 
couldn't come through and the 
time 
for the 
&IS 
quartet
 was a 
poor 
3:11.4  for sixth place. 
Not 
to
 be overlooked for
 points 
in the 100 and
 220 are the swarm 
of other
 outstanding 
SJS sprint-
ers including
 Ronnie Ray Smith 
Kirk Clayton, and Saun 
Davis. 
A big 
factor  among the spzint 
corps 
will  be the injury
 situation 
which has plagued them most of 
the season and prevented ex-
pected world record 
perform-
ances in 
the 440 and 880 relays. 
Coach Bud Winter. seeking his 
first NCAA 
Championship  at 
SJS, noted that Evans or hurdler 
Wheelchair Cage Tonight 
The 
Two
-Plus
-One
 team is a 
heavy 
favorite
 over the SJS Col-
lege All 
Americans tonight at 8 
in a benefit wheelchair basket-
ball
 game at Spartan Gym. 
The  game 
is 
being  
played
 to 
raise money 
to
 send SJS stu-
dents 13ob Dunn and Bob Millis 
I .tcli to New York 
next month 
ior
 the  Wheelchair 
Olympic
 
trials. 
Dunn and Millis will use either 
Coby Dietriek, Tim Holman or 
Darnell Hillman as the third 
member of their team which will 
play against five SJS All Amer-
icans in wheelchairs. 
All the top names in SJS 
sports this pa.st year vvill partici-
pate  in the game with Joe Mc-
Mullen and 
Danny Clines serv-
ing as the officials.
 
Assistant basketball coach Stan 
Morrison is the coordinator 
of
 
the  
benefit. 
George Carty have the 
speed to 
run a leg of the 
440 relay team 
in case une 
of the starters 
is 
injured.
 
The SJS 440 relay 
team and 
several other Spartan
 tracksters 
are  scheduled 
to compete in 
Sat-
urday's
 Compton 
Relays  which 
%%Fill
 
be 
televised
 Sunday. 
The Spartans
 have two 
more 
potential  first place 
getters  in 
long jumper Marion Anderson 
and
 discus man John 
Powell.  
The tall and lanky
 Anderson 
boasts the farthest jump in 
the 
collegiate ranks this season at 
26-21u. The 
Contia
 Costa 
trans-
fer
 has been hampered 
by an 
ankle injury for the past couple 
of weeks vvhieh has keep 
below his capability.
 
Powell has spun the platter **Si, 
legiate throw in the nation, and , 
195-0 this 
season, third best col -
could break loose with a winnine 
performance 
at Knoxville if eon-
 F 
ditions are 
right.
 
Remarkably 
impmving  shot- ,Z 
putter Dick Marks
 will be look-
ing for an 
upset  win in his event s: 
The  Spartan 
muscleman
 has 
heaved the iron 
hunk  63-10 and 
feels he can 
throw a winning 
65
 
or 66 in 
the  NCAA. 
Pole vaulter Sam Caruthers 
has not 
been able to get 
over
 
the big 17-0 
mark  this season 
appear
 to be triple 
jumper Adrian
 
Porter 150-6'2
 
/,
 r os h long 
jumper George Gage
 t 
high 
jumper
 Darnell 
Hillman 
i 6-101, 
steeplechaser
 Da rol d 
Dent 
and 120 high 
hurdler  
Carty. 
George was out for 
most of 
the season
 with 
an injury
 and 
has been working hard to regain 
the shape 
which carried 
him  to 
a 13.6 
at
 last year's Olympic 
t 
rials,
 
"The guys have 
been working 
out hard the last couple of week, 
before
 final exams," said Winter. 
adding: "They ha 
VP
 0 SI ay 
healthy
 if 
we
 are going to 
win  it 
all." 
$ 
$ 
and 
Knoxille
 would be the place 
to 
do it 
for big points. 
Other possible placers for 
SiIS
 
Chapel
 of 
Reconciliation
 
f 
- 
300 S. Tenth St. 
Prayer is (petting oneself to the claim nl the un-
midi:natal  as it 
IllefIN
 arse in all the relati
 **** 
ships  
of 
lip.
 It is seeing
 all
 in Gail and
 Gial itt all. 
jidIN
 A. T. HDIIINSON 
Last Services For 
This Semester 
Schedule for Sunday Worship and Prayer 
lil:1111 a.m. 
United  Ministry &  Lutheran 
6:00
 
Episcopal
 
,o  
RoJe 
$ 9th & Santa Clara s2 
Zs 
0 
$ 
 
 
 
Congratulations
 
Graduates  
..Woweri
 
$ 
. 
arte
 
From  
11111111111111.111111111111¦W   
BONUS  
DAYS
 AGAIN 
AT 
"ROlte
 
A.ON
 
ease/141s"  
The 
Place
 
To
 
Get 
Top 
Dollar
 
For
 
Your
 
Used Books
 
° 0 
Fofr  
5 
CBuororeklistTN0
 eBwe 
Pursi:e 
d 
Next
 
Fall  
Plus
 10%
 
lady Sale Bonus 
During Finals June 2-13 
P"' 
Weilitogelay,
 
.Itine
 118f1 
Play
 
Review
 
SPARTAN DAIrf.T.3 
'Vincent'
 
WU.T  
VOST
 
I 
,i.  
%rts 
Writer
 
imaginative,
 
is per
-
description
 
of 
o. 
winch
 
unfor-
' 
Personnel
 Search 
Agency 
Jobs 
Full Time 
San Jose
 
& surrounding 
areas 
COMMUNITY BANK 
BLDG.  
I 11 W. St. john 
 2116-8181 
P.S. 
(Pass  if on)
 
EUROPE
 
lbw 
Way 
Charter 
Jet Flights 
toltd,l1 ft,
 SIII Francisco 
July 31. August 5 and 12 
San Francisco to Paris 
August 27. September it 
Soo
 
Francisco
 to 
Stockholm 
August
 31 
A limited number of 
spaces are available for 
faculty, staff, students of 
The 
California State Colleges
 
Fare: $225 
one way 
For Information: 
Office of 
International Programs 
The California 
State  Colleges 
1600 Holloway Avenue 
Son Francisco.
 California 94132 
:4151 
469-1044  
FREE  Booklet 
COMPUTER
 
CAREERS
 
Answers
 Your 
Questioss  
About:
 
 
Salaries  
 lata OpportunItIo* 
 CareerAdyancement
 
 
Training  
RequiremesIS
 
CALL
 
Or?  
286-9622
 
or cap
 via PAU
 Coupes 
Imo 
Sams
 
1511 
? Its 
Phew 
ae. 
Last 
School
 Woo Compton/ 
  or Visit   
,r Alln 
AUTOMATION
 
INSTITUTE{  
CONTROL
 
DATA  
COH
 
POR  
25 N. 1401 San Jose. 95112 
Communicates
 
Insight
 
tunatel  
niade  only
 two 
perform-
ances
 last week 
in Studio 
Thea-
ter. 
Student playwright,
 Gary Bo-
thum,
 revealed a great 
comic 
touch, a.s well
 as the ability
 to 
give  
us 
insight into a 
common
 
human problem. 
Vincent 
is a man who 
can't
 
communicate. Even his 
frIllitly
 
and friends don't 
listen 
to 
him; 
don't 
really  know
 
him. 
The  play
 begins
 
without
 the
 
audience
 realizing 
it. 
Suddenly
 a 
group 
of 
people
 
emerge  from
 
the  
aisles
 ancl 
walk 
onstage.  
No,  this 
isn't part 
of 
the 
Revolutionary
 
Theatre.
 These
 are 
members
 
of
 
the 
cast.  
Vincent
 is 
in
 his 
room 
sur-
rounded 
by 
people
 from 
his 
past
 
and 
present. 
His parents,
 girl-
friends, 
employers,
 and 
relatives 
appear  as 
metaphysical
 
beings, 
whom 
Vincent
 cannot
 see 
or 
hear. 
In 
Vincent's room 
is a dead 
body. 
Ile  has no idea 
what it's 
doing 
there, or who
 it is, or 
whether he killed it or not. 
While he 
tries  to solve this 
dilemma, the 
crowd of figures, 
nearly all of whom give 
brilliant  
short 
characterizations,  
wander  
about talking,
 totally unaware 
of the stray corpse. 
A similar 
effect  wa.s presented
 
in the movie "The 
Manchurian 
Candidate,"  if you can 
remember 
the 
scene where a group of brain-
washed GI's 
imagine
 they are 
seated onstage before
 a flower 
show
 for old women. The 
audi-
ence is forced 
to separate the 
real from the unreal. 
Eventually 
Vincent  and his 
visitors recognize 
each  other's  
presence. And Vincent, 
tlying to 
elicit  their
 help,
 recalls
 all 
the  
excuses
 
they've
 given
 him 
in thi 
past. "I think
 I'll go to the 
bath-
room,"
 "I 
think  
I'll go 
lay 
down,"
 
are 
ways  
people  
put  him 
off 
when  
Ile 
wanted  
to speak 
to them.
 
While
 many 
peoplt 
were  un-
doubtedly
 
puzzled  
at 
"Vincent,"
 
I found
 the 
"theme"
 to 
be re -
markedly
 clear.
 Most 
personal 
relationships
 
really  don't
 fulfill 
the
 nced for 
genuine
 communi-
cation,  As 
Bothum 
has stated,
 
"Vincent 
illustrates  how 
non -
communication  
leads to 
tragedy,  
and 
tragedy leads 
to death." 
Bothum's
 humor is 
comparable  
to that of many 
professional 
playwrights.
 Chan 
Chart: Lui, 
as 
Colonel 
1000, a zany
 Chinese 
laundryman
 swinging a 
bamboo
 
sword, is a 
pleasure to watch.
 
Not to mention 
humorous roles 
by 
Kristin
 McGuire, as 
a sexy 
telephone,  Gary Proost, 
as a 
1)11111f labor 
leader,  and Dan Hu-
sak as 
Vincent's 
father.  
I personally
 didn't care 
for the 
ending. Director
 Irwin Atkins, 
who must be 
conunended  for in-
tegiating all the 
diverse
 roles 
into 
a 
cohesive  show, might have 
ended the play sooner. The 
intro-
duction
 of Vincent's landlady, as 
well as a cloddish
 angel of death, 
who looked awfully uncomfort-
able onstage, didn't seem neces-
sary. 
The conclusion  is anti -
climatic. 
Members of the audience were 
captivated, perplexed, shocked. 
and amused, often simultaneous-
ly. Some people,
 it's rumored. 
even came back
 to see it again. 
There 
aren't too many plays 
you'd want to watch on 
consecu-
tive nights. "Vincent" was an 
exception,
 
History of 
Jrizz Offered 
A new kind of history 
clas 
!,
 
be offered by the music depart-
ment next fall. The music de -
JOHN 
NICHOLSON
 
217-1576 
LOOK
 
UP 
your  PSA
 
campus
 
rep.  
He'll  
show  
you 
the  
way  to 
go 
home
 for 
peanuts  
(or what-
ever
 mom 
cooks 
best) 
From 
San 
Jose to 
L.A. or 
Holly-
wood
-Burbank,
 
$1350.
 San 
Diego,  
$19.8.5.
 Super
 727 
Jets. 
P$AgIvespenalift.
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partment
 is also 
offering  a new 
course in 
jazz. 
Actually the history course and 
the jazz course are one and the 
same. "History
 of Jazz," a three -
unit class, MWF at 9:30 a.m.. 
will be taught 
for  the first 
time! 
at SJS in September,
 by DwNlit 
Cannon, 
assistant
 
Professor
 
"f
 
The intent of the course Can-
non said, "is to explore what 
people 
are concerned about in 
what's 
happening  in jazz trxlay. 
Our emphasis is 
going to be on 
what has been developing
 in 
the last ten years." 
Since  the course is planned' 
to meet in Concert Hall Cannon 
frankly hopes that student re-
spon.se 
is large. Listening to mu-
sic itself will be the core of the 
class activities, because the pur-
pose of the course. Cannon
 
points
 
out, is to study musical improv-
isation.
 
'There's good 
and bad improv-
isation, and want to learn 
to distinguish between them.
 
We'll bring in 
musicians  to pro-
vide a truly rich background to. 
this jazz improvisation business.' 
as well as 
listening
 to recorded! 
music.  The history 
preceding the! 
last ten ytars will most , 
ered
 
in
 texts." 
Cannon  said
 that the music! iit 
;rich 
mrxtern
 jazz greats ati Da% 
th'UbeCk. Ph:trough Saunders
 and 
John Coltrane will
 be given spec. 
ial attention.
 
Curtain  
Call 
From
 the 
Drama
 
Dept.'
 
This is 
a writp-up
 of 
news
 
from the S.IS 
Draillit
 
Depart-
ment,  which
 has 
extensive  
plans 
for the
 summer. 
The 
teleplay  of 
"Avant -
Garde,"
 written
 by Black
 drama 
major 
Leroy 
McDonald,
 will be 
shown 
tcxlay 
ill  SJS 
Studio 
The-
ater
 at 3 
p.m. 
"Avant
-Garde"
 
WM;
 produced
 almost
 entirely
 by 
students.
 The 90 
minute 
teleplay
 
is the
 story 
of
 a jazz 
musician. 
°Detective  
Story"
 may 
serve  
as a 
substitute
 play 
for 
"The
 
Front
 Page"
 in the 
Drama 
De-
p:irtment's
 
Summer
 
Season.  
Planned
 as the 
second
 
show
 of 
the season,
 
"Front
 Page" 
will  
have 
to 
be
 dropped 
because
 the 
rights 
for college
 
production
 
were
 
withdravvn.
 
William
 Craig,
 junior 
radio -
television
 major,
 WaS 
named  the
 
recipient
 
of 
the $2,500 
Shubert
 
Fellowship
 
in 
playwriting.
 The 
award
 is 
given 
yearly.
 
Three 
drama 
students  were 
se-
lected to 
attend
 the Ashland
 
Shakespeare
 
Festival.  
They  are 
Rosa
 Morin,
 Donna
 
Federico,
 
and  
Tom 
Oleniacz.
 
An  
ual 
Playm-s
 
Banquet
 
will  be 
held
 June 
7.
 zit 7:30 
p.m. 
at 
Lou's 
Village  
restaurant.
 Guest 
speaker
 
%till  bo 
Mr..1:t  
Michaels.
 
publicity  
indnainn:
 
for 
NliC.  
GIRLS
 
ONLY  
Thurs
 & 
Fri 
Nites
 
Martinis
  
Manhattans
 
Collins 
 Hi
-Balls
 
PRO
 
LENNY'S
 
LOI
 INCE
 
171  
E. 
Santa
 
Clara
 
42n  
OwD 
Maker of 'Dr. 
King' 
5.ows  
'Nature'
 
Film 
Gilbert.
 
showed
 
SiS  
' \loann' 
!I
 to 
arn1 
shor, ne%, 
' 
C,rios
 arid 
\Nall
 a Faun," or-
\ 
,,t 
are
 and
 Women," 
Will 
' sereened 
Sunday  
and 
Tuesil..:.  
s 
At's "ai 
film 
trin
 
!IN." 
;,11
 t 
Art 
Cleaners
 
io% 
Disco(
 'NT 
WITII ASB
 CARD 
One Day Service 
Sweaters
 & Cashmere 
Coats  
Our Specialty 
400 E. SANTA CLARA 
293-4900 
! 
' 
"Work  of Art" 
New Charter Dates! 
Pure jet on Certified 
Carriers  
for 
students,  facvity, employ-
ees and their iminvdiate fami-
lies.
 
Hill  ND 1101' 
Aug.
 3 -Aug. 31 
Oakland/Amsterdam $299 
Sept. 6 -Sept. 75 
Oakland/;.andon
 
$289
 
CHRISTMAS  CHARTER 
Oakland/London  
Dec. 19 -Jan. 
3 
Nil 
NII 
For 
schedule  and 
applications  
1-\I k \ I I 
60 N. First 
San Jor, Ph. 293-1031 
AMMAZIRISSIMISIESSINH 
Mat  1 ,1/4,41
 
VAUGHN'S
 
LESS 
THAN
 1/2 
PRICE  
ANNIVERSARY
 
SALE 
VAUGHN'S
 founded 
in 1927 
at
 Sather G
-
main
 entrance
 to the 
University  
of
 Cal' 
Berkeley,
 proudly
 celebrates
 its 42r
 
sary. 
We
 offer 
our stock
 of recap
 
shoulder  
clothing  
and  
furnishings
 
PRICE.
 
SPORTCOATS 
39.50. ... Now
 19.63 
49.50.... Now 24.63 
55.50....rlow
 27.63 
Sweaters 
10.95...Now 5.33 
15.95. .Now 7.88 
19.95.. Now 9.88 
 
BERMUDA 
Stir  
 JACKETS 
NOW 
LESS
 T' 
 
4' <Z.%
 
SUITS  
69.50....
 Now 
85.00....
 NOW 
00.00 . Now 
Slacks
 
19.95...Now 
22.95...Now 
27.50...Now 
34.33 
42.:?3 
49.33
 
9.88 
11.33 
13.33
 
 SPORT 
SHIRTS  
 DRESS 
S:11;-1 IS 
NOW 
LESS THAN ' 2 
rnIcE 
IMany Other 
Items in All 
Departments  
Now
 Less Than 
1/2 Price 
UNIVERSITY 
MEN'S  SHOPS 
Est 79:7 
  AT 
SATHER
 
GATE
 - 
125
 
So. Four:1-,i.r, 
The !nen of tlpha Phi Omega Isis,' 
to extend their sincere 
thanks
 lo 
Dr.
 
Robert  
D.
 Clark 
for his efforts in effeciieIN 
coordinating  
the
 machinerN 
San
 
Jose
 Shit,. bv 
honoring
 him 
Itith
 
their
 
most  yowled 
award,
 
the 
Distin,,,nished
 SerNice 
Ixey 
and  
offer 
him
 their hest ishes
 
as he 
at,'
-,111114's
 lilt' 
P1.1",11111'111'N  
Of
 
file 
I 
of 
4Iregon.
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, 
ItL, 
16 
Store buying -power
 
enabieri
 
r".! 
text books whether
 
used
 
next  
semester
 or not. 
feli 
Yes,
 Cal Book Store
 is 
starting  
to 
buy back books 
now  
and  
during  final
 
week 
offers
 
BONUS
 
PRICES
 
California
 
Book
 Co. 
rh111
 l'ilSN 
lOrail011%
 
131 
4% 
san 
fernando
 
157  
c. 
coil,
 F., 
(AL
 
BOOK
 
STORE
 
To pay top 
prices  
for 
current
 8 
\ 
is*" 
Allb 
rj* 
.  
.-r Mait immediate 
'Be
-In'
 
Damage  Costs 
SJS 
$6,000
 
Sun Jose State has 
been  left 
with a 
v)hopping
 $6,000 cleaning 
and 
repair  
bill
 as a 
result  of 
last 
month's
 
"Be -In" 
on 
the south 
campus 
athletic 
field  
About 4,600 feet 
of
 chain link 
fence
 
bordering
 the athletic 
field
 
near
 10th and Humboldt 
Streets
 
was  
destroyed
 
by 
person:.
 
!!!, !!!!1T.1.... 
the "He-
lm" 
,, 
Stivl  
Co.
 officials, i 
it 1 
better  
LEATHER
 - SUEDE 
- FUR 
ANCIENT 
& USED 
JACKETS & COATS
 
2000 
of 
the, 
- S2 
to SO? 
PEGGY  
IMPORTS
 
"Ihe 
yrtio,rie
 4,,rt,
 
ill 
the ichtdc
 14 odd'
 
159 COLUMBUS
 AVE. 
CORNER  
PACIFIC
 AVE. 
SAN FRANCISCO 
2 block
 below
 
City Lifes
 Bookstore 
DAILY
 10:30 
A.M.-7  P.M. 
PHONE 981-5176 
in 
Repairs  
to mirk/cc the fence at 50 
cent%  
lintsar
 foot, than to 
repair it. 
Along with 
installation charges, 
total  
cost will 
be about 
$4,600. 
Other
 costs 
include 
extra  cien-
pu.s security 
officiaLs 
hired  
for 
the "Be
-In" 
at a cost of $900, 
replacement of 
two trees and 
four broken
 track hurdles, 
plus  
77 
man-hours
 of eletus-up
 winch 
total 
$1.471  according 
to Byron 
Bollinger, 
superintendent  of 
buildirigs and 
grounds. 
Ackiitional  clean-up mu.st 
still 
be 
done along the 
Western
 Pa-
cific tracks ZIS vs:ell as a 
$200 
repair to a 
gate
 at Eighth and 
Humboldt Streets. The gate 
was 
damaged
 by cars in an attempt 
to break the chain on it. 
Dr. Das-id G. Barry, 
interim
 
executive %ice president, said li-
ability 
for the cleamm and re-
pair cost lies ssith 
Dr. Winfield 
Salisbury, ii.ssistairt professor 
of
 
sociology and anthropology,
 be-
cause his 
name
 was listed as 
sponsor on the 
"Be -1n" perrrut. 
1)r. Barry said 
he has asked 
Academic 
Council  to formulate 
policy
 on handling
 such com-
munity requeat vents 
in
 the. 
future.
 
-.-..-
 - 
Ihmard's  
is 
more  than 
a 
creamery
 to the 
Witte,.  
June
 4th, 1939, 9:46 
p.m., Maynard 
Witte  and Irene 
Sorensen
 
cruised 
into  San Jose 
from  Hayward, 
thirty miles away.
 They 
turned 
onto  Santa 
Clara
 and pulled 
up
 the hand brake
 on kis 
'34 
Dodge  to 
bring it to a stop in front of 
Howard's 
Crystal
 
Creamery.
 
That was
 the big
 place, the big 
thing
 to do on 
Saturday nights.
 (things haven't 
changed much, 
have they?) 
That was 30 
years  ago. Today 
Maynard
 and Irene are 
mar-
ried with three 
children, the most 
notorious  being Karen 
Witte.  
When 
little Karen was finally 
old enough to go to 
college,  she 
didn't  give a second thought
 to any other school but 
SJS. She 
had 
heard  so much about 
Howard's from her
 parents at the 
dinner table that she
 just had to live as close
 to it as she could. 
So 
go
 on 
over to Howard's this Saturday for one 
of 
his  great 
milk shakes (the
 ones that are famous 
even in Hayward) and 
who knows, you might meet
 your Maynard or Irene and 30 
years from now your 
little
 Karen will be hanging around I 
Howard s. 
'"wow,,,,:m.".::"..w.w.ow.".ot,w,owowkokokgWiewrVrw
 
JET 
CHARTER  FLIGHTS 
EUROPE
 
Reserve
 Now - Space is Limited 
Non Stop
 DC8 Jets - Meals 
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SF/LONDON/SF
 (RT) 
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CHICKEN
 
ON YOLR. MIND? 
\N hen 
you  feel like 
chicken,  
the place too 
i.it 
Colonel
 
e feature
 "Sud-
-er) ice- 
seven days
 of 
the % eel.. 
There's
 no) need 
to
 
phone
 ahead 
just come 
right in 
and  pick up 
your 
order.
 
reisp.
 
fried
 chicken is our 
.perialty.
 
1m1 served 
with  
godolen
 
fume!) frit... 
hot 
but-
tered 
rolls.
 and our 
special
 
gra) v 
it all 
adds
 up 
to) a 
meal 
that 
i. hard to) 
heat.
 
SI I 
point  
yourself  in our 
di-
rection) 
today.
 Visit 
Colonel
 
Sander's
 and 
take  
advantage  
for 
Mir
 
sudden
 
service.
 
12th 
and
 Santa 
Clara
 
286-8685
 
SJS 
Ranks Ninth
 
In 
Grad  Survey 
Of 
Physics  Majors 
San 
losi Stat, i1 
ninth in the top
 
  
0 
iins  
producing physic 
bacI'ti,,, zrl'f. 
holders. 
according  to a study 
conducted 
by the American In-
stitute
 of Physics 
1.-111'1, 
The All' 
polled an 
estimaied
 
5,600 1068
 graduates
 
ceived B.A.'s in physics. The re-
port showH1 84 per 
cent  had 0 
least 
one job 
offer 
upun  
uation. 
'rhe
 bulk of 
the OM I,. 
ment 
offers  came 
from  II.  
The 
median 
annual    
bachelor 
degree  
hiiii
 
eepted
 jobs 
in 
S9.000.
 Forty
 per 
cent planned 
tii 
take 
full-time  
employment  
only 29 
per  cent 
planned 
1985 
report 
f' 
--wl. %WV 
AN 11114T1.9
 
Werittecrinv 
June 4. 1989 , 
Rally 
Group
 Needs 
Leader
 
The close 
of
 this semester
 
ssill  leave the 
/tally  Committee
 
ilhout
 ci new 
leader.  A robust. 
personable.
 
enthusiastic.
 hard -
individual 
is 
presently
 being sought to fill 
this chairmanship position.
 
Applicants 
may apply dircsetly 
to the 
College  
Union,
 315 
S.
 
Ninth St., before
 
the 
June
 12 
deadline.
 
rconomy Cleaners
 
Corner Second & Santa Clara Sts. 
10°. OFF REGULAR PRICES 
WITH STUDENT BODY CARD 
One  Day Service
 
-The eiygem
 name yh Cleaning"
 
Use Daily Classifieds for Convenience and Profit 
Make
 
your
 
Dollar
 
1()k  
Bigger
 
after 
all. 
:12.9c  
ethyl 
ioo pretty 
small,
 
20.4/1 
reg. 
is esefi 
smaller  
wily at 
4ili and
 
Puritan
 
Oil  
Co.
 
Spartan
 Daily Classifieds  
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
(1) 
EUROPE
 JET 
$279.
 See
 
Monday
 
& 
Fri.' 
day
 
display ads. 
Sierra  
Travel,
 9875 
Sante
 
Monica
 Blvd., 
Beverly 
Hills. 
POETRY
 
WANTED
 for
 
cooperative
 
Pcetry
 
Anthology.
 
Include
 
stamped
 
en-
velope.
 
IdIewild  Press, 
543
 
Frederock,
 San 
Francisco  
94117. 
TOWER 
LIST  on 
e 
Sa.e.s
 
B 
 
e 
a-
 d 
1 
S. 
' 
11111111=111111111111
 
U.S. 
SURPLUS
 NAVY PEA COATS,
 field 
eckuts.
 
bell 
bottom pants, leather
 ana 
sued,
 
ja.kets, camping supplies  
HIP  
PIE 
FASHIONS. Lace 
and 
velvet
 
goodies,
 JACK & PAT
 S THIRD 
HAND
 
;TORE. 375 
E. Hedding.
 Between 
8th 
& 9th. Free perking.
 Open Sat. & Sun., 
losed Mon. 
SURFBOARDS
 -O'Neil-Dick 
Keating
 
VC'', like new. Dick 
Brewer
 9'2" 
_ Fi ; 1-yeat bc.ard. $75 each. 292-
A 
BOOK
 15 
A 
BOOK.  15 
A 
BOOK,  
:t 
"Who's Afraid
 
of 
Virginia
 Woolf' 
Friday,
 June 
6, 
Morris  
Dailey
 
AUTOMOTIVE,(21
 
Why 
Walk, 
.  
-FOR 
SALE.
 t 
. 
L..1 
atter 5 
p.m.
 
.68 
MUSTANG
 
V8. 
Power  
Steering
 % 
brakes 
auto.  
trans  Must 
sell.
 438.1028 
TRIUMPH  
650 
cc.  Exc. 
Mech. 
cond.  
-,ean 
& strong. $735 
287-1006.   
61 
Chas, 
Coupe.  
Stick shift.
 R/H. 
 . 
a 4 -door."
 
Bargain.  
.. 
426  So. 
7th 
St. 
'67 VVv 
Camper. Factory
 installed camp
 
.1  - top.
 AM -FM radio. 
42,5 
' 
'49 
CI-IEV
 I.ton camper. Burk beds 
ro 
s e'en 
4. T. -r 4 
 ^ extras. 
exc. 
--ech.
 on- 
Call
 
2.4  
435.  
59-Jeg.
 3.4 
L. 4 d- 
rlolt.
 encl. 
. 
tires, very 
sharp.
 Moving. 96c-
57 Olds Ti-EI
  7 -atic, 
pO-wer  steering/ 
  t  "er. Call 
286-1184.
 
1963 TR4  : 
rnw 
re -/c1 interior,' 
.11  
SI050
 
or
 
l 
63 
VW
 BUS 1 '0 with '65 rebuilt 
-  
: -.14 
after
 5. 
SUMMER 
S HERE - Trevor co-cTil.  
. 
x 
nanre.t.
 
with  rnbr, 
 
 
 1 'train'. 
LOW 
" 
 =,245,
 
1967 
Suzuki  X.6 250 k Sale 
- excel. 
-    -73 
So. 8th St. 
'66 TR4A IRS.
 
- weekter 
 
- perf. 
"-nee 
Ra pn. 
'60 idERCURY 
Cone. radio, auto trans. 
wr. steer re,d 
cre,kes,  new top. 
battery.
 
i^.1 
brakes.
 5400/offer.  
328-8034
 after 
VW 
66 
". cond. 
R/H,
 good tires 
   
mwing. 
$1200.  Phone 
286-
67 VW der 17,000 
miles.  
Exreller
 
.7 
Call 295-1497.  
57 Chevy
 VII Hardtop, 
automat;,-
- I Must
 sell. 
5200/offer.
 
Call
 
2, 
i965 
BSA 
250cc
 New 
Rebuilt
 n 
Call 
294.8905
 
$4 
66 Suruk 80 
W,Helmet. 100 
- 
must sell. UV, 
67 M.stang
 GT. 
289,
 A real 
Beau`v
 
 Phone 
295.4434.
 498 So. 
VW 
66 
Soden,
 Vinyl
 
seats. One 
owner
 
nan R slio. 
$1.175,  266-6786 
or cam 
. .s 
2466.  
i '66 VW fu-n-r-o-ot-t-A-uo
 ..' 
r 
,:'er 5:00 p.rn. E  
CAR LOADS OF 
USED  BOOKS ARE 
NEEDED BY 
SPARTAN  BOOKSTORE.
 
BRING 
'EM IN DURING FINALS. 
'67 
VW. Ex. cond. 
Lo mileage. k  
 tirnS,
 
$1,350.
 287.2586. 
'61 VOLVO. runs 
good. $300. 949
 
01
 
// 
'60' 
HILLMAN  
Cww.  R/H. 
good 
sun.  
e 
1.-nl. 
engine.  
$175. 
Camp...  
E 
t 
353-2272.
 
'61 
Corvair  
Monza 
1Whitel
 4
-speed  
P1.1 '  ':. 
I 292-2;66. Jon 
"Who's 
Afraid  of 
Virginia
 
Woolf' 
Friday, 
June 6, Morris 
Dailey 
Gretsch 
Tennessean. 
Beautiful,  
spotless.
 
icitti,u.
 Also 
12 
string.  
electric.
 
25f 
332S.  
SPORT PARACHUTE
 NEW SURP. 28* 
....., pilot quick 
re-
, '4 
0342
 or E163.
  
MAlvtlYA  C-3 PRO, 
- level
 & 
' r.. :ens shade 
L Cds 
meter  
 294.3388.  
BACON BANJO extra long
 neck five 
i...', plush 
lined 
case,  
la. 
294.2744.   
FOP SAI E. 
h .rne.
 
So. 
ISth
 
..urnent. Call 
$25,008  
MONEY FOR SALE OR TRADE - 
BRING  YOUR 
USED
 
BOOKS 
TO SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
 
AND GET
 YOUR SHARE.   
GUITAR Gibson
 electric ES330 
thin 
2 Pu. Biqsby Vitt, hard 
ase. E.. Lond. 
$250.  
286.2695.  
HELP
 WAIVED
 141 
WANTED:
 
Dependable  
Babysifter  
for 9 
-h.ld 
hvo 
blocks 
from 
Campus.  Call 
2to 4632. 
WANTED: 2 Male 
Science
 Majors. To 
lssist in Psych. 
experiment.  Pay $2.00 
hr. 
work done on campus. 
April
-May.  
Call_Mrs.  
Rice  968-7548.  
GIRLS if you're looking for a part time 
lob.
 
with fle.ible hours & good pay, 
don't pass up 
this
 ad. No experience 
neccssary $2.00 hr. Call 
287-1196.
  
21 
yr. old Protestant 
male  students to  
take 
part in 
csr..1i,  pilot study. Takes 1 
hr. Pay $2.00. Phone 264-6747. Leave 
name 
and 
number.  
COUNSELORS
 NEEDED for
 fine High 
S erre pvivate 
girls camp. Single wo-
men 
(20-35):
 Dramatics Director 
and 
t Ass t, Trampoline, Outcome, 
Choral  
Director, Outcamp, relief counselor, 
1TwoAss't
 cooks. June 24 to Aug.
 27 
Nookkeeper, Camp Store manager,
 and 
Ph. 
967-8612.
  
DRIVER WANTED 
ATLANTA OR 
NEARBY  CITY 
GOOD TERMS 
323.29131 
1 
EVENINGS OR WEEKENDS 
,s rter 
Dependable  
Babysitter,
 
 Bur -
rank 
area. Coll 213i
 beicre 3 I 
r T. 
USED 
BOOKS NEED
 HELP TO 
TURN 
THEM INTO CASH. 
1,46 
FINALS 
8GOKS
 ONLY AT SPARTAN BOOK 
STORE.
 
"Who's
 Afraid of Virginia 
Woolf'  
Friday, June 6, 
Morris  Dailey 
HOUSING  15/ 
FOR WOMEN ONLY 
FURNISHED
 STUDIOS - 
11 & 2 room 
apts.) 
Also I room. 
Reasonable. 37 
S 
5th. 
FEMALE 
ROOMMATE  
NEEDED.  I bdrm. 
set. ph. 
295-7724.
 
(in  
PM)   
FEMALE
 
ROOMMATE  
wanted 
$41.25/ 
mo, 
Royal  
Lanai
 Apts. 
Pool & 
Sauna.
 
Sr. or 
Jr.  
preferred.
 
272-0804.   
SUMMER
 
RATES.
 
Now  
taking 
applica-
tions 
for summer
 and 
fall  2 & 3 
bdrm. 
Turn. 
Igo  units. 
Pool, 470 
S. Ilth 
#1
 
287.7590.
 
WOMEN.
 house 
for rent
-accommodate
 
6 
cr
 
I.
 Inquire at 
406  S. I 
I St.  
MEN 
- 
rooms  
for
 
summer
 & 
next 
scl 
term.
 Wall to wall
 
carpets, 
indi  
viqL '.se 
stall
 showers. 406  
S.
 I 
Ith.  
HOUSE 
AND 
ROOMS  
FOR
 RENT 
for 
sum-
 
.. ar.d 
term. 
Located
 
on 
300 qlock
 on S. 
lith. 
Inquire
 at 
630 S. 
14th.   
SUMMER
 
ROOMIE  
wanted 
. . . 
work. 
ing girl. Large 2 bdrm. 2 
bath apt.
 $35/ 
mo. 399  
So, 12th #I. 
286-0197.
  
Wanted: 
2 
female
 
roommates.
 Royal 
Lanai 
Apts. 
Need 
car.
 Call 
Karen, 
259-7489.
  
SUMMER
 
RATES Houses, 
apartments.  
s and 
cottages.  
Rents
 from 
$60. 
- 292.9400.  
ANYONE
 vacating
 a 2.bedroom
 house 
. 
t less than
 $120, in 
June
 please 
.   Bob Brackett
 in Spartan 
Daily  
, 
phone  292-7835.  
2 
bedroom apt.
 available 
summer
 and' 
L, 
1:
 
5115 mo. 165 
E.
 Reed 
#1. 
Ce'l 
2 r:  - 
292-5099.
  
FACULTY 
HOME $29,500
 Pala Rancho,
 
Take over 6' Loan on 
2 story,
 4 
br., 
3 bth.  
259-6791  
after  6 and 
weekends.
 
I bed furn.
 apt. evailable
 June 15 fo 
summer
 & 
fall if desired.
 W & gar. paid 
$857mo.
 See manaqer 
Apt.  633 Sc 
8th
 
St. 
Summer Rooms
 for Rent
 - kitche-
priv. Girls 
only.
 
530rhe.  
$7.51;),,k,
 
Les or 
E don. 295-9993 or 295-9727.
 
Female
 Roommate Wanted: 
Share 
tw. 
bdrrn. apt.  ef Royal 
Lanai. Call Ga I 
after  
6 p.m. at 258.5878. 
Low 
Summer  Rates. 2 & 
3 Bdrm, 2 
bath. Spacious. furnished apts. Close to 
school.
 529 So. 10 
St.  
WOMEN STUDENTS 
Summer
 Housing Available.
 189 So. 
L ght 
K,tchen
 
Privileges.
 
294.6311,
 
2,  .11, or 293.9938. 
Yt
 :6 
all 
veep
 
Spartan
 Daily 
Classifieds
 is 
closing  for the 
semester and 
will resume 
operations
 in the 
fall. 
We
 want to thank
 you for your support 
this
 
year  and 
hope
 you will 
continue to reap 
the benefits from 
using  
Spartan
 Daily Classifieds.
 
Have a 
good 
sununer!!
 
 ,A11M111.1110. 
Female 
Roommete  Needed 
apt.
 this summer
 with 3 girls. 
G. 
Ca1I 
287-5817,  eves. 
SPLITLEVEL, TWO BDRM.
 APT. FOR 
RENT. 
Pr1-.. needed 
to fill in for 
296.7143  or 286-4104.  
2 
girls to share 
apt. located IA 
blIT. 
.1, durini 
summer 
school.  
Call 
Georgia  
Smith,  
295.5341,
 after 
c m. 
Girl
 or married
-couple:  2-  rm. 
hon.
 
 
t 
$65-135/mo.
 summer.
 $80-
 .1 
2,6-1831.  
FEMALE ROOMMATE 
urgently  needed 
 r ... 
e- Own rm. $45,'mo. Contact 
Lynne. 
292.5906.  
351   So. 1 
1th St.  
Soul 
Teacher  to 
share n 
bdrrn. 
ant 
Reasonable
 rent, no pets. 
951  
N,
 
4.t  
297-2938,
 
6-10  p.m. Bruse. 
FEMALE 
GRAD
 desires 
nousing  for 
in house or 
roomy apt. 292-8831.
 
eve,  
Summer
 Apt. 
for renr. . 
. Old H.,
 . 
$90/rr.d. June -Sept.
 Call 295-6059
 
. 
time. 
2 Female 
roommates
 needed 
for 
1, 
Srs. or 
grads.  preferred. 
Lg. 3 
bdriii.
 
2 
bath  apt. $47.50/rno. Close to 
cam-
pus. 
Call
 287-3533. 
FOR 
RENT  
bdrm apts. furn.
 
S125 
surn-..i.
 
1.155  
tall. 
Call  
286-5734  
after
 
MALE ROOMMATE
 FOR FALL, upper 
1,i preferred. Call Ken 
HOUSE FOR RENT for 
summer
 
oniv. 
bdrrn  
2 
bathroom
 for si.-$41.50
 
per 
pers.,.  Caii 298-0455. 
_______ _ 
CLEAN 
Fi-OLISE-
 CONVERT 
THOSE  
USED BOOKS 
INTO CASH AT SPAR-
TAN  BOOK STORE. 
STUDIO 
APT. available
 b 21 9/1. 
Le-
ished, inc. iinens, utensils,
 dishes. utii-
ities,
 
garage. large garden. 
$150 
for 
6 
wks.  DIscount
 for longer. 273 So. I8th. 
297-3984,
 
GIRLS:  1 or 2 bedrm.
 Mdm furn. apt. 
ish mode,. ^ kitc.hen. $100. 
b'k 
SJS.
 242 32. .:er 5.  
REFINED FURN, rooms, males, 
kitchen 
.  .  or 
drinking.
 
$120. 
Yr. 
round 
rates.
 -  
 . 
Female Roommate Wanted sum-
.. 
4:30 
Jan. 
 Qu ef comfortable  
Wouble 
 -on  . Available
 June 15. 
4-- 
,'2E 
LOST AND 
FOUND  let 
LOST 
,I;r of 
glasses in a tan case 
Call 258-5223
 
LOST . BIL 
alter -e -d ,t. -/w 
eves.  
,t 
fr.endly.
 So.
 4th
 area.
 297-
. 
else 
roll. 
Students in D'Abbrecers
 fall 'MI classes: 
grades" are posted 
F.O. 204. This 
service 
absolutely  
free.  
LOST: Black Ice 
Framed Glasses in 
Ref 
Case. REWARD 
-  2864795. 
LOST: 
Girls  tenspeed motobocane. 
v... Re, 1-1  - 
DON'T LOSE 
MONEY  -BP1NG
 
YOUR
 
 
c 
4- '4N
 
BOOK
 
LOST DOG - + Terrier 
t 'ease call bari 
;Apt.
 867.4614. 
LOST -Black Lab 
Puppy.
 
Name  
"Ber  
t ack. ver choke 
chain 
2 
knots 
in chain. 
$5
 re 
m 293-4549. 538 
return
 my 
maroon 
kiln
 
with 
the 
  
nailer,
 seat 
and 
gold  pad-
 Met
 1-4,111, 
f I., 
PERSONALS 171 
DATING
 
SERVICE,
 $2.00 for life. 
Expert  
 n-' 
-1.  
286-4540.
 
T 
r pay 
for 
what
 we 
can 
get 
Wndnetiday
 
night  
NEED
 SOMEONE 
WHO
 
CARES?
 
v.!! ! 
)!.!
 and your car. 
ASTOR'S  
COIN 
Autowash,
 
732  S. 
1st. 
CLASSIFIED
 
RATES  
'inlmum
 
Three 
lines 
One day 
One
 day 
Two dan
 Three 
days 
Four
 
rhYll  
FM 
dill  
3 I nes
 
1.50
 
2.00 
2.25 
2.40
 
2.50 
4 lines
 
2.00
 
2.50 
2.75
 
2.90 
3.00 
5 sines
 2.50
 3.00
 
3.25  
3.40 
3.50 
6 
Ines 
3.00 
3.50  
3.75 
3.90
 
4.00 
Add 
this
 
semohunatddfori  
bon&
 ime 
JO 
.50 
.50 
.50 
JO
 
CHECK  
A 
CLASSIFICATION
 
ID 
Announcements
 
(1)  ID 
Help  
Wanted
 
(4)
 
n 
Per&Onall
 (7) 
n 
Automotive
 
(23  
(T3 Housing (5) 
D 
Services 
(8) 
kJ 
For 
fah 
(I)
 
0 Lot 
Ind Fain ND 
TrenellOdED09
 
(g) 
flo 
refunds on csacelled eds. Print 
your  ad 
here: 
(Count
 approximately 33 letters
 and spaces tor each 
line)  
Print  Name   
For   
ban 
Address
    
Enclosed
 Is 
City    
Phone   
SEND CHECK, 
MONEY
 ORDER,
 OR CASH
 TO: 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  
CLASSIFIEDS  
SAN IOSE STATE COLLEGE,
 CALIF. 95114 
Plume Om 
2 
IMNI
 
Omani  ki 
s OD 
opium.  
The Friar . 
onger be 
responsible
 
,,,rnoted by members of 
Alpha Phi Omega. 
HAPPY DAY 
SUNSHINE 
THINKING OF YOUI 
NEED 
SOMEONE
 WHO CARES? 
ASTOR S 
COIN
 AUTOWASH 
732 
S.
 1st. 
JOHN. WHAT DOES 
SPARTAN
 BOOK 
STORE MEAN WHEN THEY OFFER 
50"' ON 
USED  
BOOKS  PLUS 10'" 
EARLY SALE BONUS?
 -MARSHA 
krIARSHA. THEY MEAN
 THEY WILL 
PAY YOU 50% OF CURRENT NEW 
PRICE, PLUS 10', 
MORE  ON BOOKS 
TO BE USED AGAIN HERE. THIS 
IS 
1,4E 
BEST DEAL AVAILABLE, GRAB 
V.1 
WILL NEED THE
 MONEY -
JOHN 
SERVICES 181 
EXPERIENCED TYPING
 - ELECTRIC. 
Master's  -  
Reports  - Dissertations. 
Marrianne 
Tamberg. 1924 Harris Aro. 
Call 
371-0395.
 San Jose. 
-----
PROOF READING and MANUSCRIPT 
EDITING. NO typing. Call 248-6522.  
TYPING,  FAST, ACCURATE,  EXPEL 
IENCED.
 Will edit. 
21/2 
mi.  from cern-
ous. 
Mrs.
 Aslanian. 298-4104 
--
CUSTOM MADE Swim Suits.
 $7.50. You 
supply I yd. material & I yd. lining. 
Allen
 Hall *122, 294-8741.  
BABYSITTING
 IN THE HOME while you 
sttend classes. 
Across from library. Call 
Mrs. B. Heppe. 287-0564.  
FREELANCE 
PHOTOGRAPHY by 
Rich-
ard Kelso
 for any occasion. Highest 
quality. 286-1139 or 296-7992.
  
RENT A STEREO: Or a TV 
from Esche's 
Free
 delivery,  free 
service, no contract 
$10.00 per 
month.  251-2598.  
STUDENT  TYPING in 
my home. Fast. ac-
curate. minor editing, Mrs. Seder, Phone 
244.658 I. 
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY 
to fit your 
budget  
VINO'S  PHOTOGRAPHY & 
CUSTOM COLOR LAB 
Bus. 272-2210  - Res.
 
251-3126.
 9-5 pm. 
TYPING -  IBM ELECTRIC -  50e 
pg. 
Paper incl. Experienced-EastAccurate.
 
Nr. E.G./Cambrian
 Park. 
Campbell.
 Call 
356-4757.
 
Tenn papers to type? Need help? Ac-
curate, fast typing 
available.  Call "M'' 
.. 
377-8327.
  
NEED:
 Santa 
Clara  
student  needs 
term 
cs 
 form 
of  
correctional  
r   
rar. 
Call 297-8640,
 
WE ARE
 
PREPARED
 TO PAY TOP 
DOI LAR 
FOR YOUR
 USED 
BOOKS  
AT SPARTAN 
BOOK STORE - TRY 
US AND SEE 
 INNS 
Come  
to: 
Classified
 
Adv.
 
Office
 
-J206  
M 
10:30-11:30
 
1:30-3:30
 
Tues.-Thurs.
 
9:30-11:30
 
1:30 
to
 
3:30
 
Wed.
 
9:30-11:30
 
1:30-3:30
 
Fri.  
9:30-11:30
 
1:30-3:00
 
 
Phone
 
294-6414.
 
Ext.
 
246r
 
 
Send
 
in 
handy
 
order 
blank.  
Enclose
 
cash or 
check,  
Make
 check 
out to 
Spartan
 
Daily 
Classifieds.
 
Lortsmettevisietti
 
Julie
 
13 
1 
PARTAN  
DAI
 
LY
 
GRADUATION
 EDITION 
Miner . 
. . 
SAN 
JOSE 
STATE  
COLLEGE  
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 
95114, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 
4, 1969 
I' 
(1 if I 11 (11
 it 
If 
kflitims 
SECTION 
B 
  
. . . Clark,
 
Two
 SJS 
Presidents
 
Reflect, 
Predict  
By MARY 
3IARKS 
Daily 
Associate  
EtUtor
 
SJS
 altered 
its 
conservative
 
image  
when Dint Miner
 
took 
office  as 
Asso-
ciated 
Students 
i A.S.1 
president  
last
 
year, but 
it
 is still far 
frotn what 
the 
radicals  call 
radical.
 '"I'his adminis-
tration  has 
lawn
 charactetized
 ati 
radical one 
anti in the vontext
 uf this 
with  Academie 
Council,
 student -faculty 
relations  and 
the
 San Jose 
Pollee
 De-
partment.
 
Miner  credits 
the Police
 Liaison 
Conunittee,
 whieh 
includes a 
pollee 
representative,
 
with  
helping
 to 
avoid  
some 
potential 
tamptis 
disturbances
 
this year. 
"Historically,
 part of 
the 
problem
 is 
that campus
 
security 
is 
A.S.
 PRESIDENT
 DICK 
MINER 
campus, that is 
probably 
true,"
 Miner
 
said 
in a recent 
interview 
with the 
Daily. 
Whether
 or not one 
believes
 in his 
political philosophies  or 
actions.
 Miner 
atx.1 
his administration
 have made 
vast 
anti 
significant 
changes in 
the struc-
ture
 of student 
government 
this.  year. 
S t 
uti en t 
tepresentatiori  on 
SJS
 
policy
-making 
committees,  
especially
 
on Academic 
Council, the 
Spartan  
Shops Board
 and the 
College  Union 
Board 
of Governors 
ICUBG1, 
has  been 
a 
major  goal of 
his administration.
 
"Student  
resion.se
 to the increase
 on 
Academie  
Council
 has been 
fantastic, 
judging
 
by
 the fact
 that 31 
students
 
competed
 
for the five 
new positions 
available."  
Miner
 said. 
The new ration
 of four students
 to 
three faculty 
anti tyro 
administrators  
on the 
Spartan 
Shops  Board 
makes
 
student
 board
 memlwrs' support neces-
sary to effect
 major operational
 
changes or 
allocate more than
 $10.000. 
The CUBG,
 with equal 
student
 anti 
faculty 
representation
 last year.
 has 
!Well changed 
to include seven 
students  
and three 
faculty. 
Establishing  open 
and  available 
lines  
of
 communication
 throughout 
the col-
lege 
has been 
another 
project
 of thP 
Miner
 administration.
 Seveial
 
liaison
 
committees 
have
 been created to 
deal 
not 
re-p,..sible  
to the 
executive
 vice 
west&  but to bu 
ildings  and 
grounds," Miner 
indicated.  
"The Police 
Liaison Committee 
has  
recommended
 some changes
 to Aca-
demic Council 
that,  if adopted, will 
place the 
council
 in an advisoty 
capa-
city if a 
situation  arises 
where
 police 
might he 
needed."  Miner 
said.  
Citing  further 
changes
 resulting from 
his administration,
 Miner said, "This
 is 
the first 
time  in many 
years  that stu-
dent
 government 
has estabiLstasi
 
elose-working
 relationship 
with the 
president
 of this toilette and 
with  
the 
two
 vice piesidents" He 
explained that 
rearrangements
 in 
the Dean of 
Stu-
dents  office 
have
 facilitated 
student 
government's 
functions. 
SET -RACKS 
Although
 
many  
of
 Miner's ideas
 be-
came
 reality in 
student 
government.  
he
 has hati 
set -tracks as 
well. '"che 
failure to 
create a 
pmgram  
for
 edu-
cational 
reform was 
perhaps my 
big-
gest 
disappointment
 this 
year." Miner 
said.  Ile 
explained  
that
 having 
"beau-
tiful 
but tcar 
optimistic  plans"
 as well 
as
 changing 
leadership,
 contributed
 to 
the 
failute.
 
Miner also
 regretted 
not having
 
enough
 lime 
"to 
sit 
down and 
catch 
the 
students
 
up to what 
we've  been 
dom. " 
This 
communication
 gap 
was 
also evidenced in Miner's political ap-
pointments this yetcr. He 
agreed  that 
the 
often -criticized procedures weren't 
completely "fair," explaining that, 
"we've tried to put people
 on the com-
mittees who were 
cloxe to the prob-
lems anti eapable of dealing with 
t hem." 
CRITICISM 
Reganling criticism for his 
suit 
against Pres. Clark. Minei said, "The 
suit 
was 
weleomed
 by 
the president. 
It took him out of a very tough spot. 
It took a judicial matter out of the 
hands  of insensitive administrators and 
put it into the courts." The suit was 
filed by the Associated Students 
against Pres. Clark for his revokation 
of grants-in-aid to Black athletes who 
boyeotted
 the I3YU
 
football
 
game last 
fall. 
Miner said, "The suit was a ease of 
whether or not the earnings burned. 
Ilad the 
students  undeistood this, they 
would have applauded our 
action. In-
stead, we got nothing but crap frotn 
most
 of them." 
looking 
ahead  to next year,
 Miner 
predietcsi
 
that in a race 
between a 
libend and a (onset...alive, "a lilwral 
vvotild win 
hands  down. 'Cite conserva-
thes
 are emotionally
 organized
 and 
make it difficult for many people to 
identify with them. The liberals are 
ideological 
organized and can be 
easily brought 
together.
 
"If a conservative president is 
elected, he'll have a great deal of 
trouble 
relating  to the needs of people 
on this campus who 
are  genuinely in-
volved in making education relevant 
for 1969.
 
PRESIDENT FRIEF:R 
"If a liberal Ls elected, he will have 
a difficult time keeping up to and 
controlling the pace 
at which many 
will want to move to restructure
 the 
educational process." Miner said. 
Students
 next year "aren't going to 
put up with a president who sits 
through endless awards banquets and 
non-tiescript
 
meetings  not being con -
mined with what's 
happening  
around
 
him." Miner prophesied. 
"Administratively, the president will 
he freer 
than in the past. becattse 
we've ps:t ahl ',her! many 
precedents.  
opened many &sirs and clone mast of 
the dirty work this year to make stu-
dent government run smoothly." Miner 
said. 
Far reaching plans for SJS include 
an overall educational refotm pro-
gram. 
"But
 
this won't  
happen 
until 
there is a general realization among 
students and 
faculty that our whole 
method of 
edueating Ls contradictory." 
Miner said. 
He explained that this means doing 
away with required 
clomps. 
grades  
and units. "We are talking about a 
deeentralized,
 personal
 
approach  
con-
trary  
to what the 
California 
State
 
Colleges are 
taking."  
Hy 
PHIL sToNt;
 
Duting his fie-year tenure
 as SJS 
president, Dr.
 Robert D. Clark 
has 
moved
 from one crisis to 
another.  He 
has made many 
friends, and 
many 
enemies, 
both
 on and off 
the  campus, 
for 
his handling of 
college affairs. 
The 
one complaint
 most often heard 
from 
Dr. 
Clark's  ftientb; is 
that he is too 
much of a 
gentleman
 and not really 
tough  when 
he has to be.
 
Dr. Clark responsed in 
a recent ex-
clusive interview,
 "I use a style that 
tries to 
recognize
 human 
values  anti  
not 
respond
 brutally or 
vindictively to 
people,
 but one 
has  only to 
prevail
 
for a 
particular
 period of time 
for 
people to 
see  he 
is
 tough
 -- tough 
without being 
bona
 I like to believe 
that is true 
of me. I think if 
one  looks 
at siane of the 
decisions
 that have been 
taken, then it is true." 
In the 
inteniew Dr. 
Clark tom-
mented
 on his last five 
years and his 
reflections on 
the future. 
Most  people agree that 
Dr. Clark's 
MOW to Oregon is 
a promotion. But 
Dr. Clark 
isn't so fast to 
downgrade  
SJS. 
EQUAL PAR 
"I think in some 
repseets SJS
 is 
on equal par 
with Oregon. In 
some le -
streets it's 
better  than 
most univer-
sities. 
Despite student 
criticism, I think 
the faculty here is 
more interested in 
teaching, 
more willing 
to
 innovate. 
more willing to make 
changes than 
most faculties are. 
''I have met
 a number of 
students  
who have
 been here and
 then gone 
on
 
to graduate 
schools  at any 
number  of 
universities,  
not
 Oregon. 
They have 
said 
to me 'I have
 had more 
vital  efill-
cation 
experience  in San 
Jose  than I 
am 
getting  in 
graduate  
school.'"
 
He was then
 asked about 
the  amount 
of freedom 
he has had as 
an adminis-
trator 
at SJS in 
mining  the 
college's  
affairs. Getting 
comfortable  in his 
arm-
chair, he 
replied, "I 
have  always 
felt 
a 
certain  degree 
of
 independence 
in 
decisions and 
positions that I 
have 
taken, and 
the six -year 
stipulation I 
made 
when  I 
came
 
down  here 
was 
a 
part
 of that as.sertion
 of 
independence.
 
"One
 of the masons 
I believe that 
a short 
tenure cas 
college president)
 
is wiser is 
partly the freshness of 
youth one 
has. Professors 
may have a 
sabbatical
 leave but no 
administrator 
may 
as an 
administrator.
 Those 
who  
are 
on
 leave now can 
do
 so because 
of 
the time they 
built 
up 
as
 pro-
fessors."
 
MORALE PROBLEM 
But this doesn't rule 
out  the frustra-
tions
 
he has incurred 
at SJS.
 "The 
problein
 of morale here is serious 
and  
it is serious 
because nobody will listen. 
They I the 
faculty)
 
will ask for reason-
able requests. and nobody will do any-
thing 
about
 them
 
I think some 
reduc-
tion and 
flexibility  
in the 
teaehing 
load, not 
neeesarily
 an aeross-the-
board nine -hour load, 
is a reasonable 
request  this faculty made." 
There 
has been much criticism lately 
of the board 
of
 trustees, and the tac-
itly  
at
 this college. But 
Pres.  Clark 
wtLs quick 
to defend both groups. 
"I
 
think 
the trustees have 
been good. 
I've been 
frustrated
 by the bureau-
cratic structure that lies outside 
the 
"There 
was a failure to resolve the 
problem
 in a way that
 was 
reasonably  
satisfactoly to 
all parties. And success, 
I would say, could result in disappoint-
ment
 to MOre than 
one 
party,  
but 
not  
to a major dissatisfaction of as large 
se.cment
 as that
 one did. 'rhea.
 WaS 
,say which was
 
siirkliiiii.ry  
to
 nit. 
toi Oie resolution. I thaik
 if 
we
 hail 
SJS 
PRESIDENT  
ROBERT
 D. CLARK 
board of trustees
 and I've expressed 
those
 frustrations. But I think given 
those limitations placed on the 
board, 
that despite faculty criticisms, it has 
been a very good board. 
FACULTY CRITICIsM 
"Faculty criticism is inevitable. 
Faculty members are intellectuals. 
They look at institutions, they look at 
idea.s. They don't function properly if 
they don't 
look
 at a thing 
critically, 
and then when their own personal in-
terests are tied to a particular issue 
or 
ruling  then these critical 
factors 
get 
emotional eon tact s. This doesn't 
trouble me really. One ought to expect 
that in college, and one ought 
to get 
used to living with it. 
If it doesn't be-
come embittered or all encompassing 
it's a 
good thing and can lead to 
change." 
Every anministrator
 has his failures, 
and
 in Pres. Clark's opinion 
his failure 
was the Brigham Young football game 
derision.  ''l think
 it simply
 moved AO 
rapidly with so much emotion attached 
that I wasn't 
given  alternatives There 
were certain points beyond 
ishich I 
couldn't, I felt, properly withdraw.
 
But in the Students Rights and Re-
sponsibilities there is an instrument
 
which
 we have
 not 
yet 
learned  
110W
 
tO 
use hut in 
subsequent 
confliet
 of 
that  
kind we will be able to use." 
hot° by Bill 
Viiiri
 
the legislation we now have from Aca-
demic Council 
we would have found 
our way out." 
In slow, deliberate 
terms he 
spoke 
of the recent American Federation of 
Teachers Strike. "I'm
 soils. we had a 
strike. I 
think  it hurt us. It induced 
some bitterness which 
will  continue --
some expressions of anger 
which  are 
not 
easily dissipated,
 so I regret 
it
 in 
that way, 
"It put some 
strain  on the institu-
tion 
vitich  I 
regret,  but 
in addition
 I 
think
 the strike was 
inappropriate,
 un-
timely
 for us." 
On
 the day Pres. 
Clark  announced 
his resignation
 he spoke to a 
student 
packed 
Morris Dailey 
Auditorium. He 
received two 
standing ovation.s.
 The 
students showed great faith in Pres. 
Clark,
 and he has a 
great deal of faith
 
in 
the  students. 
When a college 
president  resigns, 
the 
jobs
 of certain 
other  administra-
tors may also be 
in jeopardy. One sueh 
position  
is the nubile relations 
officer,  
a 
post
 held 
by James 
Noah.  
When 
asked  recently 
whether  he 
would
 
resign
 to go to Oregon
 if 
given  
the opportunity. 
Noah replied 
"yes."
 
"That shows
 a great deal of 
faith in 
SJS." 
another
 said 
facetiously.
 He re-
plied. "No,
 it's the 
man!"  
It's the man! 
SJS
 
To
 
Honor  Graduation
 Speaker 
itv 
DIANE 
MeN11"4T 
Daiiv
 strati 
Writer 
John 
W. 
Gardner, 
former  
secretary  
of
 
health,
 
education  
and 
vrvirare,
 will 
deliver
 the 
commencement
 
address
 at 
the 
graduation
 
exercises
 on F'riday,
 
June
 13 
Appioximately
 
4.000  
students
 
will
 be 
honored  
in 
Spartan
 
Siadhall. 
Gardner
 
became  
ehaiiman
 of 
the  
Urban
 
Coalition
 on 
March  
1. 
1968 
following
 
his 
resignation
 as 
Secretary  
of IIEW.
 
At
 the time
 
of 
his 
appoint-
ment to 
the
 Cabinet
 
by
 
President
 
Johnson
 in 
July,
 1965,
 
Gardner
 
Wirt 
president
 of 
the
 
Carnegie 
Corporation
 
of 
NeW  York
 
and
 
the 
Carnegie
 
Founda-
tion for
 the 
Advancement
 of 
Teaching.  
Gardner, 57,
 
teeeived
 his 
Honorary
 
Fellow
 of Stanford
 
University  
ohere  
he also
 earned his
 
B.A.  
and NI.A.
 
de-
grees.
 
Ile received
 
his  
Ph.D.  degree 
at 
t he 
University  of 
California
 and holds 
honorary
 
degrees from 
a 
numher
 of 
other
 
colleges
 and 
universities
 in the 
United 
States,
 Canada 
and  
England.
 
Before  World War II, he 
taught
 psy-
rhology
 
Ai
 the Univernity
 
iit 
Canneeticut
 College for
 
Women. 
and Mount
 
Holyoke
 College. 
In 
1943, 
Gardner joined
 the
 
U.S. 
Corps
 and served 
witli OSS 
in 
Washington,
 
Daly and 
Austi  
hi,  at-
taining 
the rank of 
captain. 
He joined the Carnegie 
Corporation  
in 1946 as 
extceutive 
aafaleiale.  He 
be-
came 
president  in 
1955,  anti the 
same 
year  was made 
president of 
the Car-
negie 
Foundation
 for the 
Advaneement  
of 
Teaching.
 
Ile has at 
varous
 
times
 
served
 
as 
consultant 
to the 
U.S.
 delegation 
to 
tire 
United Nations,
 the 
Air  
Form,
 the 
Department  
of
 Defense, 
the 
Agency
 
for
 
Int  
erna
 t iona Development. 
and
 
the
 
US.  Office of Education.  
Gardner
 was also 
chairman 
of the 
U.S, Advisory
 Commission
 on Inter-
national
 
Ecluvational  and 
Cultural  Af-
fairs  
11962-1964  
t,
 President 
Johnson's
 
Task 
Force
 on 
Edueation  
119641  
and 
the 
White
 
House  
Conference
 on Edu-
cation
 I 
1965
 
JOHN W. GARDNER 
By 
sUsAN  GALE 
Dans staff 
Writer  
John W. Gardner. former seeretaty 
of 
health. edueati..n and welfare 
(HEW),
 will receive 
an
 honorary doe-
torate of laws degree :it 
SJS when he 
delivers 
the  commencement address 
June 13. 
Honorary
 degrees are 
presented
 by 
the state college 
chancellor  
anti
 
Board  
of Trustees upon 
recommendation  of 
state 
college 
faculties
 and 
administra-
tion.  Either a 
doctorate  of laws 
or 
humane letters 
is awarded, 
usually  at 
a eeremony, 
dedication,  or commence-
ment.  
Gardner 
vvill  be the 
12th
 person to 
receive an 
honorary 
degree
 from the 
state 
colleges  
siner  1963 when the 
first 
award 
%Vila  granted to 
John 
F. Ken-
nedy.
 Inventor 
R. 
Buckminstri.
 Fuller 
reeeived an 
honorary  
degree  of 
laws 
at S.IS on 
June  
10,  1966. 
The llth 
honorary 
degree
 will he 
presented 
June  7 to 
Dr
 Emory 
W.
 
Morris at 
California 
Polyteehnie 
Col-
lege, Kellogg
-Voorhis
 
Campik  
Gardner was appointed chairman 
of 
the Urban Coalition on March I. 196M. 
following his issignation as Secretary 
of 
HEW Ile has 
served
 as 
consultant 
to the U.S. Delegation to the United 
Natiotts, the Air Force, the Depart-
ment of 
Defense,
 the A gem". f 
In-
ternational Development,
 the 
U 
S.
 
of. 
fire 
of
 Ecluention and the 
White 
House. 
Gardner
 
holds
 the U.S. Air 
Form
 
Exeeptional  
Serviee  
Awarti  and in 
1964, was awarded the
 Presidential 
Medal of Freedom. th highest 
civil 
honor in the United
 States. 
Francis C. Keppel, head of a na-
tional education post, received 
an hon-
orary degree of 
humane letters on 
May  15, 1964 at Los 
Angeles
 State 
College
 
Historian 
Arnold
 J. 
Toynbee  
also
 was awarded a chwtorite
 of 
hu-
mane letters 
at
 Los Angeles State 
on 
Nov. 16, 1964. 
Humboldt State College presented 
Monroe 
E, Sprieht. past president of 
Shell Oil Co. with a doctorate oi laws 
on June 4, 1965. Frank V. de Bettis, 
active in 
eivie and cultural affairs 
around the San Francisco 
Bay  Area, 
reeeiVed  
the 
doctorate
 of 
humane
 let-
ters at San Francisco State on June 
11. 1965. 
The
 
discoverer
 of a 
dozen 
new
 ele-
ments
 and isotopes 
Glenn Theodore 
Seaton:. was awarded a doctorate of 
laws at San Diego State on Jim, I  
1966. Author -historian -teacher I 
Booker 
Right reeeived the 
doctorate 
,.[ 
letters
 at Fullerton State on 
Nov.
 
30. 
1966.  
Ralph Winfred Tyler. 
past head of 
the Stanford Research Institute. re-
ceived a doctorate of laws 
at Hayward 
State June 10. 
1967
 Edwin O. Reis -
chance,
 past 
U.S.
 
Ambassador
 to Japan. 
received a 
doctorate
 of 
humane  
letters
 
at San Diego State im 
April  4. 1968. 
Both 
Gardner  and Dr. 
Morns
 
receive 
honorary doctorates
 
from
 the 
State
 
Colleges  
at
 June
 
commeneement  
exercises. 
Pr 
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Busy Year 
Sees 
A.S. 
Politics
 
Reviewed;
 
Change,  
Reform
 
Cited 
By 
JIM 
DOt RGARIAN
 
Daily 
Political  Writer 
Liberal,
 radii:ail. 
phony,
 follow-
er, not 
leader,
 are all temts
 that 
have been 
applied to Diok 
Miner 
and hts 
reign over the 
student 
government 
this  past year. 
Which one is true? 
Perhaps
 
they 
all could be 
true
 without be-
ing 
derogatory.
 As A.S.
 Treasurer 
Dave
 Aikman 
has  said, "We 
have 
worked 
through the 
systean,  vatile 
not being a 
part
 of It." 
But 
controversy'  has 
also sur-
rounded 
the Miner
 
machine.
 
Isreasurer  
Aikman 
veal; 
appointed
 
and  approved by 
Student Council
 
in a 
whiz-bang action late
 one 
night. 
It
 has been 
said that the
 
original  council 
that
 was 
elected 
one 
year
 ago
 was continuality
 har-
assed  until 
those 
members,  
ex-
cept 
a few, that 
Miner disliked 
resigned.  Thus by 
the year's end 
there 
were only four 
originally -
elected  members 
of council. 
This 
council
 
then
 
wais  subjected 
io 
the 
backroom  techniques 
of 
Miner 
and  Aikman. 
But this is not
 to say that the 
council did 
nothing  worthwhile,
 
that Aikman 
was a lousy 
treas-
urer, or 
thaat  Miner was 
a crum-
my president. 
On 
the contrary,
 
this
 
adminis-
tration has done 
much  for all stu-
dents. 
Black, Brown
 and 
White.  
For  the first time in the 
school's histoiy, the student gov-
ernment challenged the college 
president over his decision
 con-
cerning the stoppage  of grants-in-
aid for Black football players who 
boycotted the SJS-FIYU game. 
The government also 
started  to 
get a more equal representation 
for students on the various boards 
and committees affecting campus 
policies.
 
There is 
also
 an Athletics
 Board 
to 
govern
 that 
department,  
with 
a 
7-5  
representation
 
of
 faculty -
alumni and
 students.
 Spartan 
Shops,  
controlling
 the 
cafeteatia  
and 
bookstore,  has started 
to
 get 
il 
greater
 student 
voice.  
This  
government
 also 
passed a 
new 
constitution  that
 makes the 
government 
more relevant 
to
 stu-
dents.
 while 
streamlining  it. 
ROTC 
has  also been 
challenged  
this 
year.  A 
decision
 from the
 
Academic 
Council
 ancl Pres. Rob-
ert D. 
Clark  should be 
forthcom-
ing.
 
But the 
question  rernains as to 
whether  Miner and his 
machine  
should have been 
able to do so. 
Our 
government  
only has 
as 
much 
power as President
 Clark 
allows at to have. 
Praises
 should 
then go to 
him also for having 
the 
foresight
 to allow 
Miner  and 
the  government to 
implement 
their ideas, 
while  keeping them 
in line enough
 to keep the Trus-
tees
 off his back.  
There is some 
question  of the 
way in which 
Miner's
 
government
 
accomplished
 its objectives. 
But 
at least 
things were 
accomplished,
 
and obviou.sdly a great
 deal more 
than other 
governments  in the 
past. 
So 
we
 praise you Dick 
Miner. 
while  questioning 
you also on 
your tactics. But 
in sum, at least 
your 
proposals
 were implemented.
 
At least student 
government  
was  
relevant  to the 
students.
 At least 
the government
 aroused enough
 
attention  so that 
it shook the 
apathetic cobwebs 
off  the vege-
tating students here 
only for the 
lily white 
piece of parchment. 
And thank you for trying to 
get  
the students of SJS a 
more rele-
vant education. 
Pass
 or Flunketh?
 
(Reprinted fr   the 
Univeridts
 W:1,11i1101.11 Daily 
And
 it came 
le 
loss
 early in 
the morning of the last day of 
the semester, there arose a mul-
titude smiting their books and 
vrailing. 
And there was much 
weeping and 
gnashing of teeth, 
for the day of judgment was at 
hand
 and 
they were sore
 afraid. 
For they 
had  left undone those 
things which they ought to have 
done, anti they had done those 
things which they ought not to 
have clone, and there was no help 
for them.
 
Ancl there were many abiding 
in their rooms who had kept 
watch over 
their  books  all 
night,  
but it naught availeth. But some 
there 
were 
who  arose
 peacefully 
for they had 
prepaied  for them-
selves 
the way, a n d made 
straight the path of 
knowledge.
 
And these wise ones vvere known 
to some as the burners of the 
midnight 
oil,  but lay 
fathers
 
they 
were
 railed curve
-spoilers.
 
And  the multitudes arose and 
n hearty breakfast:
 and 
they  
came
 into the 
appointed
 place, 
and their hearts were 
heavy  
within them. 
And they had come 
to pass, but some to pass out. 
And some of them repented of 
their riotous living and
 bemoaned 
their fate, but 
they
 had not a 
prayer. And at the last hour 
there came among 
them  one 
known 
as the instructor,
 he of 
the diabolical smile, and passed 
paper among them and went up-
on his varay. 
And many and varied were the 
mtswers which were given. for 
some of his 
teachings
 had fallen 
among the follows. vvhile
 still 
others had fallen among fertile 
minds, and still 
others  had fallen 
flat.
 And some there  
vvere  who 
wrote 
for an 
hour,  others 
wrote  
for 
two, but 
some turned 
away 
sorrowful. And many of  these 
offered
 up a little "bull" in hopes 
of pacifying the instructor, for 
these were the ones who had 
not  
a prayer. And 
when
 they had 
finished, they gathered up their 
belongings and went away quiet-
ly, eaeh in his own 
direction, and 
each one vowing
 to himself 
in 
this manner: "I shall not pass 
this way again. It is a long road 
that has no turning."
 
Poetry
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Nava.
 what Id go mina
 tree. 
Hilt,
 Its 
c 
ii. now 
the bread st 
ill roll 
in. 
i." 
Though  l's. .cr,iped
 ihrough
 by the hair of my chin) 
The 
roll-  
of cri-p bill. 
ss 
tvl hands I will preen . . . 
Truly 
in love with my new 
found long green. 
In 
the  
long line of 
android-.  my 
pLice I 
N%
 ill take, 
1.ove
 
and  
compassion
 f 
or all time f orsake, 
In 
pursuit cif 
tlie  
buck. 
I will cite ma degree 
. . . 
111,1
  
pletcls
 f orget 
%slut it 
mean me. 
lior 
Iliad
 
wired
 
cotter  world. for 
all of its pomp. 
There
 is 
a 
dance
 
'Tam..
 "The materialiI's
 SI  IC 
And
 
they
 
screech
 
as
 
they
 dance, 
"More  
1.1.A.'s  
we
 plea!- . . 
And 
it 
brings
 
up
 the question.  
what
 
means  my 
degree?
 
Everything
 
to the 
system
 
but 
nothing
 lo ine-
JIM  
BROADY  
Strikes,
 
By 
LINDA 
GIFFORD  
Daily  Staff
 Writer 
Throughout 
a year
 of 
violent
 
campus 
upheaval', the SJS
 cam-
pus remained relatively calm. 
The 
January American 
Federation  of 
Teachers 
A I-7 st ri ke 
and t 
he
 
student
 strike 
in sympathy with 
San Francisco 
State  strikers
 
Resignation
 
c -.Is' 
closest  brushes with 
%, But. both causes  
failed  
to 
generate  half the 
student sup-
port they received 
on
 other col-
lege campuses. 
The 
biggest -story -of -the -year 
royals'  goes to Pres. 
Robert
 D. 
Clark.  Dr. Clark took the 
eampus  
by 
surprise, to say the 
least, 
President 
Robert
 D. Clark resigns. 
when 
he
 
announced
 his resigna-
tion early last month. Dr. Clark 
will return  to duck land in the
 
fall
 to become president 
of the 
University  of Oregon at Eugene. 
One thing SJS 
did not escape 
this 
year 
was  budget
 cuts. 
Funds  
were
 frozen for the Athletic De-
partment, and trimmed for the 
marching band 
and the honors 
convoca
 t ion. 
A question still unsettled is 
the 
Associated  Student election. 
Charges of election
 code viola-
tion by the
 Jim 
McMasters, Rob 
Foss and Bob Kelley slate and 
subsequent appeals have forced 
the 
runoff  election's indefinite 
postponement, and have added 
even more glue to 
the A.S. gov-
et nment's already 
sticky red 
tape.  
Upset did come to SJS, but 
in
 
the bona 
of a February basket-
ball triumph for the SJS cagers 
over Santa Clara University 
73-69. 
The biggest personality to visit
 
the 
campus
 was former vice-
president Hubert H. Humphrey. 
Humphrey  won the
 
admiration
 of 
many SJS students
 with his Oc-
tober speech,
 but lost the No-
vember
 
election  to Richrod M. 
Nixon.
 
Waffle Towers,
 now Joe West 
Hall, 
openea  its 12 stories for 
occupation
 in 
September  despite 
the lack 
of a few 
necessities
 such 
as beds, dining hall and
 tele-
phone 
service.  The $4 million resi-
Col 
lege
 
Deans  Favor 
Retention
 
Of
 
Lartre
 
By GARY RUPP 
Daily  Copy Editor 
Old traditions linger On. And 
on, and 
on. 
The traditional graduation 
from 
college should 
lx a time of sig-
nificance, 
warmth.
 joy- and mean-
ingful
 
experience  
in the 
gradu-
ate's life. But iS this 
possible with 
the 
continuing  tradition of a large 
scale graduation where the stu-
dent is but a mere speck among 
crowd of 
3,000 
capped  
and 
gowned
 students? 
With this in mind, the question 
"Do you prefer rial 
large
 scale
 
graduation  at Spartan 
Stadium or an individual and 
small graduation of each 
school 
of the college" was asked of the 
deans of the 
schools.  
Dr. 
David  G. 
Barry,  
interim
 
executive vice president and ded 
of the School of Natural Sci-
ences aind Mathematics. said he 
tends to favor the 
larger,  all -
college gradual inn because, "grad-
uation has
 more symbolic  mean-
ing for the parents and more it a -
(Upon Far 
students." 
James  Noah. director
 
of 
public 
relations and Chair/Ian of the 
Piddle r'erenionies Committee, 
said
 the question of separate
 
graduations by 
schools came up 
last 
year but
 "received 
little
 
slIP-
port" among either
 tile school 
(team or the student 
members of 
the Public Ceremonies 
Commit-
tee of Academic Council. 
The present graduation cere-
mony' will be held 
this year 
ot. 
Spartan Stadium on June 13. 
Graduates
 sit 
ya ath 
their  respec-
Scale
 Graduations 
 -chools and each school has 
ferent color tassel to differ-
entiate those
 students graduating
 
from each school. 
Dean Milburn D. Wright, 
School
 
of
 'bodiless,
 said 
he would 
not 
favor
 
an individual  
school 
graduat 
lam  because  one 
large
 
ceremony  is "more 
economical  
when
 getting,
 
good
 
speakers  to 
participate." He indicated
 it 
oaauld
 be hard to get good speak-
er: for individual school 
gradu-
ations. 
13ean Wright also 
commented 
that some parents have more 
than one graduate, and with indi-
vidual graduations (if held at the 
same
 time 1, "which one would 
they choose?" 
"I'm 
in favor of a 
more
 
Per-
sonalized graduation." Dean 
Wright 
said, "but this 
could  be 
clone 
through  
each 
school
 having 
its 
own 
reception" after
 the eery-
mainy at the stadium. 
He also 
indicated
 mainy people 
attending,
 along 
with  the gradu-
ates. 
like to 
hear
 
the  
president
 of 
the college
 
speak,  and it 
would
 
be 
difficult
 for him to 
attend 
each 
school's  graduation.
 
Dean 
Dudley 
T. 
Moorhead
 of 
the Sehool
 of Ilismanities
 
and 
Arts 
said there
 are 
disadvantages
 
and advantages to both types, so 
"it 
depends  on what 
type  of cere-
111.)11).  YOU want." 
The advantage or a  
large
 
.grad-
uation.  
he indicated, is being 
able 
to get a "high 
powered" speak-
er. one that all the students can 
hear,
 which would not be 
possible 
at 
individual  school graduations.  
But in school graduations, stu-
dents 
would  tend to receive
 
more  
personalized attention than in 
the 
large  graduation in which 
"one tends to get lost in the 
crowd," Dean Moorhead said. 
Another disadvantage to indi-
vidual graduations is finding ap-
propriate places to 
hold
 each 
graduation,  especially if t hey 
were held at the same time, ac-
cording to Dean Moorhead. 
Dr. Robert 
T. Moore, dean of 
the 
School  of Applied Sciences 
and Arts, said, 
"I have been in-
volved in both types of gradua-
tions at 
other institution.s. I have 
no strortg feeling's
 one way or 
another." 
He 
said the 
timing  
and facili-
ties available for graduation have
 
most affect on what type of grad-
uation the college employs. 
James E. Roberts, acting
 dean 
of the
 
School
 of 
Engineering,
 said 
he had "no great 
feelings one 
way or another, but
 I think my 
first inclination would he to favor 
the all -college 
graduation." 
Dr. C. 
Denny Auchard, assis-
tant dean of the 
School of Edu-
cation, also said he had no feel-
ings one 
way  or another toward 
either
 all -college graduation
 or 
individual graduations
 by schools. 
This year's graduates will ex-
perience the same graduation ex-
ercises 
as la.st year's 
at
 Spartan 
Stadium with John 
Gardner,
 di-
rector of the 
Urban  Coalition 
arid former 
secretary of Health, 
FAucation  and Welfare, as the 
graduation 
speaker. 
Commencement Opinion
 
By MAUREEN 'WSW: 
Daily  Staff %VOGT 
on 
June  13 the class of 
190 
wilt 
leave this 
campus
 tor
 parts 
unknown.
 Are they'
 eager to get 
the  heck out of here or is there 
a touch, just the tiniest inkling. 
of nostalgia? 
June graduates offered a multi 
tude 
of 
opinions.  One anonymous
 
student declared, "After four 
years 
of this, 
you just 
want
 to 
get out." That student wouldn't 
elailmrate on exactly what "this' 
is. 
Other
 
answers
 
W1.1.(`
 
more  tra-
ditional.  Mike 
Maggi,  a social sri-
ranee 
major. said, 
"Graduat  ban  
means to me that I will be 
able 
to put into
 practiee the Multi-
tude of ideas and knoveledge that 
I halve acquired throughout
 my 
tenure
 at S.IS. In this fashion I 
will  be adequately, equipped to 
somehow,
 in some 
way',  be 
able
 
to improve the way in which we 
live
 
and in sorne way 
improve
 
the 
life of at 
least  one Individual. 
Some of the men
 
students
 have 
the prospect of the draft on their 
minds. 
"I am facing four years in the 
service,
 so my horizons
 are
 
limit-
ed to that," said 
Michael Aborle.  
SOCi:11  
111
 
I 
.1,1 
iaaae.a
 , 
Uale 
in 
Witt 
, 
echoed Aberle's 
thoughts.
 "Grad-
uation also means 
I 
will  
be 
elig-
ible fan- 
the  draft, which
 means I 
will be 
called into the 
mili-
tary ..." 
Another 
student
 described the 
graduation ceremony as a "has-
sle."
 Ile said, 
"I'm not much of 
a sentimentalist. The whole
 
cere-
mony 
is for the lairents. I 
just
 
decided 
to go to graduation 
yes-
terday."
 
Cynthia
 
Beale,
 an English ma-
jer,
 
offered
 this reirtion, "Grad-
ual ion is 
just
 one step toward 
my 
even t I 
goal of 
becoming  a 
teacher. I 
will
 
still 
have another 
year
 
at SJS in 
preparation  for 
my 
credential.  After 
that's over, 
I 
will be 
very  relieved."
 
Perhaps 
after four years
 of 
books, 
studying  and 
innumerable
 
tests and term 
papers, gradua-
firm is 
anti -climactic 
for many 
seniors. Most of those
 interviewed  
could not 
be deseribral
 
as 
elated 
over
 the prospect of 
leaving  the 
academie
 life, but 
none shed any 
tears either. 
At cane table 
in
 Ilse S.IS
 cafe-
teria. four 
students
 when 
asked  
what 
graduation  
means  to them 
cackled, hooted and otherwise 
carried 
am in unruly fashion. G R. 
Planniner
 a sociology 
major.
 
i ' Jagt give 
me
 that piece 
an paper 
and lel me out: This 
Maim is a 
factory." His 
three 
tablemates 
made similar 
com-
ments like, 
"Mail me my 
diploma,  
Graduation-
 I hate mob 
scenes."  
Susan  Adams, a P.E. major, ex-
pressed  little excitement 
over  her 
impending 
departure. "It's really 
sort of 
anti -climactic." 
Rand  Mal -
min, an aeronautical 
maintenance 
major, said 
casually',  "I reached 
one goal I set." 
"I 
have  finally
 made 
it,"
 was 
the only comment 
life science  
ma-
jor 
Patricia 
Bristol  
could 
come  
up with 
after  a 
few 
seconds 
of 
deliberation. 
If these students 
are
 represen-
tative of the 
June 
graduates,  it 
seems 
that
 graduation
 from 
SJS 
is not 
an especially
 emotional
 ex-
perience.  
Visions  of 
misty -eyed 
young men
 and women
 standing 
solemnly with diplomas
 clasped 
reverently  to 
their  
breasts,
 some-
how 
doesn't 
seem  
common
 to 
some 
of the seniors.
 Rather, 
they
 
seem
 to envision
 a tedious 
cere-
mony 
which is 
not quite
 appro-
priate 
to the 
past 
years  of 
"sweating
 it." 
One 
man, when
 
at.ket1
 what 
he
 
thought about 
his 
graduation  in 
June,
 looked up 
and stared 
blank-
ly 
.11:adulation?  
I haven't 
given 
Theasurer
 
Aikman  was 
appointed
 
ready?" 
6;1/ 
 > , 
Photo 
by Bill
 
Vatic  
Students and non
-students
 picketed during AFT <hat 
dence
 hall
 
ism  henses  580
 
male  
and female student.. 
Cafeteria 
workers
 staged a 
12 -
day walkout 
in demand for pay 
increases.
 They 
were  granted 
a 
12'i; per 
cent pay hike
 and the 
strike ended
 on October 
21 with 
the 
resumption  of 
snack bar 
service. 
Later that
 month SJS 
sprint-
ers  Tommie 
Smith  and John 
("or-
los 
returned  
victao
 ious 
from  
the 
Mexico 
City 
inoio 
Games
 
in 
November
 alter
 they 
weie  ousted
 
by the
 ralynipic 
Cerneativa
 Jar 
their Ill.ack leaaaar 
pees'
 
.gt,aesi
 
discriminatory
 
practices
 by 
the 
committee.
 
Computer
 
registration
 
perhaps  
caused
 
the 
biggest
 
student wor-
ries 
this 
semester.  
The  
SCARS  
committee
 
announced
 
next  fall's
 
fees 
would  be 
due  less 
than a 
month
 befoie 
payment
 was 
sched-
uled to begin. 
Computer
 
regis-
tration 
also made its
 way into 
the 
summer
 sessions 
program  this 
year.  
Miner's
 
Message
 
Sadly. 
MOM' 
14 you who 
can dig it 
don't need 
it.  
Miner  
"and you 
know 
something's  
happening.  
Init  you dotei
 know 
what it is . . . 
you. Mr. Jones?"
 
B.
 Dylan 
New  
College
 
Provides  
Worthwhile
 
Courses
 
By JOHN MILES
 
Acting 
on a  
suggestion 
by 
Pres. Robert
 D. Clark 
that
 stu-
dents  should have 
more of a 
variety  in 
undergraduate
 educa-
tion, San 
Jose
 State College
 es-
tablished  its 
New College
 in fall 
1968. 
Today, 
appmximately
 172 stu-
dents 
make
 up New 
College. Of 
these, 
100  are 
freshmen
 and 
72 
are 
juniors.  It would
 seem that 
the idea 
of Neva' C'ollege
 (NS' ), 
has indeed 
provided
 new students
 
with 
a worthwhile 
curl iculum. 
Despite
 the
 supposed 
success
 
of N.C, there
 have been
 utter-
ances  of 
discontent
 and lack 
of 
structure
 as an 
educational  in-
stitution.
 The 
question  then 
arises 
as to 
whether 
the  pro-
gram is successful
 or relevant.
 
Dr. Harold J. De Bey, professor 
of 
chemistry  and faculty
 head of 
N.C., 
said,  "I'm not fully satisfied 
with our arcomplishments, 
but 
we 
have  established a 
community  
for students
 and helped 
many
 to 
get a sense of direction. 
The majority 
of
 students and 
faculty are concerned 
with de-
veloping 
a new 
kind 
of
 
learning.
 
one that a 
student
 ;acquires with 
self
-mot ivat ion. Kat hy 
Roberts, a 
freshman
 
enrolled
 in N.C.
 said, 
"While the 
freedom
 
we have puts 
a 
lot of 
responsibility
 on us, the 
student must 
motivate  himself 
into risking
 questions and 
creat-
ing new ideas." 
Unfortunately,
 the same atti-
tude is 
not held by 
other  stu-
dents who 
have  dropped 
out of 
N.C. 
Dennis  Anderson, a 
fresh-
man  who dropped 
out of the pro-
gram,  had this to 
say, "I didn't 
leain one thing
 during the se-
mester. Everyone 
just
 sat around 
and 
repealed
 the same things 
over 
again." 
Ironically, Dr. De Bey sadly 
commented.
 "We have not
 been 
successful in 
getting  through to 
their intellectual life." 
Much  to 
the dismay of the 
faculty,  this 
is 
exactly the problem.
 
It is rather difficelt in pin 
down 
a student's ethic -at 
Moat
 
needs, 
whether
 
it
 be 
individual
 
awareness, ability to work with-
out 
external  motivation, or just 
plain 
behavior. 
To the N.C. ad-
ministration, 
it is merely "to 
think independently." W'hile N.C. 
encourages 
personal
 creativity, 
the 
student
 must motivate him-
self 
to understand the 
education-
al community 
that the program 
stands 
for.  
Regarding the 
edueal
 ional com-
munity
 
itself,  one 
student
 
replied,  
"You can feel 
the intimate con-
tact 
between
 mofessors
 and 
stu-
dents. F:veryone is one 
big  happy 
family,"
 
After
 completing Iwo years 
or 
N.C., the student 
will revel% e a 
bachelor's  degiee
 in 
liberal
 arts. 
This, of course, will take
 care of 
all the general
 education 
require-
ments. The 
prdgram
 delves 
most-
ly into the social sciences, hu-
manities and natural science. 
President
 
Says
 
, 
for your 
faculty.  
administiati
 
tttt  
, anti stall,
 and 
for 
all  the
 
friends
 of 
Nati
 
low  
Stray  
Ltillyge.
 when I 
extend
 
warm 
greetings  awl 
cittigratialatititts
 to 
those  of you 
who 
are 
members
 of 
the June 
graduating  class 
of
 /969. 
Eren as 
students you
 hare been 
participating  
adults
 in 
this 
time 
of social
 
lament
 
and change. 
You  will be 
leaving
 
the 
campus
 soon 
to 
assume
 new forms of 
responsibility
 
to a 
nation and a world 
strained  with 
dissent
 and riiilimee. 
luta-
 ability 
tii  
umlaut,
 
ymir emitributitais
 
til humanity. 
justiro.
 and tattiiiiiibiv
 
will lit, 
a 
measure
 of 
the 
relevance
 
of 
the  education
 whieh 
you helped 
to create
 while 
you 
trere 
here. trust
 that 
those
 
contributions
 will bl.
 a sig. 
nificatit part 
of the (111111111 
and 
aviratimis
 
schirli
 you. 
as 
grailways
 III 
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IOW  
NUM'  
Cullip,
 
art. entitled. 
WM1111 
'die
 
111M1'  
in'  greri 
ings 
include
 my nivn 
pyrsonal
 'total
 
trishex  for 
each  
of you. 
- 
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11.11' 
(.11.Es  
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Six 
years
 
later,  
sis  y 
cars  
after  
the 
SJS 
student
 Is.ds 
soted  
to 
finance
 
the 
project.
 the
 new
 
College  
Union
 is 
almost
 
finished.
 
Six 
years 
is a 
long 
time. 
It's 
long 
enough 
for 
almost
 all 
of 
those 
approximately
 
6,000 who 
voted
 to 
lesy  a 
fee upon
 them-
selves
 to 
build
 Union to 
have  
left 
school,
 either by W.iy 01 
com-
mencement 
or
 induction. 
Why 
did  it take six 
years to 
finally
 
complete
 the 
building? 
How many 
dollars
 extra were 
added 
to
 the
 cost by the 
extended 
svait
 to 
complete  plans
 and sign 
contracts? 
In these (lays of joy
 and elation 
by 
those who are nos& 
graduat-
ing, it 
would
 be out of 
key to 
question 
anyone's  role in ex-
tending
 
the 
new  College
 
Union 
opening
 
(late to Septemher 1. 
1969, 
and 
:idding 
thousands
 
of 
dollars to the 
final price tag. 
Instead,
 let us 
rejoice
 and 
sing 
praises 
of Section
 23804 
in 
the 
California  Ed cation Code, 
granting students
 the power
 to 
impose 
upon themselves
 
the 
grave 
responsibility  to sfx)nd 
their own money 
The songs and praises of the 
'new College Union will be 
of-
ficially sung during the week 
of October 
5-11. No official name 
has been  given yet fur the week-
long festivities.
 "Grand Open-
ing" sounds too 
much like a de-
partment store fling, and "Col-
lege -Union -Rama Week" or 
"Here's yew Four-and-tt-halfis 
Million 
Bucks!"
 were dropped in 
lieu of better taste. 
Special
 art exhibits. 
concerts 
(one featuring Nina Shnonel and 
a play are being planned now 
by Mary 
Iludzikiewicz,  College 
Union t.i..vesim 
director. The 
plans 
wilt be completed once 
the 
nen f 
Union  Program
 
Board .( 
is picked by 
next 
yes; 
as.,,,,,,ded
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By 
CINDY HALE 
Are 
you  one of 
those
 fortunate 
few 
who 
know
 where you
 are 
going? Have 
you managed to 
iso-
1 de 
15 units 
from  the 
thousands  
listed  in 
the fall 
semester  
sched-
ule of classes? 
Or
 are you sitting 
in a cornet
 crying, mind 
boggled  
by a 
mass 
of 
new  courses, 
new 
majors, 
and  new 
programs  
being  
offered?
 
The 
1969-70 
San  Jose 
State 
Bulletin 
lists 70 
undergraduate
 
degrees. 
eight of which
 are new: 
business
 
education,
 business and 
industry, 
family life, 
life
 sciences 
diversified,
 
microbiology,  
physical  
sciences 
diversifies -1, 
indust
 ria I 
administration,  
and  
industrial
 
technology.
 Of 
the  almost 
50 
graduate 
degrees 
offered  on 
the 
master's  level, 
fis.c are 
new: 
geography, 
health science.
 cy-
bernetics 
systems, law
 enforce-
ment 
administration,
 and 
mass
 
eommunications.
 A Black 
studies
 
program,  
Chicano
 studies 
pro-
gram and 
urban
 planning  
pro-
gram 
have  also 
been
 added. 
In 
addition,  
interdisciplinary
 
mograms such 
as New 
Callege
 
are
 being 
expanded 
to 
provide
 
students 
with a 
wirier 
range  of 
meams 
to fulfill 
general 
educa-
tiftn 
requirementg.
 
REQUIREMENT
 
CHANGES
 
Changes 
in 
general
 
education
 
requirements
 
under  
the
 amend-
ment
 to 
Title  5 
of
 the 
Adminis-
trative  
Code  
provide
 tnore 
leeway 
for
 the student. 
Effeetive
 fall se-
mester,  
the 
general
 
education  
unit
 requitement
 
deereases
 from 
.15 to 
40.  Eight 
t.o
 nine 
units  may 
Ih) taken
 in 
each
 of 
four
 areas:
 
natural  
sciences,  social 
sciences,
 
humanities,
 and 
basic 
subjects
 
written  
communication.  
oral
 
communication,
 etc.). 
Remaining 
units 
are  
applied
 to 
electives.
 
Physieal  
education
 is 
still  re-
quired for 
graduation.
 
According  
to 
both James 
W. 
I3rown,
 dead 
of
 graduate
 studies.
 
and 
Edward 
.T. Harrington,
 dean 
Festirities
 
Being
 Planned
 
Wednesday,  June 4, 
1969 
SPARTAN  
DAILV-3R
 
Draft  
Confronts
 
College
 
Union
 
Nears  
Completion
 in Fall 
June 
Graduates
 
'The whole building he 
programmed
 to 
show 
all the 
different things 
the 
building 
can 
do," she 
said. 
The 
whole 
building,
 however, 
is not 
yet finished. Ron Barrett, 
director of the Union,
 Ls predict-
ing an opening date around 
Sep-
tember  1. The contractor. 
Wil-
liams and Burrows, Inc., has corn-
pleted about  90 
per  cent of
 the 
job. Only the carpeting 
and a 
fen: odds and ends have yet to 
be 
installed
 or completed. 
When 
the contractor finishes. 
the Brunswick
 remanufactured 
10
-little 
bowling alley. 
all the 
furniture,
 
office 
machines
 and 
food 
service
 
equipment
 will be 
installed.
 This will be 
(Ione  during 
the 
summer.  Price tag:
 $768,000. 
If you happen 
to be graduating 
on Friday the 13th, and you have
 
been at SJS for four years, you 
have paid $54 in fees toward 
the 
building
 
of st Union that a 
lot 
of you will probably never see 
completed. let alone use. 
Therefore, to alleviate some of 
the financial  
pain  you are going 
through, I have invented a game, 
one you can play all alone. 
It's 
callml 
"The
 $54 Question," and 
is 
played by closing 
your eyes and 
imagining 
for a moment the 
insides of the 
completed building. 
On the lower 
level there's 
bowling, 
billiards,  a bookstore 
and 
two large areas
 of ()pen ce-
ment where 
the simplicity of 
nothing
 being there 
is quite im-
pressive.
 
Originally,
 one 
area 
had
 
been
 
Minted  
for four 130W1. 
111M lanes. They 
were 
dropped
 
from the 
plans by the 
CUPB.  
The other 
area had been for table 
If aim- 
al..)
 dropped
 The 
CUM  
has Net to decide on any 
activity 
for these 
areas.
 
Moving up to the middle level, 
there's a 500 -seat snack
 bar, 
more 
bookstore
 area, 
meeting
 
COLLEGE 
UNION DIRECTOR 
Ronald  C. 
Barrett lends
 a shoulder to 
construction  of the 
new 
College Union in an 
attempt
 to insure its 
opening on 
Sept.  I. The three level 
Union  will 
rOOMS and an inforniation area. 
In
 the upper lesel, there's an art 
gallery. music 
listening
 rooens, 
ballrooms and
 the student ac-
tivity ale,. (including A.S. of-
fices
 
.. 
host
 a grand opening during
 the week of Oct. 
5 through 11. Barrett 
has urged all alumni 
and  June graduates to use the 
Union  once it 
opens. 
Its JAY CLAPPER 
Time is drawing short for 
those S.IS males who will gradu-
ate on June 13. 
For just as soon as they re-
ceive their diplomas many of 
them will be confronted with a 
inajor problem that is likely to 
has() much influence on their im-
mediate future the draft. 
It is 
a problem that almost 
all males have had in the back 
of theit minds during their four 
years of 
college.  Only after
 
graduation
 does it 
jump out 
into
 
the open.
 
Perhaps 
the worst
 thing 
tilxiut
 
the draft as far as 
most  men are 
concerned
 is that there. if; 
really 
little one can do to avoid it. 
Aecording to SJS draft coun-
selor Bill Hutchinson "this year's 
graduating  
class will be the hard-
est hit since the 
Korean  War. 
By the end of 
the year one-third 
of the Army will be made up of 
college graduates."
 
DRAFT 
DELAYS?  
Ilut,'hintion
 said, however, that 
graduates 
will not necessarily be 
drafted
 immediately. as 
the 2S 
student
 deferments
 for many do 
not  end until 
September  or 
even  
as 
late ns November. 
A clerk at San 
Jose's  Selective 
Service Board 
Local 61 who 
Eight
 
Undergraduate
 Degrees 
Tips
 for
 
Those  
Listed
 
in 
Nei%  
SIS
 
Bulletin 
Who 
Plan  
Trips  
Within
 
the
 U.S. 
of 
understradua  
.  
- I 
oiganize.s on a 
fise-s academic 
master plan. 
Programs are pro-
jected 
in advance 
to be insti-
tuted  in a eertain 
year and ap-
(»oval is obtained to begin 
plan-
ning. 
Actual  
implementation
 of a 
new 
curriculum
 depends
 
upon
 
when the
 school feels it has
 the 
staff, 
facilities, and 
demand for 
a suecessful
 program.
 
Prior to the
 five-year plan, a 
result of long 
range planning 
policy of the 
Chaneellor's  
the college 
would  simply insti-
tute
 a new 
mogram 
when 
the  
need
 arose. 
REORGANIZATION
 
"We are 
trying a little reor-
ganization to avoid expensive 
du-
plication
 of mitirses
 
and 
to use 
limited facilities and 
budget to the 
best advantage." 
comment
 ed 
Dean Harrington. 
The nature of graduate
 de-
grees is 
also changing.
 
according
 
to 
Dean  
Brown, 
mainly  
because
 
mead 
departments 
already  lime 
insister's
 pmgrams.
 
"We are getting 
into 
mote
 in-
terdisciplinary 
programs, such as 
the M.A. in 
linguistics. 
and pre -
professional  
programs,"  he ex-
plained. 
Plans are also 
underway to in-
stitute
 
doctor:II
 
1.1,wratits.
 
Under
 
existing
 
I. 
..r a-.
 
California
 
state
 
nab.
 
a..
 
ad 
MIN('  
Mbcf...  .1 
....,11 
t ions.
 
'Ia.. 
college 
 
status.  
IlaNiMer,
 areollIilag
 if) 
Dean 
Brown,
 sentiment
 is becom-
ing more 
favorable  towards the 
"offering of 
independent  
doctor-
ates by 
selected  California 
state 
colleges."
 
I/f/CTI/RAI.
 
laean Brown
 sent a 
summary  
of a May 1 
meeting  regarding 
dock.'
 al degrees
 to sehool
 deans. 
At 
the 
mech..
 t Ps. a !totem D. 
Clark  
s..  ..  
1..1
 .1. a 
.11....ls 
asenar"..e 
...0:410011 
otanie
 
Bikini
 Tree
 
Jeanie's  
Perfect
 Form 
Fits: 
Modeled
 by 
FicArn 
Kelly 
CUSTOM
 
MADE
 BIKINIS 
$15.95
 
SHIFTS  
 
HATS
  
COSTUMES
 
2265
 
Stevens
 
Creek  Blvd. 
287-5723
 
h 
4101 .P.Aig 
..1..tild
 be prepared with a 
num-
ber of independent 
doctoral  pro-
posals by Nov. 1. A calendar of 
projected  dates for instituting 
the programs will then be set up.
 
Both graduate and 
underierad-
nate course 
and curriculum ideas 
ate attempts to ansvver the needs 
of students,
 teachers 
or a grow-
ing technology.
 According 
to
 
Dean 
Harrington,
 a relative
 sta-
ble point
 in eurriculum 
plans  has 
been 
reached. A 
two-year 
bulle-
tin is planned
 for next 
year
 that 
will be supplemented when 
neces-
sary.  
"This will 
help u.s sas.e 
time  
and 
effort
 from paper 
work  that 
we can devote to 
work  on the 
cut riculum," he stated. 
New 
course and curriculum
 
planning
 begins on the 
depart-
ment level. Plans 
then
 go to the 
school 
and  
from 
there must
 be 
approved by 
the undergraduate 
or graduate
 
studies
 
committee.  
Here (ionises
 
aro 
reviewed for 
appropriateness
 and possible 
du-
plication  of an existing 
course. 
Curtieulum plans 
must
 
be
 re-
VieWed further
 by the Curriculum
 
and Instruction
 Policy 
Commit-
tee. 
the Aeademic 
Council, the 
Academic Vice President,
 the 
President,  the 
Chancellor's  
office,
 
and 
the  State College 
Board  
of 
Trustees. 
flIORDINATING 
Instrismental
 in 
deriding  
the
 
fate of 
proposed mirriculum
 
the Coordinating
 Conned 
for 
Higher
 Edueation,
 a state-wide 
body, It monitors
 the 
develop-
ment
 of higher 
education 
anti 
coordinates 
state college
 and 
state 
university 
programs,  ac-
conling to Dean 
Broun. 
"The
 
Coordinating  
Council
 
is 
able
 to determine
 which 
way the 
balanee
 will 
go," he 
explained,
 
"espeeially  
in
 
pre-pmfessional
 
and 
doctoral prograrn.s. 
It is a 
regulating
 and 
recommending
 
agency  
" 
Both  Dean Brown 
and
 Dean 
ff 
agree  
that
 
university
 
a 
on,  Is strietly a 
formality  
for 
S.IS 
-We
 are virtually
 a university
 
floss,"
 
statml Dean
 
Harrington.
 
"It's  about time we 
were  formal -
Is 
Fty 
MIKE
 NOLAN
 
Those planning 
to 
do 
their  
summer
 traveling in 
lairope or 
elsewhere
 almosul, read
 no fur-
ther, 
unless you are 
among 
the 
idle 
curious. 
But for 
those  planning 
their
 
sojourns in 
the good old 
USA,
 
here 
are a few 
random,  very 
random,
 comment.% 
inspired by,
 
and 
dedicated  to. 
better  than 
25.000 
well-tro(1 
miles. 
Oh yes. 
Another thing. If 
you're
 
planning
 to fly. you might 
as 
well
 just 
skim the 
article.  
It'Is3uptroba. 
bly not for 
you. 
The  greatest way to 
travel 
is 
to gei 
out 
among 
the people 
and stay
 on the 
spound.
 or 
rel-
atively close 
to it 
--
 hy 
train, 
bus, 
car,  thumb 
or
 foot. 
Each 
met hod of transports]
 t ion 
has 
its  advantages. 
Maybe the 
hest thing 
to do 
is to 
combine
 
all of them 
at
 some time or other.
 
TRAINS,
 RI'SES 
Trains.
 are an 
interesting  an-
achronism 
now, but they 
hose 
many
 of the same 
limitations 
that
 airplanes
 pcsssess; 
hOWeVer, 
buses aren't bad if sou 
don't 
hake the yen 
to hitchhike or 
drive  They're not kidding when 
they 
say  "... and 
leave 
the 
driv-
ing 
to
 its." 
Sometimes they'll 
drive
 
off 
williont 
you,
 
so
 the 
best 
Ihini4 
to do is 
get some 
dependable 
fellow
 traveler 
to 
make  sure 
they don't.
 
Usualls:,  if the  1)us. 
jockey 
Sap;  
MiVe :10 111111 -
Me% 
at a certain 
stop
 to eat or 
perform  other 
necessary func-
tions, 
he'll  often 
really
 mean 
40-50 
minutes.  13tit 
you'll  occas-
ionally 
get
 some hot  dog
 who'd 
rather leave in 
20 minutes. Cau-
tion Ls 
advised  if 
you 
v.ant
 
to 
get somewhere 
in a hurry. 
Speaking
 
of eating, don't in 
bus 
depots.  The food is lousy and 
the prices
 are 
exfxinsive. 
The 
trick is 
to 
wateh for a hamburger
 
stand
 or a small restaurant
 with-
in a 
few 
blocks of tile depot as 
you arrive in 
a strange city. 
Sometimes
 a handsome
 profit 
may 
be
 
made  
by
 ordering. a dozen
 
Or 
11101, 12 
or 18 
cent 
borfter,f  
r   
AttztOrt
 
UNIQUE  
CONCEPTS
 
IN 
CLOTHING
 
Mir   T, 
BOTTOMS
 
& 
Other  
Unique  
Fashions
 
ai>"s 
DIsemint 
With 
Student  
Roily
 
Card 
1742 
El Camino 
Reel
 at 
El Monte 
 Mt. 
View 
Open
 9 Mon -Fri., 
Sat.  10 6 
Phone
 967.3037 
and then 
selling
 thoin to the 
still -starved folks On 
the bus 
for 30-35 cents. 
But if 
traveling by car, either 
your own or somebody else's, 
you'll have a great 
time
 - until 
you geL 
back East suid 
have to 
start 
shelling  out 25 cents to 
$1 for 
turnpike  (they are not 
freeways)  tolls. It'll 
cost  mom 
than $2.50 just to drive 
from
 
Washington  D.C. to New York
not counting the
 
gas. 
SPEED TRICK 
A ni it her trick. 'While tilnyle 
states, notably those in the 
South, delight in ticketing Cali-
fornia cars, those back East have
 
a 
little 
more devious way of 
doing their dirty work. It seems 
as though your turnpike card 
IS 
time puncheel ---- and 
you 
aren't
 supposed 
to get from 
point 
A to point B in more than
 a 
certain aMaltnt of time. And 
you 
thought
 the
 highway 
patrol-
men were bad! 
You can complain all you want 
aboitt Ca I i forts ia 
drivers, bet t 
they're
 the very hest 
:instant. 
New 
York 
-- now there's
 a 
place where sou may 
or may not 
want
 
to 
live
 -  
bat few 
can deny 
it's a 
great 
plaee  to 
visit. Don't 
stay on 
the main path,
 tholigh 
see it all. 
And 
don't 
forget  the 
subways.
 
You can't anyway. If you've 
never 
been
 on one, 
you'll
 swear 
the damn 
thing  is going to 
fall
 
apart. 
Mas-he  someday
 one 
will
 
Ina 
until then 
they clatter. 
scremb
 iind 
scream on. 
'KNOW 
PEOPLE' 
Niagara Falls I the Canadian
 
sidel and the Grand Canyon 
lany side) are 
worth  every bit 
of publicity 
written
 about them. 
But 
the  real reward 
in trav-
eling comes in 
getting to know 
the people of an 
ama.  It can be  
wildly exciting, if 
you are 
student of 
Americana,  human 
na-
ttily, or 
alrnost
 anything else, to 
stay in pinees like 
Vandergrift, 
Pennsylvania:
 Keeokuk, 
Iowa;
 
or 
Dickinson.
 
North
 Dakota. 
It's 
different  from San 
Jose. brother. 
How 
different
 
rnot
 know
 
only
 
if Y1111 
1111.1.1 
wished to remam anonymous 
wasn't quite as 
optimistie. 
"Graduates are 
required by law 
to ieport to 
us any change in 
draft status within 10 
days fol-
lowing
 the change," she said. "Of 
those who 
have  2S deferments 
only those who will Ise 
going to 
grad  school with a concentration 
in the field
 of medicine will re-
tain their 2S status. 
MOST 
DRAFTABLE  
"All others 
are  draftable," stir 
said. adding that "there is a 
99.9
 
per cent charm() that they 
will be 
drafted if they are
 in the prime 
age group between 19 
and 26 
years old." 
Both the clerk and 
Hutchinson 
pointed out that being married 
is no longest a 
guaranteed way 
out of the draft. "Before 1967 
a lot 
of guys got out 
through
 
marriage," said 
Hutchinson  "But 
then most signed a statement 
asking
 for a 2S deferment which 
doesn't
 help 
them
 now
 even if 
they are 
married."  
"A MalTied man must
 prove a 
ease
 of extreme hardship or de-
pendency." said the 
elerk,  in or-
der to avoid a IA classification. 
"And fathetho(xl is not consid-
ered 
dependency."  
The one 
choice left to the 
graduate then is enlistment in 
the Reserves, unless of course 
he 
prefers to take up permanent
 
residence in Canada. 
RESERVES  SERVICE 
Getting int.) the Reserves is a 
difficult task though. according 
to John Hanson of the Army's 
'third
 Brigade 
Reserve unit in 
San -lose. 
"My waiting list is 275 right 
now," 'Limon reported.
 "And 
they've only 
taken  80 people 
since the 
first of the year. 
"This is something students 
should have thought about two 
years 
ago.  My only advice to 
those interested in the Reserves 
would 
he to go to different 
units
 
in the area. 
Perhaps their wait-
ing 
lists  aren't as long as mine." 
Thus, the task 
of
 avoiding the 
draft
 will be 
a difficult 
one,
 
but 
not 
for at least
 61 
June
 
gradu-
ates.
 They are members 
of SJS's 
ROTC 
pmgram
 and 
will 
accept
 
commissions to active duty. 
About 
half will go immediately into the 
service,
 the rest
 will stay 
at
 SJS 
and work for certain 
advance 
GRAD
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SJS 
Eight
 
To
 
Intern
 
In
 
Enrope
 
Summer
 
travel  abroad
 
dents 
can 
be
 
profitable
 
ask 
eight  
SJS
 
participants.
 
Rod  
Bedayin
 Don
 
Nlasiagii.
 
Bil;
 
Sqllire, 
Bill 
Ildoth.  Joao Maher. 
Rick
 
Cuzner,
 
Steve Coates and 
lkiris 
P.m:
 are 
the eight
 
&IS 
students
 involved
 in the 
Interna-
tional
 Association
 of 
Students  
in 
Econonnes  and 
Business
 'Alt.: -
SEC,
 
summer  
internship
 
pro-
gram. 
evolionlies  
and 
business  
majors
 
likiag  
part in 
this 
non-
profit 
stud...In-rim  
......anneation
 
will 
work
 eight 
to 
weeks  in 
their
 
assigned  
European  
country 
and 
receive  
$200
 to 
$300 
per 
month.
 
Explaining
 
the porriose 
of 
this
 
program,  
AIESEC  
public  rela-
tions 
officer 
Don  Nlassagli 
noted,
 
"It is 
geared 
as
 a 
reciprocal
 
exchange  
program  
for student 
trainees
 in 
business  
mul  
eeonot11-
les." 
For every
 American
 study, 
sent 
abroad 1,,
 
oni.  of the 
45
 par 
iicipating
 countries.
 a 
foreiul!  
stUdent conies  1,, the
 United 
Slates
 duritic
 the 
summer  
"!. 
ease 
the 
financial
 
burden  
iting  
students  in 
Atnerie:s
 .si, 
- 
SE(' 
raised
 funds 
to cover 
nine  
traineeships
 %sills 
Pacific  Tele-
phone,
 WSJ. and 
San Jose 
Hos-
pital.  
Raising
 funds 
represents  one 
facet  of 
this 
unique
 internship 
program.
 but 
obtaining  the train-
ee 
position
 reinairis the
 goal 
of 
prospisted.  partieasito,. 
I low
 are 1 hese 
IA 1,0 i, fits 
ob-
tained? 
Students 
appls  for 
Ilse 
travel  
projerits
 
1111
 out 
written 
forms.  The 
applieotions  
are 
reviewed  by the 
national 
committee
 
of Al('Sfi:C 
in 
Ness
 
York. 
Students  
:ire then 
assigned
 
to a 
research
 project based on 
personal 
qualifications
 and avail-
ability 
of
 
work
 
with a given 
firm 
abroad. 
rorerawn,
 .1.011, 
 
r-
ailiallidalliffettatawavit 
~Awe 
4...
 
!RINI
 
111...* 
PI-7.rrr 
100  
Ilan
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4011  
400
 
at,  
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THE
 
GUADALUPE  
PLAN 
proposes  
an under-
graduate  
liberal 
arts  
college
 for 
SJS in 
the  
near 
future.  
Plans
 are 
presently  
underway  
to
 
purchase
 
Guadalupe
 
College
 
(above),
 a 
for-
mer 
convent
 located 
in the hills 
above Los 
Gatos,  as 
a satellite 
campus. 
The  
academic
 
principle
 of this 
new  concept 
in
 education re-
ceived  initial 
approval by 
the Board 
of
 Trus-
FM' 1 11 
derg11111111111'S
 
er 
tees
 in 
March.  
At the 
May 
27-28  
trustees  
meeting,
 the 
Guadalupe
 Plan 
was  
transferred
 
to the 
Campus
 Planning
 Building
 and 
Grounds 
Committee  
for 
further  
financial  
review 
at a 
date
 to be 
announced
 prior
 to 
June
 30. 
The 
new 
satellite  
campus
 would 
accomodate
 about 
1,000 
to 1,300
 students.
 
Gentle
 
Coeds
 
Invade
 
Once
 
All
-Male
 
Domains;
 
Pleased
 
With
 
Reception
 
By 
ANNA 
BI.A('K
 
A 
quiet 
infiltiation
 is 
taking 
place. 
The  last 
few 
of
 the 
all.  
male 
departments
 are
 falling
 to 
gentle  
coeds.
 
One  
infiltrator,
 
Martha  
Shaw.  
junior 
in 
indu.strial  
design,
 said 
she 
changed
 her 
major
 from 
in-
terior  
decorating
 
because,
 "I'd 
rather 
build 
walls
 
than
 
hang
 
things 
on them."
 
Aeronautics
 
major
 I.iz
 Rees
 
said, 
"The  
department
 has
 been 
very 
nice 
to
 me."
 
althuugh
 
a 
girl 
in
 the 
department
 is 
phe-
nomenal  
and 
nu
 girl 
has 
ever
 
graduated
 from
 SJS 
an 
aero-
nautics
 major. 
Kathy 
Chun, 
who  
plan.s
 to be-
come 
a mechanical
 
engineer,
 in-
dicates
 that 
her  father 
enjoys 
the 
idea. 
Satellite
 
College
 
Planned
 
tts
 JEitity 
t.tintorri  
Daily Political writer 
There 
seems
 to be a current 
increasing
 interest in the 
area of 
predicting  the 
future  even though 
many 
predictions  frequently fail 
to 
inaterialize.
 
Hopefully, SJS ha.s 
one pi... -
diction for 
future  growth that 
ss ill 
materialize  and emerge as 
an 
integral  part or 
this
 college 
community.  
A new 
education
 plan has been 
proposcsl
 for 
SJS  
which would
 
help relieve
 some of the present 
enrolltnent pressure as 
vrell  
provide a 
unique
 and 
varied 
cur-
riculum. known as the 
Guada-
lupe
 
Plan,  it 
imolves the cre-
at ion 
ol 
elide  
SJS 
I: D. 
Clark  
has been 
interested  in 
tlie idea 
of a satellite college for
 
many 
years,  
haing
 been 
influeneed
 
i)3' 
a 
SUCCVSSfIll
 1:111 
erSity of 
Nlichican 
program  
whirl'  built 
a new 
llialergradtiale
 college Beal' 
ilS 
Math 
canipus.
 
Presently  the entire 
pia.
 hing-
es 
on the 
puichasing 
oadii-
liipe 
College.
 
a 
Mimi
  en! 
locoted in 
the  
:II 
.1 II, 
.,7 -
acre  
e:Inl  
. 
offered
 
lis'  
Menzories
 of Reg 
Return  
As
 School
 Year
 Ends 
Itl: %I hl.:1 
Stull  %%Hier 
A, pat wiit taks- that final 
plunge
 into
 
"diplonsit
 land" 
you 
can look 
back over your year,: 
at S.IS anti hme many fond 
memories.  
Not 
the least of these, l'ns
 
sure. will be 
the
 events suriound-
ing your tiist 
attempt al reels -
ti ring. Standing
 in 
line for 
seVen  
hours,
 
windin4  around
 
endless
 
hallwas  
and 
staircases,
 filling 
out 
11
 cards in 11 minutes, turn-
ing in 
,evin or 
eight  
of those 
c,rds,
 mid running like 
hell  for 
the gym to try and 
vet a elass 
or 
two.  
And then the real fun began! 
All of the ClaSNCS you really 
Wanted 
1,, lakr
 Were 
already full 
and  
covssed
 
off  
the 
lists, so 
yoll 
sat yourself  down 
in the center 
c,f
 
the girls' eym. wiped the tears 
from
 your
 VYI.g.
 and 
asked  your-
self why 
you  PV01. left
 
high
 
school
 
or 
junior  college. 
IVith  
this 
lit 
of  the 
o ay, y 
d 
j 
ourself  a 
selledal,
 
of 
elasses,
 
!you'd  left 
yours
 
:it home because
 
you'd  al-
ready filled in the 
(lasses
 you 
Were going 
to 
take
 on the 
cover  
of your 
mg
 
paeket!,
 and began 
doking
 for other
 "suitahlc"  
ela SSP!: and
 seetions. 
Tow and
 behold. 
'erg'
 
disroverril
 
that by going to school at 7:30 
and leaving at 5:30 on Monday. 
Wednesday. and Friday and by 
having  a 
9:30 
and a 
2:30  
class  
on 
Tuesday and 
Thursday. you 
could take four of the five classes 
you ncscled. 
Thines  
weren't
 
so 
bad after 
all! And you 
knew
 
yolfd be able
 to 
piek up that 
soeitilogy class next semester 
when you 
could  register SOOOCE. 
And 
%hat about semester
 ino?
 
Your 
name began with 
one  or 
the proper
 letters, so 
you  got  to 
register on the first day, right
 
after the 
grad students and 
seniors. 
Coek
 sure  of 
yourself,  but this 
time 
bringing
 
your  
own schcdute 
or classes 
"just in ease." you got 
into
 
your 
registration 
line
 
about  
at, how before it was to enter 
the library. YOU had about 
2tiO 
ahead  of 
you.
 hilt 
what's  a 
eouple
 
of minutes when
 you're able to 
register
 with the 
filst group  or 
Undergraduates.
 
You didn't bother  to run a, 
yolir
 line wound
 through 
the li-
brary.
 
You only filled raft 
the  
eards 
you  knew had to be turned 
in, 
and Just
 put your name on 
the 
rest. You casually walked 
down
 
to the gym Just in time to 
Kne  the doors
 
slammed
 in your 
fare. It was lunchtime! 
By 3 pm., you finally 
had four 
nf thr five elassec you wanted 
AN 
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PIPE 
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& 
TOBACCO
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EL 
CAMINO
 & SAN 
ANTONIO
 
RD. 
LOS 
ALTOS 
I 
WU.
 on Ft iiloy
 al lel noon and 
tine at nicliti and 
sou know that 
you 
could  
;;e1 a 1.'irrbl
 
pial  
that sociology 
cia., foe sou neNt 
St:Mester. 
'Ile 
next 
seme.der
 you had 
verythinc
 care of ahead  
of tune. You had pre -registered 
for 
throe classe: 
in your 
major.
 
arel yon  had Jelin
 Smith from 
thi 
1'1,11k:di
 I r.:1111 
'4(.11
 int.! yoUr 
lard
 
general  
ishical
 ion 
course
 and 
that damn 
rlass for you. 
Erne, 
the gjin, how,ver.
 
yoti 
loond
 
that
 "the roof had 
egea  in." ydo 
..gjw ,john 
smith,  
idyl 
he informed you  that they 
were no Innger
 gi% ing out class
 
cards in the 
soeiologs.  depart-
ment :ilea 
and  he'd forgotten 
the 
number
 of 
the
 
general
 
ed
 
(*mime
 
you had 
wanted. 
Luckily. you 
managed
 to 
get 
the G.E.
 course 
yoUrself  la 
nighl 
class
 $, 
and you could 
always find 
smne
 way 
to get 
that  sociolocy
 
class
 
next September.
 
Next 
semester,
 however.
 never 
seemed
 to 
come for 
that
 
sociology
 
class.
 No 
matter  
what  kind
 of 
skiilltluggers  
you 
pullc,t, it never
 
worked
 out. If 
your
 
friendly 
ad-
viser
 hadn't
 
finally  
acreed  
to 
waive
 it 
when
 you 
filled out
 your 
majoi-mitair  
Tagil. 
you'd 
be
 in 
line  for 
next 
semester's
 
registra-
,:,  
instead
 of this 
year's
 
grado-
The state college
 Board of 
Trustees
 approved the academic 
principle of 
the plan at their 
March meeting but have
 yet to 
authorize the actual 
purchasing  
of the 
campus.
 
According 
to Keith C. Cluckey, 
assistant to the
 
president,  
there  
are 
positive 
sign.s
 
for  the pro-
gram's 
prc,gress. 
A recommendation for 
pur-
chasing the college was discussed 
at the May 27-28 trustee's meet-
ing in 
Los  Angeles, 
he 
said. 
ADVISORY 
COSINIITTEE  
Recently  
the 110 
member
 ad-
.. 
isory committee for the satel-
ide program 
sponsored  a formal 
dinner held on the Guadalupe 
College campus. In attendance 
were 
trustees  Dudley SWiln from 
rartnel 
Valley and FI. Litton 
frotn  Los Angeles. 
Tiivans at 
that
 time expressed 
interest and enthusiasm toward 
the program and everything he 
saw, (lackey commented. 
According to the preliminary 
draft for the Guadalupe satellite 
colleed plan,
 this first of 
pos-
sibly se%eral 
off -campus colleges 
nould have it 
student  body of 
1.000 to 1,300
 and a faculty of 
tiO to 80. 
Tile proposed
 expetimental
 
curriculum  and 
teaching tech-
niques call for 
small  discussion 
rooms. studios, and 
laboratories, 
a few 
private 
offices  and 
no 
niore  than one or 
two lecture 
halls, 
UNCONVENTIONAL  
Such a small-scale 
requirement
 
nf
 facilities is in 
line with the 
program's 
aim to abandon
 con-
%entional 
classrooms  and 
separ-
ate offices. 
Additional
 facilities
 such as 
central
 library 
science
 labora-
tOries.
 
lieroMOdation.s
 and 
ad-
ministration  will be 
provided  
largely
 by the main 
S.IS campus. 
The proposed
 
curricular
 
Pro-
gram is 
descritgal  as "a 
multi -in-
terdisciplinary"  
approach  to ed-
ucation.  
Small teams of 
faculty and 
small 
groups of 
students  would 
spend  the first two 
years  in a 
general 
and  
integrated program 
of the arts, 
humanities and
 the 
SOCial
 and natural
 sciences. The
 
upper division
 
curriculum con-
centrates 
on
 
the sciences  
and  
hurnithwe,  
and
 
formses
 
special  
- - 
THANK
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THE HOME OF 
THE  
HUMBLE
 
LOVE
 BUG 
attention
 on the 
problem 
of man's
 
relationship
 to 
natural  and 
so-
cial  
envimnments.
 
Plans call 
for no 
traditional
 
acadatnic
 departments,
 leaving 
the 
responsibility  for 
creating,  
teaching
 and student
 evaluation 
to the
 faculty itself. 
San 
Jose State 
'More 
Peaceful'
 
In 'Good Old Days' 
When our parents remember 
"the good
 old days," they 'night 
have 
a point.
 The SJS 
campus  
was
 sum a lot more 
peaceful
 back 
in the '30s and '40s. 
For instance, do 
you know 
what captured front page banner 
headlines  for nearly a week in 
the
 Spartan Daily. back in 
1934"  
A student protest over the librarj 
closing during the 
evenings.
 It 
seems students were 
using  the li-
brary  
as a social 
center  ,and li-
brary
 
officials
 shut 
the 
library 
down in the evenings. 
Well, 
all  sorts of havoc 
ensued 
The Spartan 
Daily campaigned
 
for an 
open library. 
The 
student
 
council drew up an Open Door 
resolution. Students wrote letters 
to the editor complaining
 about 
the injustice Finally, the case
 
went to the highest appeal. Pres. 
T. W. MacQuarrie. cunt then them 
was 
action.
 On 
Oct. 2. 1934,
 
the 
library doors swung open to stu-
dious 
evening
 cranuners. 
The 
three  girls
 
pretty,
 
feminine, but with an adhesive
 
interest in a 
traditionally male -
field  may face prejudice 
once
 
they graduate. Liz Rees declared, 
"The 
fact that women
 
aren't  sup-
posed
 to 
know
 
anything maktis it 
an 
awkward
 situation 
in a man's 
field" 
FEMALE 
PIONEERS
 
Ettelt id the girls
 was inter-
ested
 
in
 reports
 of 
other  pioneers
 
in 
previously
 male 
fields, Martha 
ieferred to a girl 
that recently 
graduated in industrial
 design 
who said she was "well received." 
Liz, who 
has the carriage and 
charm 
of 
an
 
airline
 
stewardem  
is teaming 
things like aircraft 
materials and propulsion. 
Her 
classes:
 are at the San 
Juse Air-
port 
where
 
her  
colleagues 
appear 
in 
,oeralls 
-- but the 
departmert 
\ I. I.iz 
special dispensation: 
she 
van 
wear a lab 
eoat. 
A summer 
school  class, Flight 
Theory, led Liz to 
aeronautics.
 
She 
said,  "I felt terribly self-
conscious at first. I tried to sit
 
in the bark of the class. 1 felt 
so conspicuous." 
This summer she will apply for 
iiiiintnitlintintlIMMI11111111111111U
 
her pilot's license. So far she has 
spent 57 hours flying a Cessna, 
150. 
Martha can only take a few 
classes at a time because she 
is
 I 
putting heiself through 
ccillege.  
She said, "I can't get a job that 
pays well enough to get through 
school so I can get a job." 
and 
introduction
 
to 
industrial
 
de-
sign. 
Exentually,
 
she  
would  
like
 
to 
teach 
industrial
 
arts  
at 
the 
junior 
high school 
level. 
Kathy,  a 
transfer
 
student  
from 
University of 
HaWaii,  
enjoyed
 
working
 
un
 an 
engineering
 
team 
last 
summer
 in 
Hawaii.  
The 
team
 
was 
assigned 
to 
discover
 
the 
cause
 of a 
rural 
water 
shortage.
 
But
 she 
feels 
a 
little
 at 
a 
disadvantage.
 
"Lots  
of
 the 
boys  
tinker 
around  
with  their
 cars," 
she
 said, 
"and can 
apply 
their 
experience  
to similar
 
situations."
 
She  has 
been 
an 
engineering
 
major 
ever
 since 
she came 
to col-
lege.  "I liked
 math 
and  science,
 
so I 
combined  
the two," 
she said. 
These 
three juniors,
 girls in 
un-
usual  fields, 
are attacking
 the old 
veay 
'whether 
that's  quite 
what 
they 
meant to do or not. 
GIRLS
 
loard
 and 
excellent  
apartment  
living 
con
 be 
yours  at HALLS of 
IVY for 
the 
Fall
 
Semester.  
102 
S.
 llth 
Street. 
Phone 
2,7-111114.
 
ENIPLOVMENT MIX -1 P 
She has ssurked as a drafts-
man, a photo -technician for Boe-
ing and Lockheed and has come 
to 
expect the confusion when she 
applies for work. "They always , 
ask me 'Do you type?'" 
Martha got into 
industrial  de -1 
sign after she came to SJS and 
found that the classes that inter-
ested her 
were ones like drafting 
Seven
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OUR CLARK'S 
DESERT BOOTS SEEM
 
TO BE A 
PERPETUAL 
RAGE. 
 Every o y wan ark's 
ese  oo s. o 
school, 
for after school, for 
weekends,  for 
anywhere. Good
 looking shag leather
basic  good designno 
gimmicks. Clark's 
Desert
 Boots in 
our
 Shoe Department. Try 
GTZODINS
 
San 
Antonio
 
Center  
Mountain
 View 
Valley
 Fair  
South  San 
Jose 
Fashion 
Plaza  
Almaden
 
Fashion
 
Plaza
  
Fremont
 
Shop 
Monday  
through 
Friday 
'til 9:30 
p.m. 
Oldest
 
Grad 
Recalls  
SJS in 
1890
 
KATHERINE  
R. SMITH, 
shown  on her 
98th  birthday,
 Oct. 18, 
1968,  is the 
oldest living 
SJS grad. 
She  is receiving
 a corsage
 
and 
gifts from 
Sam Della 
Maggiore,  
former
 supervisor
 from the 
2nd 
District, and
 Jack 
Thompson,
 retired
 state 
senator
 and one
 
of 
Miss  Smith's 
former 
pupils.
 The trio 
is standing 
on the porch
 
of Miss 
Smith's 
original  home,
 built by 
her father 
in the 
I800's.
 
Miss 
Smith  
taught 
school
 
for  almost 
50 years before 
her re-
thernent.
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When I recently drsoe :sit to 
San 
Jose's 
Evergreen  Valley 
to 
talk 
with Miss Katherine R. 
Nato Smith, SJS' oldest 
living
 
graduate  at the age of 98, I 
expected to meet 
a feeble old 
lady 
who would have difficulty
 
remembering
 events of the 
pre-
vious 
hour. 
Instead I 
found
 a 
fascinating
 
woman 
who %%Ts watching the
 
flight 
of Apollo 10 on her 
tele-
on set 
while listening to the  
( 
;,,,nt's
 
baseball
 
game
 
0a 
the 
radio. 
Miss 
Smith. a graduate of the 
San JOSC 
Normal  School (which 
became SJSI class of 1890, is a 
lady whose infectious laugh and 
reminiscences of early SJS would 
win the heart of any cold-heart-
ed member of the 
"younger
 gen-
eration."  
The daughter of Francis R. 
Smith, general store owner 
and 
I:veigreen's first postmaster, 
'Miss 
Smith started school at 
the 
age 
of six in Evergreen. 
COLLEGE AT 16 
When she graduated from the 
combination  grammar school and 
high school at 
the  age of 
13, 
Sti,,
 
Smith  discovered she was 
too rsting to attend San Jose 
Normal
 
School  so she went to 
the Normal 
Preparatory  School 
until she wits 15. 
In 1887, at the age of 16, Miss 
Smith 
was accepted at San 
Jose  
Normal 
School. 
"In those
 days 
there
 svas 
tuition paid by the regular stu-
dents," comniented 
Miss Smith. 
"I
 had to pay, though, because 
I was 
underage.  It cost 
me
 75 
cents a vveek." 
At the 
Normal  School, where 
she trained to be 
a teacher, 
Miss Smith revealed that stu-
dents didn't have much freedom 
of 
choice when  it came to se-
lection of courses. 
"They
 
told 
us 
what to 
take.  We 
had no choice like they do today." 
Among such required subjects 
as algebra, geometry, chemistry, 
and zoology, 
there  was a re-
quired course called
 "pedagogy," 
or the science of teaching. 
MORNING ASSENIRLIES 
"We'd. all meet in the assembly 
hall each morning before 
classes
 
began," recalled Miss 
Smith. 
"We'd begin by reading from the 
scripture.
 We didn't have a 
school newspaper or bulletin 
board in those days 
so
 they'd 
also read us all of the campus 
news."
 
Following the scripture read-
ing and news, the assembled stu-
dents 
would  sing such songs as 
"Blow On Ye Gales" and "Sigh 
Gentle  Gales" until class 
time. 
Grading was 
also a bit dif-
ferent in 1890. When a student 
received an "A" it meant hon-
orary, "C" meant credible, and 
"P" 
meant  poor. Also, if a stu-
dent failed to 
receive a 
passing
 
grade 
in the morning sing -in, 
their diploma would be vsithheld 
'Free' Next 
Fall  
until a passing grade WilS earned 
At the age 
of 
lit,  
Miss
 
Smith,  
and her 
graduating class of 94 
students,
 which 
included
 seven 
males, received their diploma-, 
from the Normal School.
 
48 
YEAR
 CAREER 
:Hiss Smith launched her -18 
year teaching
 career in 
Tulare
 
County that 
same year. To her 
horror she  found that most of 
her students were older and big-
1.-,er than 
she.
 Because of this 
she 
adorned an approach
 that 
worked  well. 
"I 
was  stern and unsmiling 
and made my 
students respect 
me. 
even though I was 
busting  
with 
laughter inside.' 
In 1961 Miss 
Smith  received 
her greatest honor when Ever-
green dedicated the Katherine 
R. Smith School to "a very 
wonderful lady whom we 
love and 
to whom we owe 
so
 much." 
Today Miss Smith 
lives in the 
same house her father built in 
18'70. 
When  recently asked at the 
SJS Golden Grads luncheon how 
she
 spends her time nose, 
Miss 
Smith laughed and answered. 
"I work crossword
 puzzles and 
read the Reader's Digest." 
Perhaps the best way to illus-
trate exactly how much Miss 
Smith has seen 
in
 her lifetime 
would
 be with a statement
 she 
made during our conversation: 
"I was here when 
there were 
only green fields. Then 
people 
came and planted orchard.s. To-
day 
they  come and
 plant roofs." 
Seven  
Profs
 To 
Retire
 
By- LINDA GIFFORD 
Daily Staff 
Writer  
Seven SJS professors will be 
exploring the leisurely world of 
retirement when the rest of us 
return to school 
in
 the fall. 
They are Mrs. Helen C.  Hall, 
assistant  professor of speech -
communication;
 Dr. Harry T. 
Jensen, professor
 of education; 
George
 Klak, assistant professor 
of 
zoology:
 Dr. James Stevenson, 
professor  of 
industrial
 studies; 
Dr. Charles Walker, professor of 
meris  physieal  education;
 and .S. 
STARTS
 
TOMORROW
 
Warner Bros -Seven Arts 
Presents
 
James 
Mason  Vanessa Redgrave
  Simone Signoret  David
 Warner 
in Sidney Lumet's 
Production of Chekhov's 
Co
-Starring  Harry Andrews  
Denholm  
Elliott   
Eileen  Herlie  Alfred
 
Lynch  
Ronald  
Radd   
Kathleen  
Widdoes  
Translation
 and Adaptation 
by 
Moura  Budberg 
Production Design by 
Tony Walton  Produced and Directed 
by Sidney Lumet 
Technicolor " 
SUGGESTED
 FOR
 GENERAL 
AUDIENCES
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Experimental and 
Underground Films
 
A 
superb  collection of 
the most 
unusual  under-
ground films ever 
dSSCM-
bled, including: 
"Spontaneous
 
Sound" 
"Flesh 
Tones"  
"Motorcycle"  
"Tragicomedy
 of 
Marriage"
 
Plus Many Moro 
DOORS OPEN 1  1:30 PM 
Admission
 $2.50 
ON1A 
brooks Walton, professor 
of me-
chanical  engineering. 
Mrs. Hall will retire 
after 21 
years at SJS. She 
received  her 
A.B. degree 
from the University 
of California and her M.A. 
from 
SJS in 1945. After 
receiving  her 
A.B. Mrs. Hall 
taught in public 
schools in Santa Barbara, San 
Jose and Santa Clara. She as-
sumed her teaching position at 
SJS 
in
 1948. 
EDUCATION PROF 
Dr..
 Hzury T. Jensen has 
taught in the School of Educa-
tion since
 1940. He received his 
B.S. in 1925 from Eastern State 
Teachers College in South Da-
kota and an M.S. in 1930 from 
the University of Minnesota. In 
1942 he obtained his Ed.D Dom 
Stanford  University. 
Dr. Jensen has written numer-
ous articles dealing with educa-
tion, 
administration. supervision
 
and curriculum. in 1960 he was 
named vice-chairman of the cre-
dential
 planning
 
rnmmittee
 for 
the northern half 
of the state 
colleges. As vice-chairman. he 
worked with 
professors  and ad-
ministrators nn 
re -structure of 
credential programs in adminis-
trative and supervisorial fields. 
George 
Klak,  assistant profes-
sor 
of zoology, joined the SJS 
faculty in 1959 after reining
 as 
commander from 
the United 
States Navy. 
He served in 1Aorld 
War I, World War II and the 
Korean  
War.  
Klak was 
graduated  in 1923 
from 
Ripon  College, 
Ripon,
 Wis-
consin,
 with a KA. 
degree. fie 
received
 
his M.A. in 1931 from 
the University
 of Minnesota. 
GRADI'ATE 
Dr. 
Ralph  Smith,
 profess.:
 of 
zoology,
 Mrs 
taught 
at SJS
 
since  
1944. lie was 
graduated
 in 1939 
from 
SJS with an 
A.I3.  and 
ob-
tained his 
M.A. from SJS
 in 
1940. He received his 
Ph.D.  in 
1942 from 
Cornell  University. 
Ile was an 
instructor  in 
zoology  
toim
 
1941-42  
at 
Cornell
 'nil 
taught ;it Louisiana State
 Uni-
versity from 1942-44. 
His professional affiliations in-
clude the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science, 
the American Association of 
Marnmalogists. the American As-
ss. elation of 
Ichthyologists  and 
Herptologists and membership in 
both the California and New 
York 
acaslemic-s
 of science. 
A 
graduate of San Jose High 
School, Dr. James Stevenson has 
taught machine tool 
operation 
and auto
 mechanics at SJS since 
1938. He graduated from the 
University of California in 1931 
with a B.S., and obtained his 
M.A. in 1936 and Ed.D in 1952 
from Stanford University. 
Dr. Stevenson received the Phi 
Delta Kappa. national
 education 
honor society
 teaching awaid 
this year. 
LONGTIME COACH 
Dr. Charles Walker, professor
 
of 
men's physical education,
 came 
to SJS in  1931 
as soccer coach. 
When
 the 
swimming pool 
was  
completed in 1932 
he
 started 
swimming classes 
and a swim 
team. 
While in 
the Navy, Dr. 
Walker 
served ;is physical 
education  in-
structor at 
various American 
stations 
in addition 
to New 
Guinea. 
Hollandia, 
Subic  Bay anil 
Yokohama, Japan. 
He received 
a B.S. degree
 from 
Sptingfield  
College  in 
1931.  an 
A.B. in 
193.3 from 
SJS, an 
A.M.  
in 
1936 and 
Ed.D. in 1950 
from  
Cornell
 
University.
 
S. 
Brooks  
Walton.
 professor
 of 
mechanical
 
engineering.
 
gradu-
ated 
from 
the 
University  
of 
Southern  
California
 In 1934
 
with  
a B.S. 
degree. 
and  
received
 hi, 
M.S. 
degree  
in 1938
 from 
the 
California  
Institute
 of 
Technol-
ogy.  He 
is also a 
registeled
 pro-
fessional  
engineer.
 
His 
professional  
affiliations  in-
clude 
the 
Mechanical
 
F:ngineers
 
Society,
 
Professional
 
Engineers
 
Society 
and 
the 
Instrument
 S.-
cietv
 of 
Ameriva.
 
Massey
 
Temporary
 
Service
 
invites
 you 
to 
 'PO 
register  
now  
for
 the 
best 
summer
 
jobs.  
Choose  
a 
Massey  
Career
 
this 
summer
 
and 
work on 
temporary
 
assignments
 
in the 
City's
 
finest
 
firms.
 
We
 hire many
 
students
 
who  enjoy the 
variety
 
and 
excitement
 
of 
temporary
 
employment.
 
Gain 
valuable
 ex-
perience  
by 
working  
in 
several  
different
 
companies,
 
learning  
a 
variety of 
office
 
techniques,  
meeting
 
new 
people,
 
improving  
your 
practical  
skills. 
At  the 
same 
time,  
you
 earn 
top 
wages  
and  
never  
pay 
a fee.
 
Interviewing
 
hours  
9 to 
4 p.m. 
MASSEY
 
SERVICES
 INC. 
Community  Bank Bldg., Suite 
510 
San  
Jose  
Trl  
298-5667
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Placement
 
ises 
Plan
 
Now  
for
 
Useful 
Career
 
svEVIA FRAME 
Campus Life 
Writer
 
1 think idealism is admirable,
 
but 
I have
 to feel that many ap-
plicants
 who come in are naive 
in some respects, although, of 
course, I can't tell them 
so," 
said 
Miss Peggy Leary, placement ad-
viser for liberal 
arts
 graduating 
seniors.
 
Miss Leary emphasized 
that
 
she is completely sympathetic 
to students' desires to help 
others, to make the world a 
better place to live. 
However,
 
she said, students sometimes are 
just not practical 
in
 their ap-
proach to these goals. 
She  cited a hypothetical sen-
ior coed who comes into the 
Placement Center with hopes of 
working in an orphanage. The 
girl has had no preparatory work 
in 
psychology  or child devel-
opment, 
has  never worked with 
children, and in fact has 
never 
worked in her life. But she ex-
pects to walk into a top-notch 
job that is 
humanitarian  and 
pays 
well to boot, just because 
she  is a college 
graduate.
 
'WORK 
DURING  SCHOOL' 
"In 
the first place, coming 
out  of college with no work ex-
perience can be a shock," Nils.% 
LearY 
said.
 For 
that
 reason she 
urges students to work while 
in school or during summers. 
Any work experience is valuable, 
she said, but of course if the 
work 
is also 
in your 
chosen field, 
so much the better. She advises 
working as a volunteer for no 
pay if necessary, as the experi-
ence may make the difference 
between getting the job you 
want or being passed over. 
"In the second place," she 
said, "the time to think about 
careers is early 
in college, so 
that there is time for 
adequate  
preparation." This is the time, 
she said, to be 
practical  
about  
your future, She urged students 
to talk to people actually 
work-
ing in their field of interest to 
gain a different 
perspective  than 
from just reading about it. Other-
wise, she said, a job may not 
turn out to be what was 
ex-
pected. 
Miss  Leary believes that some 
aspects
 of college training
 aro 
not realistic. She noted 
th.,t  
sonar  
universities have 
a 
fie.  
year pmgram, in which 
one 
year is desisted to practical ex- . 
perienee on a job. For
 this work 
the student receives
 credit and 
a verbal 
evaluation  from his 
employer. 
SPECIAL 
TRAINING  
Despite the
 fact that 
many  
positions  require 
special trainin 
and an NIA. 
degree or 
highet.
 
Miss Leary said, there are
 
many  
openitaft, in 
fields  which ex-
pressly deal with 
some
 of the 
problems of 
today's  society. The 
government at 
all levels. city, 
county,
 and federal, offers many 
such 
positions
 which pay 
fairly 
,..11.
 
offer  
security  
:Ind
 a 
chance
 
promotion. 
Thumbing
 
through
 a 
i'overn-
rnent 
listing, Miss Leaky
 cited. 
for 
example, under the broad
 
category of social work.
 an open-
ing far
 a group  counselor, which 
invokes working with juveniles 
on probation. either living in the 
centers 
with
 the children or 
supervising 
their  activities on 
a 
regular  basis. The 
job re-
quires two years 
of college and 
pays around 
$600 per month. 
GOVERNMENT
 JORs 
Other areas of 
interest
 
might 
be FIousing 
and Urban Devel-
opment 
(HUM,  Bureau of 
In-
dian
 Affairs or Economic Op-
portunity Commission. She said 
there are any number of 
agencies  
which
 are 
quietly doing excellent 
work but may not receive men-
tion in the
 press once a year. 
Miss Leary noted also a trend 
in industry to 
undertake
 hu-
manitarian  projects  on their 
own. Lockheed. for example, has 
initiated a very 
successful  train-
ing program for 
"hard-core un-
employables." A large publisher 
is providing textbooks for Head -
start. "These are indications that 
industry and business are al.° 
becoming
 aware of today's prob-
lems. 
and I don't think vve can 
overlook the possibilities
 these 
kinds of activities open up." 
Miss
 Leary said. 
In 
addition,
 she said, whatever 
your occupation, 
you  can vol-
unteer for work on 
civic  action 
projects, with
 a youth center 
as a 
"teen  drop-in director," 
join interest groups such as the 
American Association of Uni-
versity Women.
 "There are any 
number of ways we can work for 
a better world in constructive 
ways," 
she said. 
Miss Leary urged students to 
come into the Placement Center, 
12'2 S. Ninth St., to look through 
the placement annuals and 
list-
ings available. "We are 
always 
glad to talk to 
people." she added. 
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easiest
 way 
to get
 
a 
Volkswagen
 
in Europe
 
is
 to buy 
it here.
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VOLKSwAGEN
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Overseas
 Delivery
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SJS 
Eight  
To
 Intern 
In
 
Europe
 
Summer  travel 
abroad  ba st 
,-
masts
 
can  
be 
profitable  
jied 
..dc eight 
SJS 
participants.  
Rod 
Iledayn.  
Ikas
 Nlassagii.
 Bill 
gouire. Bill 
Booth.  Joan 
Maher,  
lgek 
C'tigner.  
Steve  Coates and 
gris Flores
 are the 
eight  
SJS 
 dents 
awaked 
in the 
Intern:1-
.anal  
Association
 of 
Students
 in 
cenoMes
 and
 
Business  
, All:-
SEC'i 
latiIIIShip 
pro-
gram. 
'rhos.,
 
economies  and 
NO:MINS 
Major!:
 taking
 part in this 
nom
 
t 
orranization
 
. ight 
to 12 %seeks in 
the..
 
s . 
thti  
fitirepean  
country  
and i... 
t.. $3(10 per 
month.  
Explaining  the 
purpose 
of
 this 
program, 
AIESIiC public
 rela-
tions officer 
Don
 Massagli noted, 
"It is 
geared 
as
 a 
reciprocal  
exchange 
program 
for student 
trainees ill 
business :nal 
(V1410171-
Ics." 
For 
every  American 
stud,'  
sc,nt 
abroad  I() 
one of the 45 par-
ticipating
 counthes. a 
foreign 
student eomes to 
the United
 
Slates
 
during
 
the  
summer
 
ease the 
financial  
burden
 
ding, 
students 
in
 America.
 .11i - 
SE('
 raised
 funds to cover 
nine
 
traineeships  with
 Pacific Tele-
phone. IIINT.
 and San Jose 
Hos-
pital.  
Raising 
lands
 represents 
one  
facet  of this 
unique  internship
 
program,
 but obtaining the train-
ee position 
remaah
 
ii,. 
'oil!  
of 
prospectise
 parte...  
lima. are 
the 
lams 
ob-
tained?
 
St udenis uplsing tor 
the travel
 
projects
 must 
fill
 out 
veritten forms. 
The applications 
are reviewed by 
Me
 national 
committ.a.
 of 
Al( 
It' in 
NOW  
York. 
Students  ie. 
assigned  
to a 
researeh  pr, ..  
based on 
personal a 
olh.  - and 
avail-
ability  
.,ii 
a 
ttiVell
 
ablOad.
 
aft  
t 
RUN
 
elm
 
tosi
 
in 
Aga
 
%UV
 
MOM  
MIX
 
THE
 
GUADALUPE
 PLAN 
proposes 
an
 under-
graduate  
liberal
 arts college
 for SJS 
in the 
near 
future.
 Plans are 
presently 
underway to 
purchase 
Guadalupe
 College (above), a 
for-
mer 
convent located
 in the hills 
above Los 
Gatos, 
as a satellite
 campus. 
The  
academic
 
principle of this
 new concept in 
education
 re-
ceived 
initial
 approval by the Board 
of 
Trus
 
Fitr 
l'ildergraduities
 
 
Gentle
 
Coeds
 
Invade
 
Once
 
All
-Male
 
Domains;
 
Pleased 
With
 
Reception
 
tees 
in 
March.  
At the 
May 27-28 trustees 
meeting, 
the 
Guadalupe
 Plan
 was 
transferred  
to the 
Campus 
Planning  
Building and Grounds 
Committee  
for  
further
 financial
 review 
at a 
date
 to 
be
 
announced
 
prior to June 30. The 
new 
satellite
 campus 
would  
accomodate 
about  
1,000 
to
 1,300 
students.  
Hy ANNA
 BLACK 
A 
quiet 
infiltration
 is 
taking
 
place. 'rhe
 last tew
 of the 
all. 
male
 
departments
 are 
falling 
to 
gentle
 
coeds.
 
One 
infiltrator,
 
Martha
 
Shaw,  
a 
junior  in 
industrial
 
design,  
said 
she 
changed
 
her 
major  
from 
in-
terior  
decorating
 
because,  
"I'd 
rather
 
build  
walls  
than 
hang 
things
 on 
them."
 
Aeronautics
 
major 
Liz 
Ream 
said, 
'The 
department
 
has 
been 
very
 nice
 to 
me," 
although
 a 
girl  in 
the 
department
 
is 
phe-
nomenal
 and
 no 
girl 
has 
ever 
graduated
 
from 
SJS 
as
 an 
aero-
nautics
 major. 
Kathy  
Chun,  
who  
plan.s
 to be-
come a 
mechanieal
 
engineer,
 in-
dicates 
that  
her
 father 
enjoys
 
the 
idea. 
Satellite
 
College
 
Planned
 
Its JI.ItItY PEDROTTI 
laid% eolitical Writer 
ie he 
a current 
inenh,-  I - I nt 
1I'r  111 
the area of 
predict ii,., the 
flit  ire esen though 
niany 
predictions;
 frequently fail 
tt, 
Materialize.  
Hopefully,  S.IS has one 
pre-
diction for future
 growth that 
mill materialize
 and emerge as 
an integral
 part a this college
 
community.  
A new 
education
 plan has been 
proposed for 
SJS  
which  would
 
help 
relieve  some of the present 
enrollment pressure 
its mell
 as 
praside
 a unique and
 
varied cur-
riculum. Known as the Guada-
lupe Plan, it involves the ere-
ation 
of an 
undergraduate
 sal
-
cline  
college.
 
SJS 
Pres.  
Robert
 D. 
Clark  
has 
been 
interested  
in the 
idea 
of a 
satellite
 college
 
far 
many 
years,  
having been influenced
 
by a 
slicr:Sf
 
UniVerSity  Or 
 I . 
a 
11 1 
.dbate
 college 
near 
its  
mail,  
 I 
hi,  I 
. 
hi! 
/I
 
 
t i 
 
I  
1,11PIJS
 
t 
114' 
 1 VII 
$5 milboti.  
Memories 
of Reg Return 
As
 School 
Year  Ends 
B. not: 
hi r 
,it st.iter
 
As pat 
:al:, 
that final 
plunge  
into  "diploina
 
land"  you  
ean 
look 
back MIMI ,vour 
years  
at SJS and have many fond 
memories.
 
NOt IO.1,11 of these.
 I'm 
sure, will la, the OVIMIS s111101111d-
illg )'(11.11' 
IlIst  
IiIII1111/1
 
it ring.
 Standing 111 line for semen 
hours, winding around endless 
hallways  and staircases, filling 
out
 11 
cards  in 11 
minutes.  
turn-
ing in seven 01' eigilt 
ttlosl 
cdt'lls.
 and 
running  like 
hell for 
the gam 
to 
try 
and get a class 
tmo.  
And then the real 
fun 
began'.  
All of 
the classes you 
really 
wanted  to 
tak,  Well" 
already
 
full 
and  
off  the lists. so you 
sat 
yourself  down 
in the renter 
of 
the
 
girls'
 try(m.
 wiped
 the tears 
from
 your eyes. 
and 
asked
 your-
self why you 
ever
 left high 
sehool  
111' junior 
hillege.  
W,th  
ihis  rot 
of 
the 
way.
 yeti 1..rrossad
 
setwaill.. of classes, 
(you'd
 left 
yours
 at 
home 
because  
you'd  al-
ready filled in the 
elasaes
 aasii 
mere going 
t., b,ke 
on 
the rover
 
3;0111  if g Oackf
 t 
atld 
began 
loOkitlg
 
f,01' 
Other
 
"imitable-
. ea-% 
and 
seetions.
 
aw 
and lahold, 
yoll  
di,rovoroft
 
tItet by going 
to school at 7:30 
and leaving
 at 
5:30 on 
Monday, 
Wednesday. and Friday and 
by 
having a 9:30 and a 2:30 class 
'ruesday 
and  'rhursday, you 
could take four
 
of the 
five
 classes 
you 
neeeled.
 
Things
 
weren't
 
So
 
bad after 
all'. And you knem 
you'd las ahie to pick up that 
surioleazy class n..xt semester 
when p,u 
could  
l'OgISIOr
 SOoller
 
Alld HMO about 
semester  ism? 
Your  name began
 with
 one ef 
tile propt.1*
 lettOrs.
 SO pal 
to 
lOgistet
 on 
the first day. 
right  
after 
the grad students and 
seniors.  
Coek
 sure of yourself.  but 
this 
time 
bringing
 
your  
own 
schedule  
of 
classes
 lust in 
case,"
 
you got 
into
 your 
registration line 
about 
an hour before it was to enter 
the literary. 
You had about 200 
ahead of you, hut
 
what's  a entiple 
of 
minutes
 when you're able 
to 
register
 vrith the (list group of 
iindergraduates.
 
you
 
didn't bother to run 
ris 
your
 line wound
 through the li-
brary.
 You only  filled out 
the  
eards you knew 
had to be turned 
in. and Just 
put 
your name on 
the rest. Y011 easually walked 
down
 
to the gym just in time
 
to 
hasp
 the Moors
 slammed in your 
fare. It was lunchtime! 
By 3 
pm., you 
finally
 had 
four
 
of i no five eiricse, pm 
wanted
 
AN
 
EDWARD'S  
PIPE 
CAN  
MAKE
 
THE 
IDEAL 
GIFT 
ALGERIAN 
BRIAR 
HAND 
FASHIONED
 
PIPES 
EDWARD'S
 
PIPE & 
TOBACCO
 
SHOP  
EL 
CAMINO  & SAN ANTONIO
 RD. 
LOS ALTOS 
plan 
Matta-
i one 
on
 Friday 
:if 
Kai and 
one at 
night'  
and 
!oat 1.41,W
 that 
gel a 
:rad I,, 
that 
sociology
 class 
la,. 
piet  next 
semester. 
The next 
semes,ter yoo 
had 
everything taken care of ahead 
,,r
 
time.
 You had pre -registered 
for three
 classe.- in your 
Inaba'.  
and 
you had John 
Smith  from 
the 
football  leain
 
gelling
 Your 
1.,,i 
general
 ealucation
 
emerge
 and 
that
 
damn
 
soeiology class for you. 
Entering the 
gain, however. 
you
 
found that 
"the roof had 
caved In." 
You  saw John 
Stnith. 
mid  
he
 infortneel aou that they 
wen, 
no 
knger 
ghing  cad 
class 
eards
 
in the sociology depart-
ment  mere and 
he'd  forgotten 
the  
number of 
the
 
general  
ed 
course
 
you hail 
wanted.
 
Luckily,
 ,sou 
managed
 to 
get  
the G.E. hawse
 
yourself  
ta
 night
 
class,. 
;end
 
you 
could
 
always
 
find  
some way to 
get  that 
smdology 
class
 next. 
September.  
Next 
semeater.
 however.
 never
 
seemed
 
to
 come for
 that 
sf,eiolol.:)'
 
No
 
matter  
what 
kind  of 
skullduggery
 you 
pulled, it 
neser 
warked
 
out.
 If aour
 
friendly
 ad-
viser
 hadn't
 
finally
 
agreed 
to 
waive
 it 
when
 you filled 
out 
your 
ferns. you'd
 
be in 
line, for 
next 
semester's
 
registra-
tion
 
instead of 
this
 
year's  
stradu-
,ti..n
 
The state college 
Board of 
Trustees
 approved the academic 
principle 
of the plan at their 
March meeting but have 
yet t() 
authorize the actual 
purchasing  
of the 
campus.  
According to Keith C. Cluckey, 
assistant to 
the president,
 
there.
 
are posit's(' sign.s foe the pro-
gram's progress. 
A 
recommendation for pur-
chasing the college, V.OS discussed
 
at the Maa '27-28 trustee's
 meet-
ing in 1.0, Aggeles, he said. 
tOVIsOICS ( OMMTTTEE 
Pdaently the 110 memner ad-
visory
 committee for 
the satel-
lite, program sponsored a 
formal
 
dinner 
held
 on the Guadalupe 
College
 
campus.  In 
attendance  
mere
 
trustees
 Dudley  Swim 
from 
Carmel
 Valley and E. 
Litton 
!avails  from Los Angeles. 
Iliviins 
at that time expressed
 
interest and enthusiasm toward 
hie
 
prom 
am and everything he 
sass. 
(*lackey  commented. 
According to 
the preliminary 
dralt for the Guadalupe 
satellite  
college 
plan,  this first 
of pos-
sibly 
several
 off -campus colleges
 
%Nook! have
 a student body of 
1.000 to 1,300
 and a faculty
 of 
61) 
to 
80. 
The 
proposed 
experimental
 
curriculum and
 teaching tech-
nique% call for 
small discussion 
ionnns,
 studios. and 
laboratories,
 
a few 
preside
 offices 
and ne) 
more than one or 
two  
lecture  
halls. 
UNCONVENTIONAL
 
Such a small-scale 
requirement 
of 
facilities
 is in line 
with
 the 
program's
 aim 
to
 
abandon
 
cen-
sentional
 classrooms
 and 
senir-
nte 
offices. 
Additional  
facilities 
central library 
science
 
tortes, 
itecom.alations
 
mal  .,.1
-
ministration 
will  toe 
provabs1
 
largely
 by the main 
S.IS  campus.' 
The proposed 
curricular
 
Pro-
gram
 is 
descrilred  as 
"a multi-in-
tenlisciplinary"
 approach
 
to 
ecl-1 
ucation. 
Small  trams 
of 
faculty 
and 
small  groups of
 
stu(k.nts  
would , 
spend the first 
twee
 
years  in a 
ceneral 
..nd 
integrated  
protyram 
of
 the 
arts.  
humanities  
and the 
social and
 natural 
sciences. 
The 
upper
 dn.
 ision 
curriculum
 con-
centrates  
on
 
the sciences
 
and 
lu or a nit
 le and 
fixing.: 
Srlretal 
ME911 
THANK
 
YOU
 
SAN  
JOSE
 
STATE
 
COLLEGE
 
FOR  
YOUR
 
BUSINESS
 
BOB
 
H1MSL
 
VOLKSWAGEN
 
PLUS 
TAX  & 
LICENSE  
kFifi
 
MONTHLY
 
PAYMENTS  
$199.00 
DOWN 
MINIMUM
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NORTH
 FIRST
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SAN 
JOSE
 
286-8800
 
THE
 HOME
 OF 
TH6 
HUMBLE
 
LOVE
 
BUG  
The 
three  girls 
pret
 ty.
 
feminine,
 bed with un adhesive 
interest in a 
traditionally  male -
field - 
may face. prejudice
 once 
they graduate. Liz 
Rees  declared, 
"The fact 
that women 
aren't
 sup-
posed to 
know
 anything makes it 
an 
awkward 
situation  in mien's 
field." 
FEN'
 A LE PION EERsai 
Each ol the
 girls was inter-
ested in 
reporta
 of 
other
 
pioneers  
in previously male fields. Martha 
ieferred to a girl that recently 
graduated in industrial design 
who said she WaS "well received." 
Liz. who
 has the carriage
 and 
charm of an airline stewardess, 
is learning things like aircraft 
materials and propulsion. 
Her 
classes
 are at the San Jose Air-
port
 where 
her  
colleagues  
appear  
in 
overalls  - but the department 
gliVe IdZ special dispensation: 
she min
 wear a lab
 coat. 
A summer 
school  class, Flight 
Theory, led Liz 
to aeronautics. 
She said, "I 
felt  terribly self-
conscious  at first. I tried to 
sit 
in the hack of the 
class.  I felt 
so conspicuous."
 
This summer 
she  will apply for 
her pilot's license. So 
far  she has 
spent 57 hours 
flying a Cessna 
150. 
Martha can only take a few 
classes
 at a time because she is 
putting hetself through c011ege.
 
Sin. said, "I can't get a job 
that
 
pays well enough to 
get through 
school
 so 1 
van gm a 
job." 
EMPLoAMENT  NIIX-IT  
She  has shirked as a dralts-
Maii, photo -technician for Boe-
ing and Lzickheed and has come 
to expect the confusion when she 
applies for work. "They always 
ask me 
'Do you type?'" 
Martha got into industrial de-
sign after she came to SJS and 
found that the classes that inter-
ested her were ones like drafting 
and 
introduction  
to 
Industrial
 de-
sign. 
Exentually,
 she 
would  
like 
tu teach 
industrial 
arts  
at 
the 
junior high school level. 
Kathy, a transfer
 
student
 
from 
University of 
Hawaii,  enjoyed 
wmicing 
un an 
engineering
 team 
last summer 
in Hawaii. The 
leans 
was 
assigned to discover
 
the 
muse of a 
rural water 
shortage.  
But 
she feels 
a little 
tit  a 
disadvantage.
 "Lots of the 
boys 
tinker amund 
with  their cars," 
she said, "arld can apply 
their 
experience to similar situations."
 
She has been 
an engineering 
major ever since she 
came to col-
lege. "I liked
 math and science, 
so I combined the 
two," she said. 
These three juniors, girls in un-
usual 
fields, are 
attacking the old 
way -whether that's quite what 
they meant to do or not. 
GIRLS 
Board and zcettent
 apartment 
living con be 
yours at HALLS
 of 
IVY 
for  the Fall 
Semester.  102 
S. 
Ilth  Street. 
Phone  217.1814.
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OUR 
CLARK'S  
DESERT BOOTS SEEM 
TO BE 
A PERPETUAL
 
RAGE. 
Everybody 
wants Clari's Desert
 Boots. For 
school, for
 after school, for 
weekends,  
for 
anywhere. Good looking 
shag leather
basic  
good  designno
 gimmicks.
 Clark's 
Desert 
Boots in our 
Shoe Department. Try 
a 
pair.  
attention
 on the
 problem
 of 
man's  
relationship  
to 
natural
 and 
so-
cial 
environments.  
Plans call 
for no traditional
 
acadeitnic  
departments,
 leaving 
the 
responsibility
 for 
creating,  
teaching 
and  student 
evaluation 
to the faculty
 itself. 
San 
Jose 
State  
'More 
Peaceful'  
In 'Good
 Old Da. s 
9 
When our parents remember 
"the good 
old days," 
they
 
might  
have a ixaint. The SJS 
campus
 
was 
sure a lot nsore peaceful 
back
 
in the '30s tunt '40s. 
For
 instance, do 
you  
knoss  
what captured front page barinci 
headline% for nearly a 
week in 
the Spartan Daily
 back in 1934? 
A student protest 
over the librara 
closing dui-ing the evenings. li 
seems 
students  were using the li-
brary' as a social center ,and 
li-
brary officiaLs shut the librzio 
down
 in the 
evenings.  
Well.  all sorts of havoc 
ensued
 
The Spartan la:illy campaigned
 
fesr an open library. The student 
council drew up an 
Open Door 
resolution. Students wnde letters 
to 
the  editor 
complaining
 
about
 
the 
injustice
 Finally. the case 
went to the highest appeal. Prig.. 
T. W. MacQuarrie. and then 
then,
 
was 
action.
 On 
Oct.  
2, 193,4 
the 
library
 Mae% aweing open to 
sta. 
Mous evening crammem. 
   
GRODINS
 
San 
Antonio
 
Center  
 Mountain
 View 
Valley
 Fair  
South  San Jose 
Fashion  Plaza
  
Almaden  
Fashion
 Plaza
   Fremont 
Shop 
Monday
 through 
Friday 111 
9:30
 p.m. 
1 
Oldest
 
Grad  
Recalls
 
SJS in 
1890
 
KATHERINE
 R. 
SMITH, shown
 on her 
981h birthday,
 Oct. 
18,  
1968, is 
the oldest
 living 
SJS  grad. 
She is 
receiving  a 
corsage 
and gifts 
from Sam 
Della 
Maggiore,  
former  
supervisor  
from
 the 
2nd 
District,
 and 
Jack
 
Thompson,
 
retired  state
 senator
 and 
one  
of 
Miss  Smith's
 former
 pupils. 
The trio 
is standing
 on the
 porch 
of
 Miss 
Smith's  
original  home,
 built 
by
 her 
father
 in the 
I800's. 
Miss 
Smith 
taught 
school 
for almost
 50 
years  
before  her
 re-
tirement.
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When 
I recently
 drove
 out to 
San 
Jose's
 
Evergreen
 
Valley
 to 
talk 
with
 Miss 
Katherine
 R. 
iliatet
 Smith, 
SJS' 
oldest
 living
 
graduate 
at 
the 
age of 98, I 
expected 
to meet 
a feeble 
old 
lady 
who  would
 have 
difficulty 
remembering
 
events 
of
 the 
pre-
ViOUS
 
hour.  
Instead  I found
 
a 
fascinating
 
woman
 who was 
watching
 
the 
flight 
of Apollo 
10 on her
 tele-
vision set 
while 
listening  to 
the 
Giant's  
baseball  
game  on 
the 
radio.
 
Aliss  Smith, a 
graduate of the 
San Jose 
Normal  School 
'which 
became
 SJS1 
class  of 1890,
 is a 
lady 
whose  
infectious  
laugh  and 
reminiscences
 of early 
S.IS 
would
 
win the 
heart of any
 cold-heart-
ed member
 of the 
"younger  gen-
eral ion." 
The 
daughter  
of
 Francis 
R. 
Smith, 
general  store 
owner and 
I.:yr...green's
 
first  
postmaster,  
Miss  
Smith  
started
 
school
 at 
the  
age of six 
in Evergreen.
 
COLLEGE 
AT 16 
When  she 
graduated  fronr
 the 
combination
 
grammar
 
school
 and 
high 
school  at the 
age of 13, 
Miss  Smith 
discovered 
she was 
too  young to 
attend San 
Jose 
Normal
 School 
so she 
went to 
the  Normal
 
Preparatory
 
School
 
until she was 15. 
In 
1887. at the
 age of 16,
 Miss 
Smith  was
 accepted
 at San
 Jose 
Normal
 School.
 
"In those days there was no 
tuition  paid by the regular 
stu-
dents," comtnented
 Miss Smith. 
"I had to pay, 
though,  because 
I 
was  underage.
 It cost 
me 75 
cents a week." 
At the Normal School,
 where 
she trained 
to
 be a teacher, 
Miss Smith
 revealed that 
stu-
dents didn't
 have much
 freedom 
of 
choice when it came
 
to
 se-
lection
 of courses. 
"They 
told
 us what
 to 
take. We 
had no choice like 
they
 do today." 
Among
 such required 
subjects 
as algebra, 
geometry,  chemistry,
 
and zoology, there 
was a re-
quired 
course called
 
"Pcclagoga'"
 
or the 
science  of teaching. 
MORNING
 ASSEMBLIES 
"We'd  all meet in the assembly
 
hall each
 morning before classes 
began," recalled 
Miss Smith. 
"We'd begin by 
reading from the 
scripture. We didn't have
 a 
school 
newspaper  or bulletin
 
board in those 
days so they'd 
also read us all
 of the campus 
news."
 
Following
 the
 scripture
 read-
ing and news, the 
assembled stu-
dents would sing such 
songs as 
"Blow 
On Ye Gales" and "Sigh
 
Gentle Gales"
 until class time. 
Grading was also 
a bit dif-
ferent in 1890. When
 a student 
mceived  an "A" it meant
 hon-
orary, "C"
 meant credible, 
and  
"P" meant poor. Also, 
if a stu-
dent failed to 
receive a passing 
grade
 in the morning 
sing -in, 
their
 diploma would be 
withheld  
`Free'
 
'Vex'  
Fall 
wail  
a 
Passing
 
grade
 wits 
earn's'  
At the 
age 
of
 
19, Miss 
SfIlirh, 
and her graduating 
class of 94 
students,
 
which  included  
seven 
males, received their diplomas 
from the Normal School. 
48 YEAR CAREER 
Miss Smith launched her 48 
year teaching career in Tulare 
County that same year. To her 
horror she found that must of 
her students  were older and big-
ger than she. Because of this 
she 
adopted
 an 
approach  that 
worked well. 
"I was stern and unsmiling 
and made my students 
respect  
me, even though I was busting 
with laughter
 inside." 
In 1961 
IsTiss Smith received 
her greatest honor
 when Ever-
green dedicated the Katherine 
R. Smith School to "a very 
wonderful lady whom we love and 
to whom we owe
 so much." 
Today Miss Smith lives in 
the 
same house her father built in 
1870. 
When recently asked at the 
SJS Golden Grads luncheon how 
she 
spends
 her time 
now,
 Miss 
Smith laughed and an.swered, 
"I work 
crossword puzzles 
and 
read the Reader's Digest." 
Perhaps the best way to illus-
trate exactly how much Miss 
Smith has seen in her lifetime 
would be svith a 
statement she 
made during our conversation; 
"I was here when there were 
only
 green fields. Then people 
came and 
planted  orchards.
 To-
day 
they come and plant roofs." 
Seven
 
Profs
 
To
 Retire 
By LINDA
 
(GIFFORD
 
Daily
 Staff 
Writer 
Seven  SJS 
professors 
will be 
exploring
 the 
leisurely 
world of 
retirement
 when 
the rest 
of us 
teturn 
to school 
in the fall.
 
They are 
Mrs. Helen 
C. Hall, 
assistant
 
professor
 of 
speech -
communication;
 
Dr.  Harry 
T. 
Jensen,
 
professor
 
of 
education;
 
George 
Klak, 
assistant
 professor
 
of
 zoology; 
Dr. James
 Stevenson.
 
professor  
of industrial
 
studies;
 
Dr. 
Ch..rles  
Walker,
 
piofessor
 of 
ph, ,o  
e.tite,tion;
 and.S. 
f;.57  Shaw
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ground
 
films
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"Flesh
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Marriage"
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Brooks Walton, professor
 of me-
chanical engineering. 
Mrs. Hall will retire after 21 
years at SJS. 
She received her 
A.B. degree from the University 
of California and her M.A. from 
SJS in 1945, 
After  receiving her 
A.B. Mrs. Hall
 taught in public 
schools in Santa Barbara, 
San 
JOSe and Santa Clara. She as-
sumed
 her teaching position 
at 
SJS in 1948. 
EDUCATION PROF 
Dr.. Harry T. 
Jensen has 
taught
 in the Schciol of Educa-
tion since 1940. 
He received his 
B.S. in 
1925
 from Eastern
 State 
Teachers 
College  in South Da-
kota and an M.S. 
in 1930 from 
the
 University of 
Minnesota.
 in 
1942
 he obtained his Ed.D from 
Stanford University. 
Dr.  Jensen has written 
numer-
ous articles
 dealing with 
educa-
tion, administration,
 supervision 
and curriculum. In 1960 he 
was 
named 
vice-chairman of the cre-
dential planning
 committee for 
the northern
 half of the state
 
colleges.
 As vice-chairman. he 
worked with 
professors and ad-
ministrators on re
-structure  of 
credential programs
 in adminis-
trative and supervisorial fields. 
George
 
Klak,  
assistant  profes-
sor of zoology, joined the SIS 
faculty in 1959 after retiring as 
commander  from the United 
States  
Ndvy.  He served in Att'orld
 
th'ar  I, World War 
II
 and the 
Korean  War. 
Klak 
was graduated in 1923 
from 
Ripon  College, Ripon, Wis-
consin, with a B.A. degree. He 
reeeived his M.A. in 1931 from 
the University of 
Minnesota.
 
KIS GRADUATE 
Dr. Ralph 
Smith. professor 
of 
zoology, has taught at SJS since 
1944. Ile 
was  graduated in 1939 
from SJS with an A.F3. 
and ob-
tained his M.A. 
from SJS in 
1940. Ile 
received his Ph.D. in 
1942 from Cornell University. 
He Was an 
instructor
 in 
zoology 
froin 
1941-42 
at
 Cornell
 and 
taught at Louisiana State 
Uni-
versity 
from
 1942-44 
His professional affiliations in-
clude the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science,
 
the American Association of 
Mammalogists, the American As-
sociation of Ichthyologists and 
Herptologists
 and membership in 
both the 
California and 
New 
York academies of science. 
A graduate of San
 Jose High 
School, Dr. James Stevenson has 
taught
 machine tool 
operation
 
and auto 
mechanics
 at SJS since 
1938. He graduated from the 
University of California in 1931
 
with a B.S., 
and  obtained his 
MA. its 1936 and Ed.D in 1952 
from Stanford University. 
Dr. Stevenson received the Phi 
Delta Kappa. national 
education  
honor society 
teaching
 awatd 
this year. 
LONGTIME
 COACH 
Dr. Charles 
Walker. professor
 
of men's 
physical education. 
came 
to SJS in 1931 as 
soccer coach. 
When  the swimming
 pool 
was 
completed  in 1932 
he started 
swimming classes and 
a swim 
team. 
While in the
 Navy, Dr. 
Walker  
served
 as physical education
 in-
structor at 
various  American 
stations
 in 
addition  
to 
Ness.  
Guinea. 
Hollandia,  
Subic  Bay and 
Yokohama,  Japan. 
He 
received 
a 13.S 
degree  from 
Springfield 
College  in 1931. 
an
 
A.B. 
in 1933 from
 SJS. an 
A.M. 
in 
1936 and FAD.
 in 1950 
from
 
Cornell
 
University.  
S. Brooks
 Vv'allon,
 
professor
 of 
mechanical
 
engineering,
 
gradu-
ated 
from  
the
 
University  
of 
Southern  
California  in 
1934
 
with  
a F3 
S. degree,
 and 
received
 
his  
M.S.
 
degree
 
in 
1938
 
from
 
thy 
California  
Institute
 of 
Technol-
ogy. lie is 
also
 a registeted
 
pro-
fessional  
engineer.  
His 
professional
 
affiliations
 in-
clude 
the 
Mechanical
 
Engineers
 
Society.  
Professional  
Engineers
 
Society
 and 
the 
Instrument
 
So-
ciety 
of 
America.
 
Massey
 
Temporary
 
Service
 
invites 
you 
to 
register
 
now  
for
 the 
best 
summer
 jobs.
 
Choose  
a 
Massey
 
Career  
this 
summer
 and 
work  on 
temporary
 
assignments
 
in 
the  
City's
 
finest  
firms.
 We hire 
many
 
students  who 
enjoy
 the
 
variety
 
and 
excitement
 of 
temporary  
employment.
 Gain 
valuable
 
ex-
perience
 
by 
working  
in 
several 
different
 
companies, 
learning
 a 
variety 
of office
 
techniques,
 
meeting
 new  
people, 
improving
 
your
 
practical  
skills.
 At the same 
time, 
you 
earn
 top 
wages
 
and  
never  
pay a 
fee. 
Interviewing
 hours 9 
to 
4 
p.m. 
MASSEY
 
SERVICES
 
INC.  
Community  Banli 
Bldg.,  Suite 510 
San 
Jose 
Tel. 
298-5667
 
0. 
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Plan  
Now 
for
 
Useful  
Career
 
II( SYLVIA FRAIRE 
i%sVraldintee 
irable,
 "I t(h.M"nkillide'SaLilistme
 
but I have to feel that many ap-
plicants who come in are naive 
in some 
respects,  although, of 
course,  I 
can't tell them so," said 
Miss Peggy Leary, placement ad-
vise'. for
 liberal arts graduating 
seniors.
 
Miss Leary 
emphasized  that 
she is completely
 syrnpathetic 
to students' desires to help 
others, to make the world a 
better place to live. 
However, 
she said, students sometimes are 
just not practical in their ap-
proach to these
 goals. 
She
 cited a hypothetical sen-
ior coed who comes into the 
Placement Center with hopes of 
working in an orphanage. The 
girl has had no preparatory work 
in psychology or child devel-
opment, has never vvorked with 
children, and in fact has
 never 
worked in her life. 
But she ex-
pects to walk into a top-notch 
job that 
is humanitarian and 
pays well to boot, just  because 
she is a college graduate. 
'WORK DURING SCHOOL' 
"In the first place. coming 
out of college with no work ex-
perience can be a shock," Mis.s 
Leary 
said.  For that reason 
she 
urges students to work while 
in school or during summers. 
Any work experience is valuable, 
she said, but of course if the 
work 
is also 
ill yotir 
chosen field, 
so 
much
 the better.
 She advises
 
working as a volunteer for no 
pay if necessary, as the experi-
ence may make 
the 
difference  
between getting the job you 
want or being passed over. 
"In
 the second place," she 
said, "the time to thinlc about 
careers is early in 
college, so 
that 
there is time
 for adequate 
preparation." This is the time,
 
she said, to be practical
 about
 
your future. She urged students 
to talk to people actually 
work-;
 
ing in their field of 
interest  to 
gain
 a 
different perspective than 
from
 just reading about it. Other-
wise, she said, a job 
may not 
turn out to be 
what 
was ex-
pected. 
Miss Leary believes that 
some
 , 
aspects of college training
 aryl 
not realistic. She noted that 
some universities have a five-
year program,
 in which one 
year is devoted to 
practical ex-
perience on a 
job.
 For this work 
the 
student
 receives credit 
and' 
a verbal evaluation 
from his 
employer.
 
SPECIAL 
TRAINING  
Despite  
the fact 
that 
many I 
positions require special
 training 
and 
an M.A. 
degree
 or higher,
 
Miss Leary said, there
 are 
many 
openimai  in fields
 which ex-
pressly
 deal with 
some of the 
problems
 of 
today's
 society. 
The 
government at 
all levels, 
city,  
county, and
 federal, offers 
many 
such 
positions  
which
 pay fairly
 
%%ctl
 -it. ucurit,,  and
 a 
chance
 
of 
promotion.  
Thumbing through 
a 
govern-
ment listing,
 Miss Leary 
cited, 
for
 example. under the 
bread  
category of social 
work.  an open-
ing 
fot 
a group 
counselor,  
which  
involves working with juveniles 
on probation. either living in the 
centers with the children
 or 
supervising their 
activities  on 
a rej41.1411' 
haSiS. The jet) 
re-
quires two
 years of college
 and. 
pays 
around  
$600 per
 month. 
GOVERNMENT JOBS
 
Other areas of 
interest might 
be Dousing and Urban 
Doel-
opment illUD,, 
Bureau  of In-
dian Affairs 
or
 Economic Op-
portunity 
Conunission.
 She said 
there are any number of agencies
 
which are quietly doing excellent 
work but may not receive men-
tion in the press 
once a year. 
Miss Leary noted also a trend 
in 
industry to  undertake hu-
manitarian projects on 
their 
own. Lockheed. 
for example, has 
initiated a very successful train-
ing program far "hard-core un-
employables." A large publisher
 
is providing textbooks for Head
-
start. 
"These  are 
indications
 
that  
industry and bttsiness are also 
becoming aware of today's 
prob-
lem, and I don't think
 we can 
overlook
 the possibilities these 
kinds of activities open up," 
Miss Leary said. 
In addition, she
 said. whatever 
your 
occupation,
 you
 c -an vol-
ttnteer for work on civic action 
projects, with a youth center 
as a "teen drop-in director,"
 
join interest groups 
such
 as the 
American Association of Uni-
versity 
Women. "There are any 
number 
of ways we can work for 
a better world
 in constructive 
ways,"  she said. 
Miss  Leary urged students to 
come 
into the Placement Center, 
122 S. Ninth St., to look through 
the 
placement annuals and 
list-
ings available. "We are 
always
 
glad to 
talk to people." she added. 
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Charter
-
'Flights...
 
Los Angeles. 
9/911").A 
LI OM 
Rsund
 
Trip  
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I 
Scot  Price 
I 
Beling
 
707
 
,,T,.;a4s;Pelee
 Jet 
I 
RETURN
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 MILNE 211UPIE 21AIL I 
SEP 9 SEP 7 AUG 3  
These Cights are available
 only tO Fatuity
 1/.. - 
hers. Student:. Cala,: Staff and nemedra:e 
This rharter 
prevan 
is net 
sponsored
 Or t, 
trolled 
0) the Cal ilo rnra State Col 
reieS.
 
Far IONIV.011 lams ipnd
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plen. srmel tampleed
 
soupo*, iow1ow/
 
ITrip
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Seplh
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11..trI,
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90212  
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I.40011t5S
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5,11101,0
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7 
The 
easiest  
way 
to
 get 
a 
Volkswagen
 
in
 Europe
 
is to buy 
it here. 
BOB 
HIMSL 
VOLKSWAGEN
 
Lise 
Choi,
 
1 560 NORTH 
FIRST  STREET 
Manager
 
SAN JOSE 
206-8800
 
Overseas 
Delivery 
I'm interested 
in buyIng  
VOIllswagen 
here  and picking
 
it 
up in Europ. PIase 
send m your illustrated
 ieochure 
and price 
list. 
Name 
Address   
Phone    
1 
  Zip Code 
City
   State 
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$ 
JET 
CHARTER
 
FLIGHTS
 
$277 z; 
$ 
I 25 
EUROPE
 
Reserve  
Nvw   
Space 
is
 Limited
 
Non 
Stop
 DC8
 Jets 
  
Meals  
Great
 In 
Flight
 
Service
 
SF/LONDON/SF
 
(R-1) 
1.v. 
June 29 
Ret. 
Sept.  8 
2. 
SAN 
FRANCISCO
 to 
LONDON 
Sept. 
3 (One 
Way)
 
3. 
SAN 
FRANCISCO
 to 
LONDON 
Lv. 
Sept.  I I 
(One Way) 
$125 
These 
flights
 ar opon to 
thief..
 
faculty 
faff mployoes
 sod thelr 
immediate  0 
family. 
All passengers must
 
pat 
Sin  
,no,sr.at,en  
with 
their  air few
 
PHONE  832-2902 
Moil Today
 tor 
FREE 
Flight Information
 
CHARTER
 FLIGHTS  
995
 
Market  St., San 
Francisco,
 Calif.
 94103 
Please mail 
me
 information  on flight 
Name 
Phone
 
Street
 
It City 
State Si Zi 
 stet'r 
_ 
Apt. 
No. 
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1968-69 Sports Season
 
Teams Move
 Up 
By 
CHET alk 
00D  
Daily
 Sports 
Editor
 
The 1968-69
 spous season can
 
be remembered 
as the year the 
word minor was dropped from 
the 
athletic
 vocabulary at San 
Jose State. 
There is no way teams like the 
NCAA champion water polo 
squad or the eighth-titrie NCAA 
judo 
champs can be considered 
minor. And the sante 
holds  true 
for the third -place
 soccer team 
which 
missed by only one goal
 
of becoming NCAA champs. 
While 
Spartan teams were 
rapidly moving to the 
top. indi-
viduals 
also
 were grabbing their 
sham 
of
 
the 
glorY  
The Spartans were heavily 
rep-
resented ot the
 Olympic Games 
and it was 
here that the naine 
San Jose 
State WaS Spii1S11141 
ileTIISS 
headlines.  First 
word
 came 
when 
Tommie 
Smith.  si.!! 
Spartan
 
despite  
his 
grad..
 , 
and 
Joie'  
finished  
three
 in 
;,,, 
.-tneter
 
(Lel,  
And the 
1,, ales 
:Ind 
Mal* . the
 
I. 
Spring 
is
 sprung 
The 
grass  is riz 
I %milder
 %shell. 
The car Itasii is? 
Astor's
 
-of 
course  
Coin
-op Auto 
Wash
 
732 -ii. Lt. 
Marion 
t A 
as
 the 
Spartan.s
 were 
concerned  
when  
sophomore
 
sensation
 Dar-
nell
 Hillman
 and 
gutty 
Tim 
Holman
 led 
SJS  to a  
stunning 
upset
 over the 
then 
nationally  
ranked  
No. 2 
Santa 
Clara 
Broncos. 
'The 
rest  
WaS
 
antielimati,
 ex-
cept 
for the 
tact 
that
 
the  Spar-
tans
 
will
 be loaded
 
xvith  
talent
 
for 
next 
year's
 
season
 
atter  
f in-
ishing
 
second
 in 
leapt.
 
play.  
The 
spring
 
has 
been 
both
 a 
busy 
and 
prosperous
 
tizne 
at 
SJS  
with 
the 
judokas
 
claiming
 
their 
eighth
 
straight
 
crown
 
and  
the  
ixiwerful
 
ttack
 
team 
moving  
toward
 
a first
-ever
 
NC'AA  
title. 
On
 
the  
baseball
 
smne,  
the 
Spartans
 
finished
 
a 
surprising
 
second  
in 
the 
WCAC
 
and 
short-
stop  
Tom 
C'order,
 a 
junior,
 
was  
picked as 
the 
WCAC's
 most 
valu-
able 
player.
 
The
 first
 
meeting
 
any  
Spartan
 
team 
had  
in 
the 
new 
Pacific.
 
Coast
 Athletic
 
Assoeilition
 
PCAA)
 
came
 
when  
ill..
 
wrest-
lers 
comixqed  in 
the
 
vonferenre
 
championships.
 
The 
intrtstuetion
 
went
 
snaxdhly
 
and 
tio
 
Spa' 
emerged
 
as 
loop
 vitally,.
 
'the 
tennis
 
team  
folkmed
 
with 
another
 
PC'AA  
championship
 
as 
did 
the
 
track  
team.
 
But 
all 
this
 is 
a 
matter
 
, 
,0,-
ord. 
Perhaps
 
the  
niosi
 
imo.
 
t0Iii
 
happenings
 
in 
th.  
athlet],
 
,ram 
are  
th.t.  
. 
not  
r,,,..
 s 
.1 
scorehooks
 
One 
is 
!,.. 
I, 
Alone!'
 
VI,Vtaien
 
,,,.  
vvinner 
111,.
 
college
 
foot
 I 
AI:  ea, 
I,. a 
in the 
foothali
 
.}.. 
ticeable
 
and
 
th. 
could  
be  
tate
 
la 
But
 
iH  
d;1 
1.,1111,
 
the 
boveolf,
 v. het, 
took
 
pkte.-
when 
Black  
;0111,0,
 . 
refused
 
te
 
participate in 
the
 
tam' 
football
 
game 
and  
fellow
 
Blaek  
basket-
ball
 
players
 
in
 turn
 
missed
 
the  
initial  
cage 
encounter.
 
At 
first  
t.he  
athletes'
 
scholar-
ships  
were
 
revoked,  
but since
 
have
 been 
restored.
 
But 
what  
came
 out 
of 
these  
boycotts
 could 
have a 
lasting 
ef-
fect
 on 
SJS 
athletics.
 
The 
Blacks  
asked  
no
 more 
than
 to 
he
 tiefited
 equally
 on and
 
off the 
field. 
They  
felt
 they 
were 
treated
 as 
heroes 
on the 
field 
and
 dogs 
at other 
times. 
The 
'Whites 
wanted 
only 
to
 Is, 
sure 
the 
Blacks
 did 
their 
flay 
share 
in the 
cooperative
 
ventur.
 
called 
athletics.
 
Now,  while 
other 
schools  of, 
plagued by 
racial  
troubles,  
Bia,1,  
and 
White  
tracknien
 together 
strive 
for  an 
NCAA
 champion-
ship.
 
Ilia
 
Maybe the symbol 
for 
S.IS  
should
 he one white 
and  
one  
black gloved fist raised -- not iri 
defianee but in triumph. 
_  
-.sarozeistscor.c.--e-
 
.e..05.7.4403=400,20140:0941000=0:44:00:400000:
 
-core, 
their now
-famous
 raised fist 
salute. 
The next day Lee Evans 
kept
 
SJS 
in the news as 
he set 
world record 
in the 400
-meters.
 
On the home
 front Greg
 Hind 
led a pack 
of
 
Spartan  
poloists 
to 
post -season 
honors,  including 
be-
ing named 
to the first 
team
 All -
America squad. 
Naturally, Hind 
was  picked 
as the top 
college 
water polo 
player in Santa 
Clara  
Valley.
 
And 
then there
 was 
Mani
 
Hernandez.
 Just 
a sophornore, 
Heinandez was lauded as 
the top 
college soccer player in the na-
tion.
 
While  the once 
shirked  sports 
Were moving 
to the front, the 
major sports were 
having
 their 
moments
 if not as 
often, at 
least as excitedly. 
The football season 
was mem-
for the 
boycott  of 
the
 
nam  Young game 
and the 
res,gnation of coach 
Harry An-
derson. 
Cross country
 didn't. leach the
 
peak
 it has 
in the past 
despite 
JOHN CARLOS raises his 
arms triumphantly
 just before 
hitting the tape in a 9.0 100 -
yard dash 
in
 the SJS Invita-
tional. 
the fine 
showing of transfer 
Andy 
Vollmer  and 
veteran  Darold 
Dent.  
But the water polo team 
picked up the slack during the 
fall and carried
 the Spartans to 
new heights. 
Then 
came  winter and 
the ex-
citing 
basketball  season which 
began where the 
football season 
left off -- 
with a boycott. 
But once the tear between 
White and Black
 had been 
mended,
 the Spartans
 began to 
play 
the brand 
of ball they 
were 
eapable  
of
 
playing.
 
The season
 hit its 
peak  as far 
SPECIAL
 
OFFER!
 
FOR COLLEGE
 
STUDENTS
 
ONLY!
 
CLAIIVIDIL
 
CCIILIEGIE
 
SA/414_1E1P
 
S 
, 
$2.95  At 
Sftatevreekdeeene
 
.. 
oust,.  
reaa,ZAT++
 
,,'
 
6, 
t 
"Re*
 
N 
el#100644"
 
I 
EXCITING ACTION characterized the SJS water polo team 
last fall 
as
 they captured +he NCAA title 
at 
Long Beach State. 
The Spartans will lose such stars
 as Dennis Lombard, Bob Likins, 
Bruce Prefontaine, and Greg Hind, 
but SJS still has a strong 
team ready 
for 1969 with several
 outstanding JC 
transfers  
planning to enroll at SJS. 
Departmental
 Awar(ls
 
Based 
on 
Grade  Point
 
Dt.tt
 
Ittttrital 
awanls 
11.1.ttti 
on
 
t 
alone
 
will  
be
 
H\
 011 
I,tee 
N,A1 
hm, i" 
1,1, 
II 
I it/ 
1/11.1111.1.  
1.1p),
 .11.1r(IS
 
1.1,1 1,1 
['I 
Moon  
i no, 
fs,l,..,,,st.1
 and 
PO'  ' 
1.111`1111Sii
 y 
awards  
will  , 
,, fi 
Anne  
Brown,
 
Louis
 tfosefaeld, 
Daniel
 
Morgan
 
Dye, 
Greenlee,
 James 
Teruo 
Murai and 
Raymond
 Rob-
ert 
Seramaglia.
 
Math 
awards 
will be 
presented
 
to 
Carol  
Ferguson,
 John 
W. Phil-
lips, 
Donna  D. 
Marcus, 
Peter  
Herrera.
 
Kambiz
 
Lachini
 and 
Yee 
Yung 
Ying. 
Sociology  
awards
 will 
be
 given 
to 
C'alherine  
C.
 
Bathetic
 
l'atricia  
Quinn  II/111 
The anthropology 1, I 
be given to 
liveeiving bel...,...
 sd 
twe
 
I.I%\ :I', is be Nan,  v I atimer 
Jensen. 
Aliehael  I., e Nit 
ttolsolt,
 
Diami tititt Prit I ott old :-:ttor 
Owttit
 Sink thotitt  \. 
l'..itholott,
 to\
 ;trtl,t.  IS' 
IWO 
sei,ItsI
 to I.; 
Merlynn 1,:kline 
Bergen, Jeanne 
Hazel
 Bertalozzi, 
Kenneth
 Clav - 
ton Biser. Christopher 
Brose, Shirley Annette Fox, Sar-
ah Grace
 Grethen .Tames Ord 
Henman, Janice Beth 
Kellogg.
 
Betty 
Ann  Kirschner, Maly Ad -1 
dleman Moe, Virginia Rae Not'', 
Jo Ann 
Adekirk, Sandra Peters. 
Jeanne  Marie 
Platas,
 Gregory 
David 
Scott,  Andrea Alice 
Seitz.  
Mathew  Frank 
Stevens,
 Ronald 
Richard  
Tingley. Stanley Frank 
Venekus
 and Darrel Sidney
 Wil-
son.
 
Pro  
Football
 
Awaits
 
Ex-SJS
 
Players
 
fly 
KEVIN
 
DOVI.E  
Daily  
Sports
 Writer 
Some 
June 
graduates
 will work 
for a 
living while
 others 
will  
play. 
The Spartan
 athletic 
teams 
have
 in the 
past 
contributed  
sev-
eral athletes
 to the 
professional
 
football
 ranks 
and 
this
 season
 
will 
be no 
eXCepiiOn.
 
Graduates Walt
 Biackledge, 
S.T. 
Saffold,  
Danny  Holman 
and 
Charles
 Harraway
 ate
 among
 the 
1,040
 men in 
the United 
States 
playing  
professional
 football.
 
Walt
 Shockley,
 
Clarence
 
Kelly, 
Rich Watts, Willie 
Riley and 
Steve 
Alexakos  are 
among
 
the 
mesnbers of the 1968 
team plan-
ning on playing pro 
football  
at the end of this semester. 
Shockley
 was the No. 5 selec-
tion of the 
St.  Louis Cardinals
 
in 
the 
NFL -AFL common draft held 
earlier this year. 
'The hard running hack 
ended a 
brilliant
 career in the second 
game
 of the season when 
he was 
injured against Fresno State. 
Shockley responded 
well to sur-
gery 
and will be looking
 for
 
a 
starting running 
back  berth v 
the
 Cardinals.  
Kelley
 A% 
not drafted,
 11, 
impressed the St. Louis
 
organit.i  
thin in a tryout camp zind vas 
signed
 as a tree agent
 to try 
out
 
in 
August. 
Alexakos  was drafted 
high
 
bV' 
the
 
I 
f.'s',
 
Hi
 
Patriots  of tile 
Amen. 
can 
Foori,all  
League.
 110 has III, 
site it; -:f, 
21-o
 find Ili, 
spead 
make the Patriot squad. 
Ats-
akos
 
played
 
offensive
 and
 
defen-
sive line at 
State
 but 
he 
may  
be 
switched  to 
linebacker
 with
 
Bos-
ton. 
Watts 
is one of the 
tougnest
 
players  
in the
 
West  
Coast  
and  
will  be 
tried 
at
 a 
linebacker  
spot 
with
 the 
Atlanta
 
Falcons  
of 
the  
N FL. 
The
 6-2 
Watts
 has 
been 
work-
ing 
hard 
on the
 
off-season
 
UM 
1171S 
bulked
 to 
225. 
The 
Falcons
 
signed
 him
 as 
a free
 agent
 
but  
if 
he 
would  
have
 
played
 
line-
backer
 
instead
 
of
 
defensive
 
line  
last 
season,
 he 
would  
have
 im. 
pressed 
more 
scouts.
 
Riley  
has  not
 been signed 
as 
free  
agent
 yet, 
but he 
is in 
c 
tact 
with  
several
 pro 
teams 
. 
will be 
in some
 training
 camp
 . 
August.  
SKIN
 
DIVEIL
 
20%
 OFF 
U.S. 
DIVERS  
voile 
medal   
healthways  
decor 
 whitestag
  
imperial  
 RENTALS
 0 
PROFESSIONAL
 
DIVE  SHOP 
20
 MINUTES 
FROM
 SAN IOSE 
1779 
LOC 
GATOS
 
 
SANTA'S
 
VILLAGE
 
SANTA
 CRUZ 
s 
SNORKEL
 SHOP 438 9956 
ADORN tr-ft 
Looking  for it gratitiatiou g,ift? 
:Slay
 vse suggest 
jevveiries and 
jewelry ra-;es: 
pen  and pencil 
sets; and colognes.
 
(:onie in 
to 
10th 
STREET NIA RNI siCY 
and let us 
help
 you choose 
the right
 gift for the graduate. 
10TH
 STREET 
PHARMACY
 
10TH 
& SANTA 
CLARA 
294-9131 
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L 
ummer
 
Rates
 
Now  
Available
 
7Pq  10 
flpaPtinestb
 
460
 S. 4th 
Bedrtx)m    
$ 9() 
2 
lledroom
   
$130 
litaPia
 
Ione 
Office
 at 
460 
S. 4th
 
1 
Bedroom
 
( 
enough  
for  
three) 
2 
Bedroom
 
Oillaye  1112b. 
576 S. 5th 
2 Bedrooin
   
$135  
$100
 
$135 
Call
 
298-3377
 
Check  with 
Manager
 
at 
460  
S.
 
4th  
St.
 or 576
 
S.
 
5th
 
St.  
3 
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